
























































































































































































































































































By Allen J. Beck, Ph.D.
and Laura M. Maruschak

BJS Statisticians

On June 30, 2000, 1,394 of the
Nation’s 1,558 State public and private
adult correctional facilities reported that
they provide mental health services to
their inmates.*  Nearly 70% of facilities
housing State prison inmates reported
that, as a matter of policy, they screen
inmates at intake; 65% conduct psychi-
atric assessments; 51% provide
24-hour mental health care; 71%
provide therapy/counseling by trained
mental health professionals; 73%
distribute psychotropic medications to
their inmates; and 66% help released
inmates obtain community mental
health services.

One in every 8 State prisoners was
receiving some mental health therapy
or counseling services at midyear
2000.  Nearly 10% were receiving
psychotropic medications (including
antidepressants, stimulants, sedatives,
tranquilizers, or other anti-psychotic
drugs).  Fewer than 2% of State
inmates were housed in a 24-hour
mental health unit.

This report is based on the 2000
Census of State and Federal Adult
Correctional Facilities, an enumeration
of all 84 Federal facilities, 1,320 State
facilities, and 264 private facilities in
operation on June 30, 2000.  For the
first time, the 2000 census included
items related to facility policies on
mental health screening and treatment.

� Mental health screening and treat-
ment services were more frequently
reported by State confinement facili-
ties (95%) than by community-based
facilities (82%).  

� Community-based facilities, in 
which at least 50% of the inmates
regularly depart unaccompanied, were
less likely to report mental health
screening (47%), assessment (30%),
and therapy/counseling (35%).

� On June 30, 2000, an estimated
150,900 State inmates were in mental
health therapy/counseling programs;
114,400 inmates were receiving
psychotropic medications; and 
18,900 were in 24-hour care.

� In 5 States � Maine, Montana,
Nebraska, Hawaii, and Oregon �
approximately 20% of the State
inmates were receiving psychotropic
medications.  

� 12 facilities reported mental health/
psychiatric confinement as their
primary function; 143 reported it as 
a specialty among other functions.

� About two-thirds of all inmates
receiving therapy/counseling or
medications were in facilities that
didn’t specialize in providing mental
health services in confinement.

Highlights
Nearly all State adult confinement facilities screen inmates 
for mental health problems or provide treatment
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*Excluded from this report are locally
operated jails and Federal confinement
facilities.
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Inmates screened at admission and
placed in general confinement or
specialized facilities

State prison systems typically screen
inmates for mental disorders at a
reception/diagnostic center prior to
placement in a State facility.  As of
June 30, 2000, 161 facilities reported
serving this function, including at least
1 in every State.  Nearly all of these
facilities (153) reported that they either
screened inmates or conducted psychi-
atric evaluations to determine inmate
mental health or emotional status.  

In addition, 155 facilities (in 47 States)
reported mental health/psychiatric
confinement as a special function.
Only three States � North Dakota,
Rhode Island, and Wyoming � lacked
a special psychiatric confinement facil-
ity.  In these States inmates needing
special confinement separate from
other inmates are placed in State
hospitals, prison infirmaries, or in
special needs units within general
confinement facilities.

Mental health services most
commonly provided in maximum/
high-security confinement facilities

Facility policies relating to mental
health screening, assessment, and
treatment vary by type of facility and
security level.  Community-based facili-
ties, in which 50% or more of their
inmates are regularly permitted to
depart unaccompanied, are less likely
(82%) than State confinement facilities
(95%) to have policies related to
mental health screening and care
(table 1).

On each mental health policy consid-
ered, about half or fewer of the
community-based facilities reported
having such a policy.  The most
common policy for community-based
facilities was providing assistance to
released inmates to obtain mental
health services in the community
(51%).  The least common was provid-
ing 24-hour mental health care to
inmates (20%).

Among confinement facilities, the most
common forms of treatment were
therapy/counseling (84%) and distribu-
tion of psychotropic medications (83%).
At least three-quarters of the facilities
reported screening inmates at intake
and conducting psychiatric assess-
ments.  Nearly two-thirds of confine-
ment facilities reported that 24-hour
mental health care was available to
inmates either on or off facility grounds.

Mental health screening and treatment
policies were more frequently reported
by maximum/high-security facilities
than by minimum/low-security facilities
(table 2).  Almost all maximum-security
confinement facilities (99%) reported
conducting screening and providing

some form of treatment.  The most
common (95%) was the distribution of
psychotropic medications and provid-
ing mental health therapy/counseling.

Overall, 125 facilities reported that they
did not provide any mental health
services to inmates.  Of these facilities,
75 were community-based and 41
were minimum/low-security confine-
ment facilities.  The absence of mental
health policies within these facilities
may reflect the confinement and treat-
ment of mentally ill inmates elsewhere
within the State systems. On June 30,
2000, fewer than 1.8% of all State
inmates were held in facilities in which
mental health services were not avail-
able. 
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Note: Excludes five confinement facilities without a designated security level.

1020Not reported

%13.241%1.05%1.03No screening/treatment 

56.217274.536384.6253   Help released inmates obtain services
62.119088.743295.3285   Distribute psychotropic medications
64.119691.244494.6283   Provide therapy/counseling
47.114473.535863.2189   Provide 24-hour mental health care 
62.119084.040988.3264   Conduct psychiatric assessments
62.119082.540287.3261   Screen inmates at intake

%86.6265%99.0482%99.0296Any screening/treatment

%100.0316%100.0489%100.0299  Total

PercentNumberPercentNumberPercentNumberMental health policy
Minimum/lowMediumMaximum/high

Facility security level

Table 2.  Mental health screening and treatment in State confinement 
facilities, by facility security level, June 30, 2000

Note: Excludes 84 Federal facilities and 26 privately operated facilities 
in which at least half of the inmates were under Federal authority.
Includes facilities in which 50 percent or more of their inmates are regularly 
permitted to depart unaccompanied and those facilities whose primary 
function is community corrections, work release, or prerelease. 

271239Not reported

%17.875%4.650%8.2125No screening/treatment 

51.221672.079066.21,006   Help released inmates obtain services
48.620583.091073.41,115   Distribute psychotropic medications
34.814784.492670.61,073   Provide therapy/counseling
19.78363.269351.1776   Provide 24-hour mental health care 
29.912678.886465.2990   Conduct psychiatric assessments
47.420077.985569.51,055   Screen inmates at intake

%82.2347%95.41,047%91.81,394Any screening/treatment

%100.0449%100.01,109%100.01,558  Total

PercentNumberPercentNumberPercentNumberMental health policy
facilitiesfacilitiesAll facilities
Community-basedConfinement

Table 1.  Mental health screening and treatment in State correctional 
facilities, by type of facility, June 30, 2000



Based on inmate self-reports, 
at midyear 2000 State prisons held
191,000 mentally ill inmates

In the Special Report Mental Health
Treatment of Inmates and Probationers
(NCJ 174463), BJS estimated that
16.2% of State prisoners were mentally
ill.  Drawing from inmate surveys
conducted in 1997, BJS found that
10.1% of State inmates reported a
mental or emotional condition and
10.7% said they had stayed overnight
in a mental hospital or program.
Though these estimates depend on
inmate self-reports, they provide an
overall measure of the need for mental
health treatment in State prisons.
Assuming these percentages have not
changed since the surveys were
conducted, an estimated 191,000
inmates in State prisons were mentally
ill as of midyear 2000.

13% of State inmates receiving
mental health therapy; 10% 
receiving psychotropic medications

The 2000 prison census findings reveal
a great diversity in the amount and type
of treatment being provided among
State correctional facilities.  Overall,
1.6% of all inmates (or about 10% of all
those identified as mentally ill) were
receiving 24-hour care in special
housing or a psychiatric unit (table 3).
Inmates in public facilities (1.8%) and
confinement facilities (1.8%) were
somewhat more likely than those in
private facilities (1.1%) and community-
based facilities (0.3%) to be receiving
24-hour care.  
 
Nearly 13% of State inmates (or about
79% of those mentally ill) were receiv-
ing mental health therapy or counseling
services from a trained professional on
a regular basis.  The percent receiving
therapy was the highest in female-only
confinement facilities (with more than 1
in 4 female inmates receiving therapy)
and in maximum/high-security facilities
(with nearly 1 in 6 inmates in therapy)
(table 4).  
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aIncludes inmates receiving mental health treatment in Florida for whom 
only statewide totals were reported.
bNational totals were estimated by multiplying the reported percentages by the total 
number of persons in State custody on June 30, 2000.
cFacilities could report more than one function.  Primary function was the category 
with the largest number of inmates on June 30, 2000. 
dIncludes transfer facilities, juvenile confinement, protective custody, sex offender 
treatment, and death row. 

7.92,6319.43,1532.1699       Otherd
4.44886.37201.3176       Boot camp/youthful offenders
4.57617.71,3230.00       Alcohol/drug treatment

45.33,27746.73,37347.53,335       Mental health
22.143013.216417.0332       Medical treatment
4.61,6627.42,5880.3107       Community corrections

11.75,39214.76,3622.51,029       Reception/diagnostic center
   Special function

%9.682,929%12.8109,009%1.311,485   General confinement
Facility functionc

9.895,11412.9122,3761.816,986   Confinement
%4.82,458%8.74,320%0.3177   Community-based

Type of facility

13.29,37213.99,1994.53,168   Both 
21.512,53626.515,2621.4834   Females only

%8.575,664%11.7102,235%1.513,161   Males only
Authority to house

7.55,15811.47,7631.1734   Private
%9.892,414%12.8118,933%1.816,429   Public

Facility operation

114,400150,90018,900   Estimatedb
%9.7105,336%12.8137,395%1.617,354   Reporteda

 Total
PercentNumberPercentNumberPercentNumberFacility characteristic

medicationscounselinghealth care
PsychotropicTherapy/24-hour mental

Number of inmates receiving —

Table 3.  Inmates receiving mental health treatment in State correctional 
facilities, by facility characteristic, June 30, 2000

aExcludes inmates in mental health treatment in Florida for whom only 
statewide totals were reported.
bBased on the average daily population between July 1, 1999, and June 30, 2000.

8.828211.03132.378    Fewer than 100
10.92,86712.43,3093.3888   100-249
11.614,86613.416,8313.54,582   250-749
9.931,81613.041,9531.65,140   750-1,499

%9.345,283%12.859,970%1.46,298   1,500 or more
Facility sizeb

5.87,3559.311,5930.4448   Minimum/low
9.852,20812.665,7261.89,608   Medium

%11.535,069%14.944,637%2.46,928   Maximum/high
Security level

15.28,25914.37,2615.93,092   Both 
22.112,11927.114,7441.5830   Females only

%8.774,736%11.9100,371%1.513,064   Males only
Authority to house

7.74,39310.86,0801.3716   Private
%10.090,721%13.0116,296%1.816,270   Public

Facility operation

%9.895,114%12.9122,376%1.816,986      Totala
PercentNumberPercentNumberPercentNumberFacility characteristic

medicationscounselinghealth care
PsychotropicTherapy/24-hour mental

Number of inmates receiving —

Table 4.  Inmates receiving mental health treatment in State confinement 
facilities, by facility characteristic, June 30, 2000



Facilities also reported that nearly 10%
of all inmates (an estimated 114,400
inmates nationwide) were receiving
psychotropic medications. The use of
these drugs (including antidepressants,
stimulants, sedatives, and tranquil-
izers) was the most common in facili-
ties specializing in mental health
confinement (45%), medical treatment
facilities (22%), and female-only
confinement facilities (22%).  

General confinement facilities
provided most mental health 
treatment 

The 2000 census identified 155 facili-
ties that specialize in mental health/
psychiatric confinement.  Twelve of
these facilities reported that their
primary function (identified by the
largest number of inmates) was mental
health confinement (table 5).  In some
States these facilities are used to
house mentally ill inmates separately
from the general population; in other
States they are used to remove
inmates in response to acute episodes
for a short term.  The most severely
mentally ill may be transferred to
outside agencies (such as State mental
hospitals and secure psychiatric hospi-
tals) for long-term treatment.  

Facilities with mental health confine-
ment as their primary function are
typically smaller than other facilities.
Between July 1, 1999, and June 30,
2000, these facilities had an average
daily population of 690 inmates, com-
pared to an average of 1,460 in facili-
ties that provide specialized care but
hold other inmates as well.  On June
30, 2000, these 12 facilities held more
than 8,124 inmates, and, on average,
were operating at about 88% of their
rated capacity.

The majority of inmates receiving
therapy/counseling and medications
were housed in facilities without a
mental health specialty.  Nearly 70% 
of all inmates receiving therapy and  
65% of those receiving psychotropic
medication were in general confine-
ment or community-based facilities. 

In contrast, most inmates receiving
24-hour mental health care (80%) were
receiving that care in a specialized
confinement facility.

In 5 States nearly 20% of inmates
receiving pyschotropic medications 

Excluding States in which fewer than
90% of inmates were in facilities report-
ing on mental health items, the census
found that the use of psychotropic
medications was most common in
Hawaii, Maine, Montana, Nebraska,
and Oregon (with nearly 20% of all
inmates) and least common in
Alabama, Arkansas, and Michigan
(with fewer than 5% of inmates receiv-
ing medications) (appendix table B).
 

In four States � Louisiana, Nebraska,
Maine, and Wyoming � facilities
reported that at least a quarter of all
State inmates were receiving mental
health therapy or counseling services.  
Among all States,  only Hawaii, which
operates an integrated prison and jail
system, reported that fewer than 5% of
their inmates were receiving mental
health therapy/counseling. 

Among all correctional facilities, the
Louisiana State Penitentiary in Baton
Rouge reported the largest number of
inmates in therapy (1,736), followed by
the California Men’s Colony in San Luis
Obispo (1,721), the California Medical
Facility in Vacaville (1,300), and the
Indiana Wabash Valley Correctional
Facility (1,021) (appendix table C). 
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aFacilities could report more than one function.  Primary function was the
category which applied to the largest number of inmates on June 30.  Secon-
dary function includes all other facilities that reported mental health/psychiatric
confinement as a facility function.
bExcludes inmates in mental health treatment in Florida for whom only statewide
totals were reported.
cRated capacity is the maximum number of beds or inmates assigned 
by a rating official.
dPercent of capacity occupied is the ratio of number of inmates held to the rated
capacity on June 30, 2000.

%94.7%100.4%100.4%87.8%99.9
Percent of capacity
occupiedd

61,664899,528208,4279,255217,682Rated capacityc

4.48.015.645.316.6    Psychotropic medications
8.111.218.246.719.2    In therapy/counseling

%0.2%0.4%5.3%47.5%6.8    In 24-hour care
Percent of inmates

2,17060,97631,1493,27734,426    Psychotropic medications
3,87683,82835,6193,37338,992    In therapy/counseling

1163,30810,4043,33513,739    In 24-hour care

Number of inmates
receiving treatmentb

58,411902,976209,2968,124217,420
Number of inmates held
on June 30, 2000

1309281,4606901,400      Mean 
29047617   Fewer than 100
11415710313   100-249
3227832537   250-749
331053154   750-1,499
316942244   1,500 or more

Average daily population

44296114312155Number of facilities

basedConfinementSecondaryPrimaryTotalCharacteristic
Community-health/psychiatric confinementa

Other facilitiesFacilities that specialize in mental

Table 5.  Characteristics of State correctional facilities 
providing mental health services, June 30, 2000
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*Includes 1,295 State-operated facilities, 22 facilities under joint State and local authority, 3 facilities operated by the
 District of Columbia, and 238 private facilities with more than 50% of their inmates held for State authorities.

017765679Wyoming
01315171717151730Washington
007654568Utah
00111297101313Oregon
0089108101010New Mexico
0799107101120Nevada
104664568Montana
01710565713Idaho
001910991010Hawaii
3035383432301647Colorado

121338364128355086California
1012141413131516Arizona
111819126101624Alaska

1836172192179146163184294West

0046826611West Virginia
01429303431344461Virginia
22109118114111114117127Texas
0014151515141415Tennessee
0520222117181934South Carolina
3420373325303752Oklahoma
2061736831554980North Carolina
192985111228Mississippi
0222181813141226Maryland
5011111011111217Louisiana
011412138121525Kentucky
2648474138455483Georgia
0885888819098106Florida
024323226District of Columbia
105882889Delaware
0312121212121215Arkansas
1311262113211635Alabama

1759471535514338497527730South

031421209181630Wisconsin
003431324South Dakota
0029323326343434Ohio
012221223North Dakota
000990229Nebraska
01272727002728Missouri
008981119Minnesota
01032314035433970Michigan
001110998911Kansas
1223211012121130Iowa
0413131514141725Indiana
0434313132303048Illinois
125196210207140167190301Midwest

107885769Vermont
007770777Rhode Island
0239402932293644Pennsylvania
0040435366523169New York
0325302314242743New Jersey
007774548New Hampshire
2020202115172025Massachusetts
006773568Maine
0016161813171720Connecticut
35167178173152163154233Northeast

391251,0061,1151,0737769901,0551,558   Total

No data
reported

No services
provided

Help released
inmates obtain
services

Distribute
psychotropic
medications

Provide
therapy/
counseling

Provide 24-
hour mental
health care

Conduct
psychiatric
assessments

Screen
inmates 
at intake Total* 

Region and
State

Number of facilities, by type of policy

Appendix table A.  Mental health screening and treatment in State correctional facilities, June 30, 2000
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Note:  Percents based on the number of inmates held in facilities reporting data.  Totals vary by item:  
1,073,455 for 24-hour care; 1,069,605 for therapy/counseling; and 1,088,023 for use of medications.
/Not reported. 
*Based on facilities reporting use of psychotropic medications.

100.02,1862,18617.337837.38150.37Wyoming
100.014,68214,68213.11,925//2.6381Washington
25.11,2104,82419.823929.03061.822Utah
92.49,1819,93319.61,79621.82,0320.865Oregon
97.55,0285,1588.542715.68032.7138New Mexico
74.46,9149,2967.752910.65990.854Nevada
94.32,2332,36821.447812.02680.613Montana
96.33,8133,96119.172814.35470.01Idaho

100.03,7613,76119.87462.71003.2120Hawaii
98.015,33915,65514.22,18014.92,2131.8274Colorado
93.9150,884160,72710.515,83112.518,8632.13,144California
97.626,36027,0058.32,19414.73,8741.4378Arizona
81.82,6573,2489.023810.82862.993Alaska
92.9%244,248262,804%11.327,689%13.530,706%1.94,690West

98.23,0123,06816.148612.63531.029West Virginia
96.730,36831,4128.42,54010.63,2150.00Virginia
81.3126,084155,0996.27,8387.79,5991.51,638Texas

100.018,36818,3689.91,8116.54302.2399Tennessee
12.32,62721,2771.1285.31,1220.239South Carolina
96.523,01323,85811.82,71614.63,3490.8187Oklahoma
89.227,40630,70810.22,78313.23,7472.5715North Carolina
99.514,74814,82313.11,93510.91,6073.9580Mississippi
83.018,93322,82112.42,34414.92,8291.3253Maryland
97.918,75719,1678.71,62627.05,0621.2201Louisiana

100.012,37812,37818.52,29621.92,6261.0126Kentucky
99.443,95844,23510.64,65912.15,3024.82,070Georgia

100.071,61671,61610.87,76414.910,6890.3191Florida
92.72,3852,5748.921321.15031.638District of Columbia
98.15,9106,02312.573914.58010.02Delaware

100.010,46510,4654.142410.71,1170.882Arkansas
99.022,16922,3954.91,0788.41,7682.5556Alabama
88.6%452,197510,287%9.141,280%11.954,119%1.67,106South

97.915,18315,51118.02,73520.42,4833.2492Wisconsin
100.02,5912,59116.242022.35771.743South Dakota
100.047,91547,91510.34,92115.07,1652.21,042Ohio
63.362899239.3247////North Dakota

100.03,5083,50819.769128.09822.484Nebraska
100.027,96327,9633.81,05411.93,3310.012Missouri
100.07,4517,45117.61,31216.41,2220.432Minnesota
94.845,18347,6394.82,16110.54,6781.7760Michigan

100.08,9928,99216.91,51823.12,0752.4218Kansas
99.49,0319,08612.41,12214.31,2931.5134Iowa

100.018,19518,19513.12,39223.54,2811.9354Indiana
99.744,00044,1506.72,9549.94,3741.5672Illinois
98.6%230,640233,993%9.321,527%14.332,461%1.73,843Midwest

76.61,0041,31128.328434.93503.030Vermont
0.003,347////0.310Rhode Island

99.536,71036,89510.63,89113.04,7610.5178Pennsylvania
94.367,59571,6626.74,53910.26,8880.4262New York

100.027,11827,1189.42,5419.22,3081.8467New Jersey
82.21,8722,27712.222820.73874.992New Hampshire

100.010,50010,50012.71,33121.82,2713.0309Massachusetts
95.91,5621,62923.536733.05382.826Maine
85.814,57716,98411.41,65917.82,5962.3341Connecticut
93.7%160,938171,7239.214,840%12.620,099%1.01,715Northeast

92.3%1,088,0231,178,807%9.7105,336%12.8137,385%1.617,354   Total

coveredreporting data*facilitiesPercentNumberPercentNumberPercentNumberRegion and State
PercentIn facilitiesIn allPsychotropic medicationsTherapy/counseling24-hour care

Inmates in custodyNumber of inmates receiving —

Appendix table B.  Inmates receiving mental health treatment 
in State correctional facilities, June 30, 2000



Methodology

The 2000 Census of State and Federal
Adult Correctional Facilities was the
sixth enumeration of State institutions
sponsored by the Bureau of Justice
Statistics.  Earlier censuses were
completed in 1974, 1979, 1984, 1990,
and 1995.  

The facility universe was developed
from the 1995 census.  Each depart-
ment of corrections was contacted to
identify new facilities and facilities that
had been closed since June 30, 1995.
Data were collected from all facilities,
resulting in a final response rate of
100%.

Facilities were included in the census 
if they had separate staffs; housed

primarily State or Federal prisoners;
were physically, functionally, and
administratively separate; and opera-
tional on June 30, 2000.  Overall, the
census identified 84 Federal facilities,
1,295 State facilities, 22 facilities under
State and local authority, 3 facilities
operated by the District of Columbia,
and 264 privately operated facilities. 

The census included the following
types of adult correctional facilities:
prisons and penitentiaries; boot camps;
prison farms; reception, diagnostic, 
and classification centers; road camps,
forestry and conservation camps;
youthful offender facilities (except in
California); vocational training facilities;

prison hospitals; drug and alcohol
treatment facilities; and State-operated
local detention facilities (in Alaska,
Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode
Island, and Vermont).

Facilities were classified as community
based if 50% or more of their inmates
were regularly permitted to leave
unaccompanied or if their primary
function was community corrections.
Such facilities included halfway houses
and restitution, prerelease, work
release, and study release centers.
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Note:  Facilities were ranked based on the number of inmates receiving mental health therapy or counseling
services on June 30, 2000. 
/Not reported.

9.118.00.131061433,417AZASP Complex, Florence
24.730.10.050661702,051TXGatesville Unit
11.712.60.158062574,952CANorth Kern State Prison
12.912.90.164564574,986MSMS State Penitentiary, Parchman

%21.7%43.1%2.3339674361,564AZASP Complex, Perryville

18.519.60.163667553,445CACentral Women's Facility, Chowchilla
27.435.42.2527681431,926OROR State Penitentiary, Salem
29.744.98.04516831211,520KYKY State Reformatory, La Grange
0.215.00.01168524,569CACentinela State Prison

%6.5%10.5%3.84286862506,555CAAvenal State Prison

8.911.90.2517689145,802CACA State Prison, San Quentin
11.319.90.139269143,476CAValley State Prison for Women
26.637.40.049870001,874KSHutchison Correctional Facility
5.814.70.127870574,795CACA Rehabilitation Center, Norco

%14.2%16.7%2.3604707984,244CASalinas Valley State Prison

10.412.10.261070895,863CACA State Prison, Solano
9.116.52.33937101004,306AZASP Complex, Eyman

10.313.72.35397191185,243CACA Correctional Institution, Tehachapi
6.910.10.149772677,223CACorrectional Training Facility, Soledad

%8.9%12.4%0.0525735/5,932CAWasco State Prison

14.118.50.259477984,210CACA State Prison, Los Angeles
25.626.70.5763794162,975CACA State Prison, Sacramento
7.213.00.2450817146,284CASubstance Abuse Treatment, Corcoran

21.623.90.276985473,566CAMule Creek State Prison
%30.7%46.1%9.76009001901,954CACA Institute for Women, Corona

26.644.427.75759606002,164ILDixon Correctional Center
14.349.52.32941,021472,061INWabash Valley Correctional Facility
42.342.342.31,3001,3001,3003,070CACA Medical Facility, Vacaville
24.325.83.31,6211,7212216,683CACA Men’s Colony, San Luis Obispo

%3.9%33.9%1.61991,736805,116LALouisiana State Penitentiary, Baton Rouge

%13.4%20.0%2.816,45124,5573,278122,635      Total

medicationscounselingcaremedicationscounselingcareon June 30StateName
PsychotropicIn therapy/In 24-hourPsychotropicIn therapy/In 24-hourInmates 

Percent of inmates receiving —Number of inmates receiving —

Appendix table C.  The 35 largest State correctional facilities providing 
mental health therapy/treatment, June 30, 2000



Correctional facilities were classified as
confinement facilities if fewer than 50%
of the inmates are regularly permitted
to leave unaccompanied.  On June 30,
2000, 463 State facilities were
community-based and 1,121 were
confinement facilities.

All Federal facilities and 26 privately  
operated facilities that held at least
50% of their inmates for Federal
authorities were excluded from this
report.  Data on policies and the
numbers of inmates receiving mental
health treatment within these facilities
on June 30, 2000, were not available.  
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By Paula M. Ditton
BJS Statistician

At midyear 1998, an estimated 283,800
mentally ill offenders were incarcerated
in the Nation’s prisons and jails. 
In recent surveys completed by the
Bureau of Justice Statistics,  16% of
State prison inmates, 7% of Federal
inmates, and 16% of those in local jails
reported either a mental condition or an
overnight stay in a mental hospital.
About 16%, or an estimated 547,800
probationers, said they had had a
mental condition or stayed overnight 
in a mental hospital at some point in
their lifetime.

Based on information from personal
interviews, State prison inmates with a
mental condition were more likely than
other inmates to be incarcerated for a
violent offense (53% compared to
46%); more likely than other inmates to
be under the influence of alcohol or
drugs at the time of the current offense
(59% compared to 51%); and more
than twice as likely as other inmates to
have been homeless in the 12 months
prior to their arrest (20% compared to
9%).  Over three-quarters of mentally ill
inmates had been sentenced to time in
prison or jail or on probation at least
once prior to the current sentence.

Over 30% of male mentally ill inmates
and 78% of females reported prior
physical or sexual abuse.  Since admis-
sion 61% of mentally ill inmates in State
prison and 41% in local jails reported
they had received treatment for a
mental condition in the form of counsel-
ing, medication, or other mental health
services.  

ù About 10% of prison and jail
inmates reported a mental or
emotional condition; and 10% 
said they had stayed overnight 
in a mental hospital or program.

ù Together, 16% or an estimated
283,800 inmates reported either a
mental condition or an overnight
stay in a mental hospital, and 
were identified as mentally ill.

ù About 53% of mentally ill inmates
were in prison for a violent offense,
compared to 46% of other inmates.

ù Mentally ill offenders were less 
likely than others to be incarcerated 
for a drug-related offense 
(13% versus 22%).

ù Mentally ill State prison inmates 
were more than twice as likely as 
other inmates to report living on the
street or in a shelter in the 12 months
prior to arrest (20% compared to 9%).

ù Nearly 8 in 10 female mentally ill
inmates reported physical or sexual
abuse.  Males with a mental condition
were more than twice as likely as 
other males to report abuse.

ù 6 in 10 mentally ill State inmates
reported receiving mental treatment
since admission to prison.  

 Highlights

16.244.1   Counseling
34.150.1   Medication
40.9%60.5%Any treatment

Mentally ill inmates 
State prison   Jail

Mental health treatment
since admission

Mentally ill inmates were more likely than others to be in prison 
for a violent offense

*Reported either a mental or emotional condition or 
an overnight stay in a mental hospital or program.

16.0%16.3%7.4%16.2%
Estimated to be

mentally ill*

8.210.24.710.7
Overnight stay in a

mental hospital

13.8%10.5%4.8%10.1%
Mental or emotional

condition

Proba-
tionJail 

Federal 
prison

State
prison Reported a...

Over a quarter million mentally ill incarcerated in prison or jail

78.881.2Priors
21.2%18.8%None

Criminal h istor y
9.89.9Public-order

22.212.8Drug
21.524.4Property
46.1%52.9%Violent

Other 
inmates

Mentally ill
inmatesOffense

State prisoners

Nearly 6 in 10 mentally ill offenders reported they were under the 
influence of alcohol or drugs at the time of their current offense

56.1%58.8%In month before offense
Drug use

51.2%58.7%At time of offense
Alcohol/dru g use

50.978.4Female
13.1%32.8%Male

Physical/sexual abuse
8.8%20.1%prior to arrest

Homeless in 12 months

Other
inmates

Mentally ill
inmatesBefore entering prison

     State prisoners
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Prevalence of mental illness among
correctional populations based on
offender self reports

The findings in this report are based on
the 1997 Survey of Inmates in State or
Federal Correctional Facilities, the
1996 Survey of Inmates in Local Jails,
and the 1995 Survey of Adults on
Probation.  In each survey, offenders
selected through nationally representa-
tive samples were asked a series of
mental health related questions.
Respondents were asked if they have a
mental or emotional condition and
whether they had ever received treat-
ment for a mental or emotional
problem, other than treatment related
to drug or alcohol abuse.  (See survey
questions in the box above.)

16% of State prisoners identified 
as mentally ill

For this report, offenders were identi-
fied as mentally ill if they met one of the
following two criteria: they reported a
current mental or emotional condition,
or they reported an overnight stay in a
mental hospital or treatment program.
An estimated 1 in 10 State prison
inmates reported a current mental or
emotional condition (table 1).  A slightly
larger percentage (11%) of State
inmates said they had been admitted
overnight to a mental hospital or treat-
ment program at some point in their
life.  Overall, nearly a third of all
inmates reported they had a current
mental condition or they had received
mental health service at some time.

To take into account underreporting of
current mental or emotional problems,
past admission to a mental hospital
was included as a measure of mental
illness.  Overall, 16% of State prisoners
met these criteria, including 10% who
reported a current mental condition and
an additional 6% who said they did not
have a mental condition but had stayed
overnight in a mental hospital, unit, or
treatment program.
   
Previously estimated rates of mental
illness among incarcerated populations
vary, depending on the methodology of
the study, the institution, and the defini-
tion of mental illness.  Estimates range
from 8% to 16% among studies with
more rigorous scientific methods,
including random sampling and a
standardized assessment or psycho-
logical testing. (See the box on this
page.)
  
Past estimates of the rate of mental
illness among incarcerated populations
are higher than those for the U.S.
general population.  Among a sample
of male jail detainees in Cook County
(Chicago), Teplin found 9.5% had
experienced a severe mental disorder
(schizophrenia, mania, or major
depression) at some point in their life,
compared to 4.4% of males in the U.S.
general population.  The Epidemiologic
Catchment Area program found that
6.7% of prisoners had suffered from
schizophrenia at some point, compared
to 1.4% of the U.S. household popula-
tion (Robins and Regier).

Survey items used to measure mental illness

Do you have a mental or emotional condition?  *  Yes
(prison and jail inmates only)  *  No

Have you ever been told by a mental health professional 
such as a psychiatrist, psychologist, social worker, or *  Yes
psychiatric nurse, that you had a mental or emotional disorder? *  No
(probationers only)

    
Because of an emotional or mental problem, have you ever &
  Taken a medication prescribed by a psychiatrist or other doctor? *  Yes

*  No
   Been admitted to a mental hospital, unit or treatment program 
   where you stayed overnight? *  Yes

*  No
   
   Received counseling or therapy from a trained professional? *  Yes

*  No
   
   Received any other mental health services? *  Yes

*  No

30.23.3mental health services
Received other 

29.721.8counseling or therapy
Received professional

23.918.9medication
Taken a prescribed

%16.2%10.7a hospital overnight
Been admitted to

inmate had —
or emotional problem, 
Because of a mental 

%10.1%10.1or emotional condition
Reported a mental 

percentPercent
lative
Cumu-

State prison inmates 

Table 1.  Measures of mental illness
amon g State prison inmates, 1997

Previous studies of the prevalence of severe mental illness in prison or jail

Study Sample Mentally ill*

Guy, Platt, Zwerling, Philadelphia jail 
   and Bullock (1985) pretrial admissions 16%
 
Teplin (1990) Cook County jail

admissions (males) 10%

Steadman, Fabisiak, Dvoskin, New York State
   and Holohean (1987) prisoners   8%

*Generally includes schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and major depression.  
See individual studies for variations in definition.



283,800 mentally ill in prison or jail;
547,800 on probation

Using the same criteria described for
State prison inmates, 16% of offenders
in local jails or on probation and 7% of
inmates in Federal prisons were identi-
fied as mentally ill in recently completed
BJS surveys (table 2).  Probationers
were somewhat less likely than inmates
in State prisons or local jails to report
an overnight stay in a mental hospital
or treatment program but more likely to
report a mental or emotional problem.
Federal inmates had lower rates on
both measures.  

Assuming these rates have not
changed since the surveys were
conducted, an estimated 283,800
inmates in prison or jail were mentally 
ill as of June 30, 1998 (table 3).  State
prisons held an estimated 179,200
mentally ill offenders; Federal prisons
held 7,900; and local jails, 96,700.  Of
those on probation at yearend 1998, 
an estimated 547,800 were mentally ill.

White inmates more likely than
blacks or Hispanics to report a
mental illness

Nearly a quarter of white State prison
and local jail inmates and a fifth of
white offenders on probation were
identified as mentally ill (table 4).  The
rate of mental illness among black and
Hispanic inmates and probationers was
much lower.  Among black offenders,

14% of those in State prison and local
jails, and 10% of those on probation
were identified as mentally ill.  About
11% of Hispanic State prison and local
jail inmates, and 9% of Hispanic offend-
ers on probation had a mental illness. 

Black and Hispanic inmates in Federal
prison were half as likely as white
inmates to report a mental illness.
About 6% of black inmates and 4% 
of Hispanic inmates reported a mental
condition or an overnight stay in a
mental hospital, compared to 12% 
of white Federal prison inmates.

The prevalence of mental illness also
varied by gender, with females report-
ing a higher rate of mental illness than
males.  Nearly 24% of female State
prison and local jail inmates, and 22%
of female probationers were identified
as mentally ill, compared to 16% of
male State prison and jail inmates 
and 15% of male probationers.

Offender mental illness highest
among the middle-aged 

Offenders between ages 45 and 54
were the most likely to be identified as
mentally ill.  About 20% of State prison-
ers, 10% of Federal prisoners, 23% of
jail inmates, and 21% of probationers
between ages 45 and 54 had a mental
illness, compared to 14% of State
inmates, 7% of Federal inmates, 13%
of jail inmates, and 14% of probation-
ers age 24 or younger.

The highest rates of mental illness
were among white females in State
prison.  An estimated 29% of white
females, 20% of black females, and
22% of Hispanic females in State
prison were identified as mentally ill.
Nearly 4 in 10 white female inmates
age 24 or younger were mentally ill.  
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*Based on midyear 1998 counts from the National Prisoner Statistics
and Annual Survey of Jails and preliminary yearend 1998 counts from
the Annual Probation Survey.

281,20060,5005,000118,300to a mental hospital
Admitted overnight 

473,00062,1005,200111,300emotional condition
Reported a mental or

547,80096,7007,900179,200Identified as mentally ill

Probationjailprisonprison
LocalFederalState

Estimated number of offenders*

Table 3.  Estimated number of mentally ill inmates
and probationers, 1998

*Reported either a mental condition or an overnight stay in a mental hospital 
or treatment program.

8.210.24.710.7hospital or treatment program
Admitted overnight to a mental

13.810.54.810.1or emotional condition
Reported a mental 

%16.0%16.3%7.4%16.2Identified as mentally ill*

19951996inmates, 1997inmates, 1997
Probationers,Jail inmates,Federal prisonState prison

Table 2.  Mental health status of inmates and probationers

*Excludes Hispanics.
16.020.48.915.6   55 or older
21.122.710.319.7   45-54
19.819.37.518.4   35-44
13.815.75.914.8   25-34

%13.8%13.3%6.6%14.4   24 or younger
Age
   

9.011.14.111.0   Hispanic
10.413.75.613.5   Black*

%19.6%21.7%11.8%22.6   White*
Race/His panic ori gin

21.722.712.523.6   Female
%14.7%15.6%7.0%15.8   Male

Gender
tionersinmatesinmatesinmatescharacteristic
Proba-JailFederalStateOffender

Percent identified as mentally ill

Table 4.  Inmates and probationers identified as mentally ill,
by gender, race/His panic ori gin, and a ge

23213335 or older
21202325-34
23173724 or younger

%22%20%29   Total
HispanicBlackWhiteAge

Percent of females in State 
prison identified as mentally ill



Mentally ill more likely than other
offenders to have committed a
violent offense 

Fifty-three percent of mentally ill State
prisoners, compared to 46% of other
State prisoners, were incarcerated for a
violent crime (table 5).  Approximately  
13% of the mentally ill in State prison
had committed murder; 12%, sexual
assault; 13%, robbery; and 11%,
assault.  Among inmates in Federal
prison, 33% of the mentally ill were
incarcerated for a violent offense,
compared to 13% of other Federal
inmates.  More than 1 in 5 mentally ill
Federal prisoners had committed
robbery (predominantly bank robbery).
Among inmates in local jails, 30% of
the mentally ill had committed a violent
offense, compared to 26% of other jail
inmates.  An estimated 28% of mentally
ill probationers and 18% of other proba-
tioners reported their current offense
was a violent crime.

Nearly 1 in 5 violent offenders incarcer-
ated or on probation were identified as
mentally ill.  

 

Unlike those in State prisons, the
majority of mentally ill offenders in jail

or on probation had committed a  
property or public-order offense.
Almost a third of mentally ill offenders
in jail and on probation had committed
a property offense, and a quarter had
committed a public-order offense.

Mentally ill offenders were less likely
than other inmates to be incarcerated

for a drug offense.  About 13% of
mentally ill inmates and 22% of other
inmates in State prison were incarcer-
ated for a drug offense.  In Federal
prison, where the majority of inmates
are incarcerated for a drug offense,
40% of those identified as mentally ill
and 64% of other Federal inmates were
in prison for a drug-related crime.
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Note: Detail does not sum to total because of excluded offense categories.
*Includes nonnegligent manslaughter.

%31.6%24.7%24.6%23.2%14.6%17.0%9.8%9.9Public-order offenses

9.26.79.67.046.635.712.26.6   Trafficking
11.07.212.37.311.93.99.45.7   Possession

%20.7%16.1%23.3%15.2%64.4%40.4%22.2%12.8Drug offenses

9.211.74.45.24.95.02.63.1   Fraud
8.85.37.98.40.41.34.14.6   Larceny/theft
4.36.47.49.10.31.010.512.1   Burglary

%28.5%30.4%26.0%31.3%6.7%8.7%21.5%24.4Property offenses

10.514.011.014.41.13.89.010.9   Assault
1.42.06.94.79.120.814.413.0   Robbery
4.16.82.85.20.71.97.912.4   Sexual assault
0.90.52.73.51.41.911.413.2   Murder*

%18.4%28.4%25.6%29.9%13.3%33.1%46.1%52.9Violent offenses

%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0         All offenses
probationersprobationersinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesMost serious offense
OtherMentally illOtherMentally illOtherMentally illOtherMentally ill

ProbationLocal jailFederal prisonState prison
 

Table 5.  Most serious current offense of inmates and probationers , by mental health status  

6 in 10 violent mentally ill State
prisoners knew their victim

Mentally ill inmates who were incar-
cerated for a violent offense were
more likely to report that the victim of
the offense was a woman, someone
they knew, and under age 18.  Nearly
61% of mentally ill State prison
inmates who had committed a 
violent offense knew their victim.  
An estimated 16% had victimized a
relative and 12% an intimate, such 
as a spouse, ex-spouse, boyfriend, 
or girlfriend. 

More than half of the mentally ill
reported that they had victimized a
female during the current offense.  
An estimated 15% reported that their
youngest victim was a child, age 12 
or under, and 12% reported the 
victim to be between ages 13 
and 17.  A weapon was used by 44%
of the violent State prisoners who
were mentally ill.

22.8Probationers
18.5Jail inmates
16.6Federal prison inmates

%18.2State prison inmates

Percent mentally ill
among violent offenders

aMore than one victim may have been
reported.
bIncludes spouse, ex-spouse, boyfriend,
girlfriend, ex-boyfriend, and ex-girlfriend.
cIncludes those known by sight only.

58.156.0No
%41.9%44.0Yes

Use of wea pon

47.939.1Knew none of victims
6.96.5Otherc

27.729.8Friend/acquaintance
8.611.6Intimateb

10.315.6Relative
%52.1%60.8Knew victima

Victim-offender relationshi p

4.36.255 or older
22.823.835-54
30.925.725-34
20.717.318-24
11.011.613-17

%10.2%15.412 or younger
Age of youn gest victim

10.911.7Both males and females
37.544.0Female

%51.5%44.3Male
Gender of victim (s)

inmatesinmates
Otherill

Mentally

Victim characteristics and use 
of weapon, by mental health status 
of violent State prisoners



Half of mentally ill inmates reported
3 or more prior sentences

Mentally ill inmates reported longer
criminal histories than other inmates.
Among the mentally ill 52% of State
prisoners, 54% of jail inmates, and 49%
of Federal inmates reported three or
more prior sentences to probation or
incarceration (table 6).  Among other
inmates, 42% of State prisoners and
jail inmates and 28% of Federal 
inmates had three or more prior
sentences.  About 10% of mentally ill
prison inmates and 13% of jail inmates
reported 11 or more prior sentences.

Mentally ill more likely than other
inmates to be violent recidivists

Among repeat offenders, 53% of
mentally ill State inmates had a current
or past sentence for a violent offense,
compared to 45% of other inmates.
Forty-six percent of mentally ill jail
inmates and 32% of other jail inmates
with a criminal history had a current or
past sentence or current charge for a
violent crime.  Among Federal prison-
ers with a prior sentence, the mentally
ill (44%) were twice as likely as other
inmates (22%) to have a current or
prior sentence for a violent offense.

Although offenders on probation had
shorter criminal histories, nearly 3 in 10
of the mentally ill were recidivists with 
a current or past sentence for violence. 

Homelessness more prevalent
among mentally ill offenders
  
Mentally ill offenders reported high
rates of homelessness, unemployment,
alcohol and drug use, and physical and
sexual abuse prior to their current
incarceration.  During the year preced-
ing their arrest, 30% of mentally ill
inmates in jail and 20% of those in
State or Federal prison reported a
period of homelessness, when they
were living either on the street or in a

shelter (table 7).  About 9% of other
State prison inmates, 3% of other
Federal inmates and 17% of other jail
inmates reported a period a homeless-
ness in the year prior to their arrest.

Fewer inmates reported they were
homeless at the time of arrest.  About
4% of mentally ill State and Federal
prison inmates and 7% of jail inmates
reported they were living on the street
or in a shelter when arrested for their
current offense.  These rates were at  
least double those for inmates who
were not mentally ill.  

About 4 in 10 inmates with a mental
condition unemployed before arrest

Mentally ill offenders were less likely
than others to report they were working

in the month before arrest.  About 38%
of mentally ill State and Federal prison
inmates and 47% of mentally ill jail
inmates were not employed in the
month before arrest, while 30% of other
State inmates, 28% of other Federal
inmates, and 33% of other jail inmates
were unemployed.
  
An estimated 30% of mentally ill and
13% of other inmates in State prison
received some type of financial support
from government agencies prior to their
arrest.  More than 15% of the mentally
ill received welfare, 17% supplemental
security income or other pension, and
3% compensation payments, such as
unemployment or workman’s compen-
sation.
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7.813.22.29.75.310.0   11 or more
14.617.67.315.411.615.6   6 to 10
19.723.518.923.625.526.3   3 to 5
11.510.114.712.917.013.82
17.914.718.214.019.415.51

%28.4%21.0%38.8%24.3%21.2%18.80
incarceration sentences
Number of prior probation/

40.033.039.632.033.827.8      Other recidivists
31.646.021.643.744.953.4      Violent recidivists
71.679.061.275.778.881.2   Priors

%28.4%21.0%38.8%24.3%21.2%18.8   None
Criminal histor y

inmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesinmates
OtherMentally illOtherMentally illOtherMentally ill

Local jail Federal prison  State prison 

Table 6.  Criminal histor y of inmates , by mental health status 

aDetail sums to more than 100% because offenders may have reported  more than one 
source of income.  For prisoners detail includes any income received in the month prior 
to arrest.  For jail inmates, detail includes any income received in the year prior to arrest.
bIncludes Supplemental Security Income, Social Security, or other pension.

2.13.01.84.71.93.1   Compensation payments
4.918.43.716.54.117.3   Pensionb

12.321.93.913.77.815.4   Welfare
14.419.428.822.527.023.4   Illegal sources
15.419.712.320.117.722.0   Family/friends

%77.1%62.9%66.4%54.0%65.6%56.7   Wages
Sources of  income a

33.447.127.537.730.438.8   No
%66.6%52.9%72.5%62.3%69.6%61.2   Yes

before arrest
Employed in month

2.96.90.33.91.23.9   At time of arrest
%17.3%30.3%3.2%18.6%8.8%20.1   In year before arrest

Homeless
inmateinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesinmates
OtherMentally illOtherMentally illOtherMentally ill

Local jail Federal prison State prison

Table 7.  Homelessness, employment, and sources of income of inmates, 
by mental health status

28.827.6     Other recidivists
17.129.1     Violent recidivists
45.956.6   Priors

%54.1%43.4   None
Criminal histor y

OtherMentally ill
Probationers



Over half of mentally ill prison and jail
inmates reported wages as their source
of income prior to arrest, 23% of prison
inmates and 20% of jail inmates
reported income from illegal sources.   

Offenders on probation were asked
about their current employment and
sources of income in the past year.
Over half of mentally ill probationers
and three-quarters of other probation-
ers were currently employed.  An
estimated 52% of mentally ill probation-
ers and 27% of other probationers said
they received income from government
agencies in the past year.

Family history of incarceration and
alcohol or drug use prevalent
among mentally ill

Overall, 55% of mentally ill State prison
inmates, 42% of Federal prisoners,
52% of jail inmates, and 40% of proba-
tioners reported a family member had
been incarcerated at some point (table
8).  About 47% of other State prison
inmates, 39% of other Federal inmates,
45% of other jail inmates, and 34% of
other probationers reported a history 
of family incarceration.  Nearly a
quarter of mentally ill State inmates
said their father or mother had served
time in prison or jail; 42% said a brother
or sister had been incarcerated.

When compared with other inmates
and probationers, the mentally ill also
reported higher rates of alcohol and
drug abuse by a parent or guardian
while they were growing up.  Approxi-
mately 4 in 10 mentally ill State prison-
ers, jail inmates, and probationers, and
1 in 3 Federal inmates reported their
parent or guardian had abused alcohol

or drugs while they were growing up.
About 42% reported alcohol abuse by a
parent or guardian, and 13% reported
drug abuse.

At some point while growing up, a
quarter of mentally ill State prisoners
and local jail inmates lived in a foster
home, agency, or institution. One in six
mentally ill probationers reported living
in a foster home or institution for a
period of time during their childhood.

Mentally ill report high rates of past
physical and sexual abuse

Mentally ill male State prisoners were
more than twice as likely as other
males to report physical abuse prior to
admission to prison (27% versus 11%)
and nearly four times as likely to report
prior sexual abuse (15% versus 4%,
table 9).  Among male inmates 25% of
the mentally ill in Federal prisons or in
jails reported prior physical abuse,
compared to 5% of other male Federal
inmates and 8% of other male jail
inmates.  Mentally ill male probationers
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2.49.06.111.12.88.55.710.9Both
0.41.01.21.70.81.21.82.0Drugs only

%19.2%32.4%21.9%29.3%16.0%24.6%22.2%30.6Alcohol only
alcohol or drugs
Parent or guardian abused

%6.5%15.9%11.5%24.1%5.8%18.6%12.2%26.1agency, or institution
Ever lived in a foster home,

While growin g up —
   

25.625.732.836.229.929.536.541.8Brother/sister
11.119.618.923.711.113.417.423.4Parent

%34.0%40.3%45.1%51.5%38.5%41.5%46.5%54.9Famil y member ever incarcerated
probationersprobationersinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesinmates
OtherMentally illOtherMentally illOtherMentally illOtherMentally ill

ProbationLocal jailFederal prisonState prison 

Table 8.  Famil y back ground of inmates and probationers , by mental health status

*More than one source of income may have
been reported.

7.710.2   payments
Compensation 

7.624.5Pension
15.526.4Welfare
16.317.9Family/friends

%86.8%69.3Wages
Sources of income *

24.144.1 No
%75.9%55.9Yes

Currentl y employed
OtherMentally ill

Probationers

19.942.329.663.419.345.033.158.9      Female
2.414.23.417.21.511.64.115.0      Male

%5.8%21.9%5.9%23.5%2.7%15.6%5.8%19.0   Sexually abused

29.746.730.859.829.450.040.267.6       Female
5.121.08.025.34.724.510.827.4       Male

%9.8%28.1%10.1%30.0%6.4%27.5%12.5%31.0   Physically abused

35.759.440.372.936.164.150.978.4   Female
6.531.09.630.75.530.013.132.8   Male

%12.1%38.8%12.5%36.5%7.6%34.1%15.2%36.9Ever abused before admission
probationersprobationersinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesReported by offender
OtherMentally illOtherMentally illOtherMentally illOtherMentally ill

 ProbationLocal jail Federal prison  State prison 

Table 9.  Prior physical or sexual abuse of inmates and probationers , by mental health status 



were 4 times as likely as other proba-
tioners to report prior physical abuse
(21% and 5%, respectively).
     
The rate of physical abuse reported 
by mentally ill female inmates was over
twice that reported by males.  Nearly
70% of female State prisoners, 50% 
of female Federal prisoners, 60% of
female jail inmates, and 47% of female
probationers reported a history of
physical abuse.  

Nearly 60% of female mentally ill State
prisoners, 45% of female Federal
prisoners, 63% of female jail inmates
and 42% of female probationers
reported prior sexual abuse.  

6 in 10 mentally ill State inmates
under the influence of alcohol or
drugs at time of offense

Mentally ill inmates were more likely
than others to be under the influence of
alcohol or drugs while committing their

current offense.  About 60% of mentally
ill and 51% of other inmates in State
prison were under the influence of
alcohol or drugs at the time of their
current offense (table 10).  Rates of
alcohol and drug use at the time of the
offense were even higher among men-
tally ill jail inmates, where 65% of the
mentally ill and 57% of other jail
inmates were under the influence.
Among probationers, 49% of the
mentally ill and 46% of others reported
alcohol or drug use at the time of the
offense.

Like other inmates and probationers,
the mentally ill were more often under
the influence of alcohol than drugs at
the time of the current offense.  About
43% of mentally ill State prison inmates
and 44% of jail inmates had been drink-
ing when they committed their current
offense.  Thirty-six percent of other
inmates in prison and jail reported they
were drinking at the time of the offense.
 

A third of mentally ill offenders
alcohol dependent

Based on the CAGE diagnostic instru-
ment, 34% of mentally ill State prison
inmates, 24% of Federal prisoners,
38% of jail inmates and 35% of
mentally ill probationers exhibited a
history alcohol dependence (table 11).

CAGE is an acronym for four questions
used by the diagnostic instrument to
assess alcohol dependence or abuse.
Respondents are asked if they have
ever attempted to (C)ut back on drink-
ing; ever felt (A)nnoyance at others’
criticism of their drinking; ever experi-
enced feelings of (G)uilt about drinking;
and ever needed a drink first thing in
the morning as an (E)ye opener or to
steady their nerves.  A person’s likeli-
hood of alcohol abuse is assessed by
the number of positive responses to
these four questions.  Clinical tests
involving hospital admissions, found
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%39.7%41.4%36.0%44.3%19.8%27.9%36.0%42.7   At time of offense
Alcohol use

12.618.130.438.821.929.331.736.9   At time of offense
%30.3%39.5%47.3%57.6%44.6%48.1%56.1%58.8   In month before offense

Drug use

%46.4%49.0%56.5%64.6%33.0%46.5%51.2%58.7   At time of offense
Alcohol/dru g use

probationersprobationersinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesreported by offender
OtherMentally illOtherMentally illOtherMentally illOtherMentally illAlcohol/drug use

ProbationLocal jail Federal prison State prison

Table 10.  Prior alcohol and dru g use of inmates and probationers , by mental health status 

--Not asked of jail inmates.
*Measured by 3 or more positive CAGE responses.  For description of the CAGE diagnostic measure see text.

33.745.738.052.929.243.939.548.8   of beer, or 3 bottles of wine?
   in 1 day, 20 drinks, 3 six-packs
   Had as much as a fifth of liquor

%30.3%43.9%34.1%49.8%21.7%36.4%37.0%45.7   Gotten into a physical fight ?
While drinking have you ever &&

41.145.730.741.518.330.728.335.2   station?
   Been arrested or held at a police 

10.525.2----7.115.413.824.0   dropping out of school)?
   (such as demotion at work or 
   Had job or school trouble 

%5.3%19.4%10.3%18.0%4.7%8.7%9.0%16.7   Lost a job?
Because of your drinking, have you ever &&

%22.1%34.8%24.3%37.9%15.6%23.9%22.4%34.4Histor y of alcohol de pendence *
Probationersprobationersinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesinmates
OtherMentally illOtherMentally illOtherMentally illOtherMentally ill

ProbationLocal jailFederal prisonState prison

Table 11.  Alcohol dependence and experiences of inmates and probationers while under the influence of alcohol,
by mental health histor y



three or more positive CAGE
responses carried a .99 predictive
value for alcohol abuse or dependence.
(See Substance Abuse and Treatment,
State and Federal Prisoners, 1997,
BJS Special Report, NCJ 172871, for
additional information on the CAGE
instrument.)

Mentally ill inmates and probationers
were more commonly alcohol depend-
ent, reporting three or more positive
CAGE responses.  About 38% of
mentally ill jail inmates reported signs
of alcohol dependence, while 24% of
other jail inmates reported signs of
dependence.  Among State prison
inmates, 34% of the mentally ill and
22% of other inmates reported three or
more positive responses.

Mentally ill offenders report negative
life experiences related to drinking

In response to questions concerning
their life experiences with alcohol,
about 17% of mentally ill and 9% of
other inmates in State prison said they
had lost a job due to drinking.  Among
jail inmates with a mental condition,
18% had lost a job due to drinking,
while 10% of other jail inmates reported
losing a job.  Nearly 20% of mentally ill
probationers had lost a job; 5% of other
probationers.

Amid other alcohol-related problems
reported by the mentally ill, 35% of
State prisoners had been arrested or
held at a police station due to drinking,
and 46% had gotten into a fight while
drinking.  Forty-nine percent of mentally
ill State prison inmates, 44% of Federal
inmates, 53% of jail inmates, and 46%
of mentally ill probationers said they
had consumed as much as a fifth of
liquor (about 20 drinks) in 1 day. 

Mentally ill jail inmates more often
reported a prior stay in a detoxification
unit for alcohol or drugs.  An estimated
22% of the mentally ill in jail and 11% 
of other inmates reported they had
been put in a detoxification unit.

Mentally ill expected to serve 15
months longer than other inmates 
in prison

Overall, mentally ill State prison
inmates were sentenced to serve an
average of 171 months in prison, or
about 12 months longer than other
offenders (table 12).  On average,
violent offenders with a mental illness
were sentenced to 230 months 
(5 months longer than other violent
inmates) and property offenders 128
months (10 months longer than other
inmates).    

Mentally ill jail inmates typically had
sentences shorter than other jail
inmates.  On average, mentally ill
inmates had a maximum sentence of
20 months, while other inmates an
average of 26 months.  Violent, drug,
and property offenders identified as
mentally ill had average sentences that
were 6 to 12 months shorter than other
offenders.

On average, mentally ill inmates in
State prison are expected to serve
more time in prison than other inmates.
From the time of admission to prison to
the time of the survey, mentally ill
offenders had served on average 5
months longer than other offenders in
State prison.  Based on the time of
admission to the time of expected
release, mentally ill offenders expected
to serve a total of 103 months in prison,
15 months longer than other offenders.
The largest differences in time served
were among violent and property
offenders.  The mentally ill expected 
to serve an average of at least 12
additional months for violent and
property offenses.   

Unlike State prisoners, mentally ill
inmates in local jails expected to serve
less time than inmates who are not
mentally ill.  Overall, both mentally ill jail
inmates and other inmates had served
about 6½ months from the time of
admission to the time of the survey.
On average, mentally ill inmates
expected to serve a total of 9 months 
in jail prior to release; other inmates
expected to serve about 11 months.  
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Note: Because data on sentence length and time served are restricted to persons in prison 
and jail, they overstate the average sentence and time to be served by those entering prison 
or jail.  Persons with shorter sentences leave prison and jail more quickly, resulting in a 
longer average sentence among persons in the inmate samples.
aBased on the total maximum sentence for all consecutive sentences.
bBased on time served when interviewed plus time to be served 
until the expected date of release.

80.660.147.832.5104120Other
47.650.827.829.18183Public-order
49.549.828.530.3111103Drug 
62.275.036.638.8118128Property 

mo130.7mo142.5mo69.7mo71.8mo225mo230Violent 

mo88.2mo103.4mo49.3mo54.4mo159mo171   All offenses

State prison  inmates

5.310.01.68.4810Other
5.77.03.35.0208Public-order

13.58.68.48.92518Drug 
11.67.48.05.32626Property 

mo16.0mo14.7mo9.3mo8.8mo37mo30Violent 

mo10.7mo8.7mo6.7mo6.5mo26mo20   All offenses

Local jail inmates
inmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesoffense
OtherMentally illOtherMentally illOtherMentally illMost serious       

until releasebTo date of interviewsentence lengtha
Total time to be servedMean maximum 

Mean time served

Table 12.  Maximum sentence length and time served by inmates, 
by offense and mental health status 



Disciplinary problems common
among mentally ill inmates 

Mentally ill inmates in State or Federal
prison, as well as those in jail, were
more likely than others in those facili-
ties to have been involved in a fight, or
hit or punched since admission.
Among State prisoners 36% of mentally
ill inmates reported involvement in a
fight, compared to 25% of other
inmates (table 13).  Mentally ill inmates
in Federal prison were over twice as
likely as others to report involvement in
a fight (21% compared to 9%).  

Twenty-four percent of mentally ill State
prison inmates had been involved in
two or more fights since admission, and
12% reported involvement in four or
more fights.  Among jail inmates 10% 
of the mentally ill had been involved in
two or more fights, compared 6% of
those not mentally ill.

Consistent with their more frequent
involvement in fights, disciplinary
problems were more common among
mentally ill inmates than other inmates.
More than 6 in 10 mentally ill State
prison inmates had been formally
charged with breaking prison rules
since admission.  About half of other
inmates reported they had been
charged with breaking the rules.
Among Federal prison inmates 41% 
of the mentally ill had been charged
with a rule violation, compared to 33%
of inmates not identified as mentally ill.

6 in 10 mentally ill received treat-
ment while incarcerated

An estimated 60% of the mentally ill in
State and Federal prison received
some form of mental health treatment
during their current period of incarcera-
tion (table 14).  Fifty percent said they
had taken prescription medication; 44%
had received counseling or therapy;
and 24% had been admitted overnight
to a mental hospital or treatment
program.

Among jail inmates, 41% of those
identified as mentally ill had received
some form of mental health services

since admission.  The majority of those
receiving treatment (34%) had been
given medication.  Fewer jail inmates
(16%) than State prisoners (44%) said
they had received counseling or
therapy since admission.  

Just over half of mentally ill probation-
ers had received treatment since their
sentence to community supervision.
Counseling was the most common 
form of treatment (44%), followed 
by medication (37%), and an overnight
stay in a mental hospital or treatment
program (12%).

When sentenced to probation, an
offender may be required by the court
or probation agency to meet various
conditions of the sentence, such as
maintaining employment, submitting to
drug testing, or participating in treat-
ment.  An estimated 13% of probation-
ers were required to seek mental health
treatment as a condition of their
sentence.  Forty-three percent of those
required to participate in treatment had
done so by the time of the survey. 

Female mentally ill more likely than
males to report treatment

Nearly 70% of mentally ill females in
State prison, 77% of those in Federal
prison, and 56% in local jails received
mental health services while incarcer-
ated, while 60% of males in State
prison, 57% in Federal prison, and 38%
in local jails reported treatment.

White mentally ill inmates reported
higher rates of treatment than black 
or Hispanic offenders.  About 64% 
of white State prison inmates identified
as mentally ill had received treatment,
compared to 56% of black offenders
and 60% of Hispanic offenders. 
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%16.0%24.5%32.7%41.2%51.9%62.2prison or jail  rules
Charged with breakin g
     

2.32.61.43.87.111.5     4 or more
4.17.02.55.27.812.8     2 to 3
7.09.45.211.69.611.41

%86.7%80.9%90.9%79.4%75.6%64.3None
since admission
Number of fi ghts 

inmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesreported by inmate
OtherMentallyOtherMentally illOtherMentally illDiscipline problem

Local jail  Federal prison State prison

Table 13.  Fights since admission and violation of prison or jail rules, 
by mental health status

56.040.959.760.5   Received any mental health service

44.116.245.644.1   Received counseling or therapy

36.534.149.150.1   Taken a prescribed medication

%12.2%9.3%24.0%23.6   mental hospital or treatment program
   Been admitted overnight to a 
Since admission , the offender had &&

Probationjailprisonprison
LocalFederalState

Percent of mentally ill offenders 

Table 14.  Mental health treatment in prison or jail or on probation 
for those identified as mentall y ill

40.662.559.9Hispanic
34.250.056.4Black

%44.7%65.4%64.1White

Race/
Hispanic ori gin

56.276.567.3Female
%38.4%57.4%59.9Male

Gender
jailprisonprison
LocalFederalState

Percent of mentally ill receiv-
ing mental health services 



Overall, 17% of inmates in State prison,
10% in Federal prison, 11% in local
jails, and 12% of those on probation
had received some form of mental
health services since their current
admission to prison or jail or sentence
to probation.  The most common form
of treatment in local jails was medica-
tion, reported by 9% of inmates.
Probationers were more likely to have
received counseling (10%) than to have
taken medication (6%) while under
supervision.  Among State prison
inmates 12% said they received
medication while incarcerated, and
12% participated in counseling or
therapy.

Methodology

Data in this report are based on
personal interviews conducted through  
three BJS surveys, the 1997 Survey of
Inmates in State and Federal Correc-
tional Facilities, the 1996 Survey of
Inmates in Local Jails, and the 1995
Survey of Adults on Probation.
Detailed descriptions of the methodol-
ogy and sample design of each survey
can be found in the following:  
Substance Abuse and Treatment of
Adults on Probation, 1995 (NCJ
166611); Profile of Jail Inmates, 1996
(NCJ 164629); and Substance Abuse
and Treatment of State and Federal
Prisoners, 1997 (NCJ 172871).

Accuracy of the estimates

The accuracy of the estimates
presented in this report depends on two
types of error:  sampling and nonsam-
pling.  Sampling error is the variation
that may occur by chance because a
sample rather than a complete numera-
tion of the population was conducted.
Nonsampling error can be attributed to
many sources, such as nonreponses,
differences in the interpretation of
questions among inmates, recall diffi-
culties, and processing errors.  In any
survey the full extent of the nonsam-
pling error is never known.  The
sampling error, as measured by an
estimated standard error, varies by the
size of the estimate and the size of the
base population.  Estimates of the
standard errors for selected character-
istics have been calculated for each
survey (see appendix tables).  These
standard errors may be used to
construct confidence intervals around
percentages.  For example, the 95%
confidence interval around the percent-
age of State prison inmates who were
identified as mentally ill is approxi-
mately 16.2% plus or minus 1.96 times
0.40% (or 15.4% to 16.9%). 

These standard errors may also be
used to test the statistical significance
of the difference between two sample
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11.5Probationers
11.4Local jail inmates
10.0Federal prison inmates

%17.4State prison inmates

treatment
who received mental
Percent of all offenders

0.670.470.450.34a hospital overnight
Been admitted to

problem, inmate had —
Because of a mental or emotional

0.840.540.450.33or emotional condition
Reported a mental 

%0.89%0.61%0.55%0.40Identified as mentally ill

Probationersinmatesinmatesinmates
JailFederal prisonState prison

Estimated standard errors

Appendix table 1.  Standard errors of mental health status
for inmates and probationers

----0.631.690.121.500.130.52   At time of arrest
----0.260.910.383.010.341.09   In year before arrest

Homeless

----0.601.480.633.160.521.31or punched after admission
----Involved in fi ght or was hit

3.035.921.462.384.035.631.301.93  Females
0.723.240.522.140.523.920.431.37  Males

Ever abused

1.102.890.741.720.793.320.501.29Histor y of alcohol de pendence

1.333.041.142.171.043.880.601.35  at time of offense
Alcohol/dru g use

1.353.030.891.471.073.330.491.06  Any priors
Criminal histor y

1.242.620.831.550.782.920.360.81   Public-order
1.082.230.721.231.053.810.500.91   Drug
1.202.790.761.640.552.190.491.17   Property

%1.03%2.74%0.84%1.71%0.75%3.65%0.60%1.36  Violent
Current offense

probationersprobationersinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatesinmatescharacteristic
OtherMentally illOtherMentally illOtherMentally illOtherMentally illSelected

ProbationLocal jailFederal prisonState prison 
Estimated standard errors 

Appendix table 2.  Standard errors of selected characteristics of mentall y ill inmates and probationers



statistics by pooling the standard errors
of the two sample estimates.  For
example, the standard error of the
difference between mentally ill State
prisoners and other inmates who were
incarcerated for a violent offense would
be 1.49% (or the square root of the
sum of the squared standard errors for
each group).  The difference would be
1.96 times 1.49 (or 2.91%).  Since the
difference of 6.8% (52.9% minus
46.1%) is greater than 2.91%, the
difference would be considered statisti-
cally significant.

Estimating the number of mentally 
ill offenders under correctional 
supervision

Estimates of the total number of
persons in prison, jail and on probation
with a mental illness were obtained by
multiplying the ratio of inmates or
probationers identified as mentally ill
from the personal interviews conducted
in the three BJS surveys referenced
above, by the total number of inmates
in State prison, Federal prison, and
local jails and the total number of
offenders on probation.

For example, the total number of State
prison inmates with a mental illness
was estimated by multiplying the ratio
of mentally ill offenders in State prison
(16.2%) obtained from the 1997 Survey
of Inmates in State Correctional Facili-
ties, by the total State prison custody
population at midyear 1998 (1,102,653)
from the National Prisoner Statistics
data collection.
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3.032.163.841.33   Received any mental health service

3.031.263.881.35   Received counseling or therapy

2.902.223.911.36   Taken a prescribed medication

%2.00%1.01%3.32%1.15   mental hospital or treatment program
   Been admitted overnight to a 
Since admission , the offender had &&

Probationjailprisonprison
LocalFederalState

Percent of mentally ill offenders 

Appendix table 3.  Standard errors of mental health treatment in prison, 
jail or on probation for those identified as mentally ill
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BJS Statisticians

At midyear 2001 the Nation’s prisons
and jails incarcerated 1,965,495
persons.  Prisoners in the custody 
of the 50 States, the District of Colum-
bia, and the Federal Government
accounted for two-thirds of the incar-
cerated population (1,334,255
inmates).  The other third were 
held in local jails (631,240).

On June 30, 2001, 1,405,531 prisoners
were under Federal and State jurisdic-
tion, which includes inmates in custody
and persons under the legal authority
of a prison system but held outside its
facilities.  The number under State
jurisdiction rose by 0.3% � the small-
est annual growth rate in 28 years �
while the number under Federal juris-
diction rose by 7.2%.  West Virginia
(up 8.7%) and Vermont and Nebraska
(both up 7.7%) had the largest percent-
age increases.  Twelve States had
decreases, including New Jersey
(-9.6%), Massachusetts (-3.7%), and
New York (-3.5%).

At midyear 2001 local jail authorities
held or supervised 702,044 offenders.
Ten percent of these offenders
(70,804) were supervised outside jail
facilities in programs such as commu-
nity service, work release, weekend
reporting, electronic monitoring, and
other alternative programs.

Bureau of Justice Statistics

Bulletin

From yearend 1995 to 
midyear 2001 �
•  6-month growth rates for all States
combined dropped from 4.8% in the
first half of 1995 to -0.1% in the last
half of 2000.

• The rate of incarceration in prison
and jail increased from 1 in every 166
U.S. residents to 1 in every 145.

• State, Federal, and local govern-
ments had to accommodate an
additional 69,074 inmates per year (or
the equivalent of 1,328 new inmates
per week).

In the year ending June 30, 2001 �
• The number of inmates held in jail  
rose by 10,091, in State prison by
10,954, and in Federal prison by
9,245.  In the largest State prison
systems, the total number of inmates
declined: Texas (down 3,661), Califor-
nia (down 525) and New York (down
2,553).  Florida (up 774) became the
third largest system.  

On June 30, 2001  � 
•  Privately operated prison facilities
held 94,948 inmates (up 4.9% since
yearend 2000).

 
•  Local jails were operating 10% be-
low their rated capacity. In contrast, 
at yearend 2000 State prisons were
operating  between 100% and 115% 
of capacity, and Federal prisons were
31% above their rated capacity.

•  A total of 3,147 State prisoners,
down from 3,896 at midyear 2000, 
were under age 18. A total of 7,613
persons under age 18 were held in
adult jails.
 •  An estimated 12% of black males, 
4% of Hispanic males, and 1.8% of
white males in their twenties and early
thirties were in prison or jail.
  •  There were 113 female inmates per
100,000 women in the United States,
compared to 1,318 male inmates per
100,000 men. 

6-month growth rates for State prisons have dropped sharply since 1995
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More than 1.96 million inmates were
in prisons and local jails

On June 30, 2001, 1,334,255 inmates
were in the custody of State and
Federal prison authorities, and 631,240
inmates were in the custody of local jail
authorities.  These data were collected
in the 2001 National Prisoner Statistics  
program and the 2001 Annual Survey
of Jails. (See Methodology, page 13,
for description of data collections.)

Since midyear 2000 the total incar-
cerated population has increased 1.6%
(table 1).  Including inmates in public
and privately operated facilities, the
number of inmates in State prisons
increased 0.9%; in Federal prisons,
7.0%; and in local jails, 1.6%.  At
midyear 2001, 7.2% of inmates were
held in Federal prison, up from 5.1% 
in 1990. 

Between 1995 and midyear 2001, the
incarcerated population grew on
average 4.0% annually.  During this
period the Federal and State prison
populations and the local jail population
grew at the average annual rates of
8.6%, 3.4%, and 3.7%, respectively.

In the 12 months before midyear 2001,
the number of inmates in prison and
jail rose an estimated 30,505 inmates,
or 587 inmates per week.  Since
yearend 1990, the total custody
population has risen by 816,793
inmates, the equivalent of 1,490
inmates per week.

The rate of incarceration in prison and
jail in 2001 was 690 inmates per
100,000 U.S. residents � up from 686
at midyear 2000.  At midyear  2001, 
1 in every 145 U.S. residents were
incarcerated.

U.S. prison population rose 1% �
the smallest annual growth rate
since 1972

Between July 1, 2000, and June 30,
2001, the number of inmates under
State jurisdiction grew 0.3%, and the
number under Federal jurisdiction,
7.2% (table 2).  Jurisdiction counts
include prisoners in custody and
persons under the legal authority of a
prison system while being held outside
its facilities.  Compared to the previous
12-month period ending June 30,
2000, State prison growth rates were
significantly smaller (down from 1.5%),
while the Federal prison growth rate
was down from 9.3%.
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Note:  Jail counts are for midyear (June 30).  Counts for 1994-2001 exclude 
persons who were supervised outside of a jail facility.  State and Federal 
prisoner counts for 1990-99 are for December 31.  
--Not available.
aPersons in custody per 100,000 residents in each reference year. (See page 4 for effects of
2000 Census).
bIn 1999, 15 States expanded their reporting criteria to include inmates held in privately
operated correctional facilities.  For comparisons with previous years, the State count 1,137,544
and the total count 1,869,169 should be used.  
cTotal counts include Federal inmates in non-secure privately operated facilities (5,977 in 2000
and 6,192 in 2001).

3.7%3.4%8.6%4.0%

Annual average 
increase, 
12/31/95 - 6/30/01

1.6%0.9%7.0%1.6%
Percent change,
6/30/00 - 6/30/01

690631,2401,187,322140,7411,965,495June 30
2001c

--1,175,740133,921--December 31
686621,1491,176,368131,4961,934,990June 30

2000c
691605,9431,161,490125,6821,893,1151999b
669592,4621,113,676110,7931,816,9311998
648567,0791,074,809101,7551,743,6431997
618518,4921,032,44095,0881,646,0201996
601507,044989,00489,5381,585,5861995

458405,320684,544 58,8381,148,7021990
StateFederalYear

Incarceration 
ratea

Inmates held 
in local jails

Prisoners in custody  Total inmates 
in custody

Table 1.  Number of persons held in State or Federal prisons 
or in local jails, 1990-2001
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6.549,4461990-91
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8.169,5251992-93
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PercentNumberYears

Annual increase in the
number of prisoners 
under State or Federal
jurisdiction, July 1-June 30



In absolute numbers, the total increase
of 14,587 prison inmates between July
1, 2000, and June 30, 2001, was the
smallest 12-month increase in the
decade and less than a third of the
annual average growth (55,184) since
1990.

About two-thirds of the growth in the
prison populations during the 12
months ending June 30, 2001, was
accounted for by the Federal system
(10,258 additional inmates).  During
this 12-month period, several States
experienced growth, including West
Virginia (8.7%), Vermont and Nebraska
(each 7.7%), and North Dakota (7.6%).
Twelve States experienced a decline 
in their prison population.  New Jersey
had the largest percentage decrease
(-9.6%), followed by Massachusetts
(-3.7%), New York (-3.5%), and
Kansas (-2.7%).

Since 1995, State growth rates 
have dropped, while Federal rates
have increased

Since January 1, 1995, 6-month growth
rates for all States combined have
dropped sharply (from 4.8% in the first
half of 1995 to -0.2% in the last half 
of 2000).  The 0.6% growth between
January and June 2001 offset the
decline in the last 6 months of 2000.
Throughout the entire 6½ years,  State
prison growth rates in the first half 
of each year have been substantially
larger than rates in the second half
(Highlights figure).

During this time, Federal growth rates
rose dramatically, reaching a peak 
of 6.0% in the first 6 months of 1999
(figure 1).  Although the Federal rates
of growth in the first 6 months of 2000
and 2001 dropped to 5.4% and 5.1%
(respectively), the absolute increases
in the number of prisoners reached
record levels.  In the first 6-months of
2001, the Federal system added 7,372
inmates, the largest 6-month growth
ever recorded in the number of
inmates under Federal jurisdiction.
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aThe number of prisoners with a sentence of more than 1 year per 100,000 residents.
bPrison and jails form an integrated system.  Data include total jail and prison population.
cThe incarceration rate includes an estimated 6,200 inmates sentenced to more than 1 year
but held in local jails or houses of corrections.
d“Sentenced to more than 1 year” includes some inmates “sentenced to 1 year or less.”
ePopulation figures are based on custody counts.

340-0.1-2.51,7221,6801,679   Wyoming
2512.23.714,70414,91515,242   Washington
235-3.4-0.25,4505,6325,440   Utah
3194.77.410,31310,58011,077   Oregon
281-1.00.25,2775,3425,288   New Mexico
4852.33.79,92010,06310,291   Nevada
3594.76.93,0393,1053,250   Montana
4312.84.15,4655,5355,688   Idaho
2947.17.15,0515,0535,412   Hawaiib
3881.74.916,31916,83317,122   Coloradod
4680.6-0.3164,490163,001163,965   California
4782.43.226,28726,51027,136   Arizonae
3360.64.34,0254,1734,197   Alaskab
4141.2%1.4%272,062272,422275,787West

2257.18.73,8003,8564,130   West Virginia
4151.02.029,89030,16830,473   Virginia
731-1.4-2.2168,126166,719164,465   Texas
4044.52.722,56622,16623,168   Tennessee
5262.20.522,15421,77822,267   South Carolina
669-0.20.623,00923,18123,139   Oklahomad
329-1.20.231,07031,53231,142   North Carolina
6892.17.319,26420,24120,672   Mississippi
4321.81.123,70423,53823,970   Maryland
7950.82.234,73435,20735,494   Louisiana
3693.2-0.315,44414,91915,400   Kentucky
5402.64.043,62644,23245,363   Georgiae
4391.01.171,23371,31972,007   Floridae
592-27.7-37.28,5757,4565,388   District of Columbiab
5052.91.17,0436,9217,122   Delawareb
4553.56.711,55911,91512,332   Arkansas
5924.05.825,78626,22527,286   Alabama
5320.4%0.4%561,583561,373563,818South

3731.50.720,78120,61220,931   Wisconsin
3532.24.02,5712,6162,673   South Dakota
402-0.3-2.546,83845,83345,684   Ohiod
1580.47.61,0041,0761,080   North Dakota
2251.37.73,6633,8953,944   Nebraska
5002.93.227,29227,38228,167   Missouri
1314.44.76,2196,2386,514   Minnesota
4841.42.247,31747,71848,371   Michigan
3172.4-2.78,7808,3448,543   Kansasd
2771.86.07,6467,9558,101   Iowae
3362.23.519,87420,12520,576   Indiana
3660.81.844,81945,28145,629   Illinoisd
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2215.07.71,6551,6971,782   Vermontb
179-4.2-1.23,1863,2863,147   Rhode Islandb
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4260.60.31,248,4141,245,6951,252,743   State
465.17.2142,530145,416152,788   Federal

4721.0%1.0%1,390,9441,391,1111,405,531      U.S. total
6/30/016/30/016/30/0012/31/006/30/01jurisdiction
12/31/00 to6/30/00 toTotalRegion and

Incar-
ceration
rate,
6/30/01a

Percent change from �

Table 2.  Prisoners under the jurisdiction of State or Federal correctional
authorities, June 30 and December 31, 2000, and June 30, 2001
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aExcludes inmates in publicly operated State or local
facilities. 
bBased on the total of inmates under State or Federal  
jurisdiction.
cIncludes 6,192 Federal inmates held in privately
operated community correctional centers on 6/30/01.

21.3275357   Wyoming
0.000   Washington
0.02080   Utah
0.000   Oregon

45.22,1552,390   New Mexico
4.7508482   Nevada

30.4986987   Montana
23.91,1621,362   Idaho
22.11,1871,194   Hawaii
12.62,0992,152   Colorado
2.74,5474,504   California
5.21,4301,420   Arizona

33.51,3831,407   Alaska
5.9%15,94016,255West

0.000   West Virginia
5.11,5711,568   Virginia

10.817,43217,746   Texas
16.03,5103,703   Tennessee
0.11321   South Carolina

30.46,9317,023   Oklahoma
3.4330365   North Carolina

16.73,2303,443   Mississippi
0.5127128   Maryland
8.33,0682,940   Louisiana

11.71,2681,804   Kentucky
10.13,7464,582   Georgia
5.53,9123,982   Florida

47.12,3422,538   District of Columbia
0.000   Delaware
0.01,2530   Arkansas
0.000   Alabama
8.8%48,73349,843South

20.14,3374,198   Wisconsin
1.74545   South Dakota
4.21,9181,916   Ohio
5.19655   North Dakota
0.000   Nebraska
0.000   Missouri
0.000   Minnesota
0.9449450   Michigan
0.000   Kansas
0.000   Iowa
4.7991966   Indiana
0.000   Illinois
3.2%7,8367,630Midwest

0.000   Vermont
0.000   Rhode Island
1.30476   Pennsylvania
0.000   New York
9.12,4982,548   New Jersey
0.000   New Hampshire
0.000   Massachusetts
0.61111   Maine
0.000   Connecticut
1.8%2,5093,035Northeast

6.175,01876,763   State
11.915,52418,185   Federalc
6.8%90,54294,948      U.S. total

6/30/0112/31/006/30/01jurisdiction

Percent of 
all inmatesbNumber Region and

Inmates held in private facilitiesa

Table 3.  Prisoners held in private facilities, 
December 31, 2000, and June 30, 2001

Prison incarceration rates have risen sharply since 1990

The incarceration rate of State and Federal prisoners sentenced to
more than 1 year was 472 per 100,000 U.S. residents on June 30,
2001, down from 482 per 100,000 on June 30, 2000. (See Prison and
Jail Inmates at Midyear 2000, NCJ 185989.)  The overall drop reflects
the impact of shifting to the 2000 decennial census population
estimates.  Midyear incarceration rates prior to 2001 were based on
estimates from the 1990 Census of Population and Housing.  Using
newly released estimates from the 2000 Census, the revised incar-
ceration rate for midyear 2000 was 470 sentenced prisoners per
100,000.

472484284,797277,7372001
470482282,125275,1332000

468272,8761999
2000 Census1990 Census2000 Census1990 Census

Number of sentenced inmates per
100,000 residents at midyear

Estimates (in 1000’s) of
U.S. resident population on July 1*

Twelve States led by Louisiana (795 sentenced prisoners per 100,000
State residents), Texas (731), Mississippi (689), and Oklahoma (669),
exceeded the national rate.  Three States � Maine (126), Minnesota
(131),  and North Dakota (158) � had rates that were less than a third
of the national rate.  The District of Columbia, a totally urban jurisdic-
tion, held 592 sentenced prisoners per 100,000 District residents at
midyear 2001.  The number of sentenced inmates in the District of
Columbia dropped from 7,904 at yearend 2000 to 3,388 at midyear
2001, as a result of an ongoing transfer of responsibility for sentenced
felons to the Federal system.

Since 1990 the number of sentenced inmates per 100,000 residents
has risen from 292 to 472.  During this period prison incarceration
rates rose the most in the South (from 316 to 532) and West (from
277 to 414).  The rate in the Midwest rose from 239 to 370, and the
rate in the Northeast rose from 232 to 305.  The number of sentenced
Federal prisoners per 100,000 U.S. residents increased from 20 to 46
over the same period.

Privately operated prisons held almost 95,000 State 
and Federal inmates 

On June 30, 2001, 31 States, the District of Columbia, and the
Federal system reported a total of 94,948 prisoners held in privately
operated facilities (table 3).  These private facilities held 6.8% of all
State and Federal inmates, up from 6.5% at yearend 2000.

The Federal system (with 18,185 inmates in private facilities), Texas
(with 17,746), and Oklahoma (with 7,023) reported the largest number
at midyear 2001.  Four States � New Mexico (45%), Alaska (34%),
Montana (30%), and Oklahoma (30%) � and the District of Columbia
(47%) had at least 30% of their prisoners in private facilities.  Except
for Wisconsin (with 20% of its State inmates in private facilities) and
New Jersey (with 9%), the use of private facilities was concentrated
among Southern and Western States.



Four States have more than 20% 
of their inmates held in other States
or in Federal facilities

On June 30, 2001, 11,800 State
prisoners nationwide had been placed
in other States or in Federal facilities �
representing about 0.9% of all State
prisoners (table 4). In addition to
housing inmates out of State to ease
prison crowding, State correctional
authorities often house inmates under
an interstate compact.  Such inmates
may be housed in other States
because of special security needs 
(that is, for safekeeping from other
inmates) or special inmate needs 
(that is, housing inmates closer 
to their families).

At midyear 2001 Wisconsin placed the
most inmates (4,526), followed by
Hawaii (1,225), Alaska (777) and
Connecticut (657).  Vermont (24.3%),
Hawaii (22.6%), Wyoming (22.6%),
and Wisconsin (21.6%) had more than
20% of their prison population housed
in facilities out of State or in the
Federal system.     

Female prisoner population has
more than doubled since 1990

From July 1, 2000, to June 30, 2001,
the number of women under the juris-
diction of State and Federal prison
authorities grew from 93,681 to 94,336,
an increase of 0.7% (table 5).  The
number of men rose 1.1%, from
1,296,378 to 1,311,195.  At midyear
2001 California, Texas, and the
Federal systems housed nearly 
4 of every 10 female inmates.

Since 1990 the annual rate of growth 
of female inmates has averaged 7.5%,
higher than the 5.7% average increase
of male inmates.  While the number 
of male prisoners has grown 80%
since 1990, the number of female
prisoners has increased 114%.  By
June 30, 2001, women accounted for
6.7% of all prisoners, up from 5.7% 
in 1990.
   
Relative to their number in the U.S.
resident population, men were about  
15 times more likely than women to be
in a State or Federal prison.  On June
30, 2001, the rate for inmates serving a
sentence of more than 1 year was 59
female inmates per 100,000 women 
in the United States, compared to 900
sentenced male inmates per 100,000
men.
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*The total number of prisoners with a
sentence of more than 1 year per 
100,000 U.S. residents.

3257212/31/90
598976/30/00
599006/30/01

Incarceration rate*

40,564699,41612/31/90
  85,4311,240,3926/30/00
86,3011,257,2466/30/01

Sentenced to more 
than 1 year

7.5%5.7%   1990-2001
   Average annual,

0.6%1.1%   2000-2001
Percent change

44,065729,84012/31/90
93,7651,297,1796/30/00
94,3361,311,1956/30/01

All inmates
WomenMen

Table 5.  Prisoners under the 
jurisdiction of State or Federal
correctional authorities, by gender,
1990, 2000, and 2001

Note: Totals are based on inmates held in
private or public out-of-State facilities and
inmates held in Federal facilities.  Excludes
inmates in publicly operated jails and Federal
inmates from the District of Columbia.
aInmates held in other State facilities include
interstate compact cases.
bBased on the total of inmates under State 
or Federal  jurisdiction.

22.6298380  Wyoming
0.56571  Washington
2.5118134  Utah
1.5155170  Oregon
0.84640  New Mexico
1.9191196  Nevada
1.23438  Montana
2.285126  Idaho

22.61,2211,225  Hawaii
0.000  Colorado
0.4624629  California
0.48696  Arizona

18.5825777  Alaska
1.4%3,7483,882West

0.000  West Virginia
0.0560  Virginia
0.000  Texas
0.000  Tennessee
1.3297288  South Carolina
0.37269  Oklahoma
0.000  North Carolina
0.000  Mississippi
0.24252  Maryland
0.000  Louisiana
0.11621  Kentucky
0.000  Georgia
0.000  Florida
0.422829  Delaware
0.332538  Arkansas
1.7479457  Alabama
0.2%1,515954South

21.64,7424,526  Wisconsin
0.82122  South Dakota
0.13533  Ohio
6.911374  North Dakota
0.72729  Nebraska
0.0600  Missouri
2.4137159  Minnesota
0.000  Michigan
1.18793  Kansas
0.000  Iowa
2.9592589  Indiana
0.13536  Illinois
2.3%5,8495,561Midwest

24.3390433  Vermont
2.54778  Rhode Island
0.14143  Pennsylvania
0.000  New York
0.26960  New Jersey
3.07470  New Hampshire
0.19315  Massachusetts
2.85547  Maine
3.5470657  Connecticut
0.8%1,2391,403Northeast

0.9%12,35111,800  State
6/30/0112/31/006/30/01jurisdiction
PercentbNumber Region and

Inmates held out of State 
or in Federal facilitiesa

Table 4.  State prisoners held 
out of State or in Federal facilities, 
December 31, 2000, and June 30, 2001



Number of State inmates 
under age 18 declining

A total of 3,147 State prisoners were
under age 18 on June 30, 2001, down
from 3,896 at midyear 2000 (table 6).
Overall, fewer than 1% of State
inmates were under age 18.  

Florida (with 395) and Connecticut
(with 330) reported the largest number
of prisoners under age 18 at midyear
2001, followed by New York (254),
North Carolina (212), and Texas (208).
Except for South Carolina, all of the
States with 100 or more inmates under
the age of 18 at midyear 2000 reported
the decline in their populations during
12 months ending June 30, 2001.  
Five States reported increases � New
Hampshire (from 0 to 4), New Jersey
(from 20 to 28), Delaware (from 
19 to 26), Alaska (9 to 16) and 
Idaho (4 to 8).

-23.610681Ohio
-34.813890Mississippi
-4.29692Wisconsin

-10.410695California
-24.1145110Illinois

1.5131133South Carolina
%-6.6152142Arizona

-20.9263208Texas
-19.4263212North Carolina
-3.8264254New York

-13.6382330Connecticut
%-15.2466395Florida

change6/30/006/30/01
Percentunder age 18

Number of prisoners

Among States, Louisiana had the
highest prison incarceration rate;
Maine, the lowest

At midyear 2001 the 10 jurisdictions
with the largest prison populations 
had under their jurisdiction 844,535
inmates, or 60% of the Nation’s total
prison population (table 7).  Texas
(164,465), California (163,965) and the
Federal system (152,788) accounted
for a third of the population.  The 10
States with the smallest prison popula-
tions held a total of 25,701 inmates,
1.8% of the Nation’s total prison
population.

Louisiana had the highest prison incar-
ceration rate (795 sentenced inmates
per 100,000 residents), followed by
Texas (731), Mississippi (689), and
Oklahoma (669).  Five States had
prison incarceration rates below 200,
led by Maine (126), Minnesota (131),
and North Dakota (158).
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Table 7.  The 10 highest and lowest jurisdictions for selected characteristics 
of the prison populations, June 30, 2001

Note: The District of Columbia was excluded as a result of the transfer of responsibility for sentenced felons to the Federal system.
aAll inmates under legal authority of the prison system, regardless of sentence. 
bThe number of prisoners with a sentence of more than 1 year per 100,000 in the resident population. The Federal system is excluded. 

328   Alaska-0.3  California  247   Massachusetts4,130   West Virginia
321   Montana-1.2  Rhode Island235   Utah3,944   Nebraska
315   Nebraska-1.3  Maine225   West Virginia3,250   Montana
226South Dakota-2.2  Texas225   Nebraska3,147   Rhode Island
212   Rhode Island-2.5  Ohio221   Vermont2,673   South Dakota
152   Wyoming-2.5  Wyoming184   New Hampshire2,323   New Hampshire
122   New Hampshire-2.7  Kansas179   Rhode Island1,782   Vermont
97   Vermont-3.5  New York158   North Dakota1,693   Maine
84   North Dakota-3.7  Massachusetts131   Minnesota1,679   Wyoming
60   Maine%-9.6  New Jersey126   Maine1,080   North Dakota

10 lowest:

2,239   Louisiana6.7Arkansas485   Nevada37,105Pennsylvania
2,362   Oklahoma6.9  Montana500   Missouri45,363Georgia
2,756   Ohio7.1  Hawaii505   Delaware45,629Illinois
2,760   Georgia7.2  Federal526   South Carolina45,684Ohio
2,883   Illinois7.3  Mississippi540   Georgia 48,371Michigan
3,273   New York7.4  Oregon592   Alabama69,158New York
4,245   Florida7.6  North Dakota669   Oklahoma72,007Florida

10,801   Federal7.7  Nebraska689   Mississippi152,788Federal 
10,926   California7.7  Vermont731   Texas163,965California
13,328   Texas%8.7  West Virginia795   Louisiana164,465Texas

10 highest:

Number 
of female
prisonersa

Female prison
population

Percent
change

12-month growth,
6/30/00 to 6/30/01

Sentenced 
prisoners per 
100,000 State
residentsb

 Incarceration
 rate, 6/30/01

Number
of inmatesa

Prison
population

*Data for 1990 and 1995 were based on
Census of State and Federal Correctional
Facilities.

Note: Federal prisons held 39 inmates under
age 18 in 1990 but none in 1995, 1998-2001.
--Not available.

1373,0103,1472001
1753,7213,8962000
1674,0274,1941999
1954,6684,8631998

----5,3091995*

----3,6001990*
FemaleMaleTotalYear

Inmates under age 18

Table 6. Number of inmates under age
18 held in State and Federal prisons,
by gender, June 30, 1990, 1995, and
1998-2001



Growth slows as rising State prison
releases outpace admissions

Underlying the dramatic slowdown 
in the rate of growth in State prison
populations has been a rise in prison
releases.   During 2000, 570,966
sentenced prisoners were released
from State prisons, up from 526,905 
in 1998 � an increase of 8.4% (table
8).  At the same time, total admissions
to State prison rose by 1.7% (from
572,779 in 1998 to 582,232 in 2000).

In 37 of the 44 States reporting compa-
rable data the difference between
annual admissions and releases was
reduced.  In 11 States the number of
releases increased while admissions
dropped; in 18 States releases
increased faster than admissions; 
and in 8 States releases decreased
more slowly than admissions.   
 
Overall, State prison release rates
dropped from 37 per 100 inmates in
1990 to 31 per 100 in 1995 and then
remained nearly unchanged (reaching
32 per 100 in 2000).  However, as a
result of increasing total prison popula-
tions, the absolute number of releases  
increased 25% (from 455,139 in 1995
to 570,966 in 2000).  (See Prisoners 
in 1999, NCJ 183476.)

Prior to 1998 growth in prison admis-
sions reflected increasing numbers 
of offenders returning for parole viola-
tions.  Between 1990 and 1998, the
number of returned parole violators
increased 54% (from 133,870 to
206,751), while the number of new
court commitments increased 7%
(from 323,069 to 347,270).  The
number of parole violators returned 
to prison in 2000 totaled 203,569; the
number of new court commitments,
350,431.  (See Trends in State Parole,
1990-2000, NCJ 184735.)

*Based on inmates with a sentence of more 
than 1 year. 

203,569350,431582,2322000
198,639345,648573,0131999
206,751347,270572,7791998
175,726337,492521,2911995
133,870323,069460,7391990

Parole
violators

New court
commitmentsAll*Year

State prison admissions, by type
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Note: Excludes escapes, AWOLS, and transfers to or from other jurisdictions. 
-- Not calculated.
aBased on inmates under jurisdiction with a sentence of more than 1 year.
bComparable data were not available for all three years.  Data from the most recent 
comparable year were used to calculate regional and national totals. 
CData may not be comparable from year to year due to changing reporting methods.

-1.0704659697-15.0751798638   Wyoming
11.26,0816,3446,7641.27,0126,7957,094   Washington
-1.62,9452,5542,8976.53,0693,0353,270   Utah
29.02,6133,1853,37111.63,6374,0154,059   Oregon

         -- 2,2521,9973,383--2,3031,8263,161   New Mexicoc
5.54,1464,5364,3743.34,7734,4794,929   Nevada

-3.31,0661,0441,031-4.11,2541,2771,202   Montana
9.22,4691,7242,69729.22,6212,3073,386   Idaho

         --           -- 1,3321,379       --           -- 1,5331,594   Hawaiib
3.55,6835,3465,8817.66,5416,7027,036   Colorado
0.1129,449129,528129,621-3.3134,068130,976129,640   California
6.38,5598,9829,100-5.410,1089,0219,560   Arizona

-0.62,6152,5042,599-6.82,6052,4052,427   Alaska
%2.3169,914169,735173,794%-1.3180,275175,169177,996West

14.31,1031,2401,2619.51,4401,3081,577   West Virginia
1.69,0017,6859,148-3.610,1528,2409,791   Virginia
8.355,18152,31859,776-1.959,34056,36158,197   Texas

    --    --12,36113,893    --    --13,59713,675   Tennesseeb
9.87,9037,9428,676-4.68,8668,2618,460   South Carolina

-3.26,8466,1406,6283.47,1817,6357,426   Oklahoma
-16.611,61510,7109,687-12.911,29210,1989,839   North Carolinab
11.84,4184,1364,940-12.56,6265,8255,796   Mississippi
-4.710,49210,32710,004-5.810,96710,98710,327   Maryland
4.313,93715,24114,536-7.216,94815,98115,735   Louisiana
3.07,5056,5097,7332.77,9016,8678,116   Kentucky

22.012,13117,17314,79712.715,40919,87117,373   Georgia
50.022,66429,88933,99441.025,30832,22535,683   Florida

-55.07,1985,4713,238-41.45,3885,7333,156   Dist. of Col.
42.61,5852,1802,26046.21,8532,6242,709   Delaware
14.25,5245,4036,30812.26,1896,0456,941   Arkansas
1.77,0168,1947,136-16.07,4928,2826,296   Alabama

%8.9196,480202,919214,015%2.4215,949220,040221,097South

26.26,4646,8958,158-4.48,7858,8688,396   Wisconsin
15.21,1521,3111,3275.41,3281,3951,400   South Dakota
22.720,19822,91024,79315.320,63021,30223,780   Ohio
-7.3645671598-20.8764715605   North Dakota
-0.91,5161,5581,503-4.71,7711,6031,688   Nebraska
13.711,73612,26713,34612.012,90013,52614,454   Missouri
4.64,0564,4754,2442.34,3074,5574,406   Minnesota

-9.912,06811,24310,874-8.913,35812,07512,169   Michigan
23.44,2394,5035,23110.94,5094,8905,002   Kansas
3.34,2394,7154,37914.14,0793,8584,656   Iowa

19.39,26310,31711,05312.610,54710,56411,876   Indiana
19.324,20525,99528,87610.926,47027,49929,344   Illinois

%14.699,781106,860114,382%7.6109,448110,852117,776Midwest

36.169583994635.2728807984   Vermont
         -- 8931,347          --        -- 9711,299 --    Rhode Islandb

28.49,15910,02811,75912.110,50511,08211,777   Pennsylvania
10.126,18526,65228,8331.427,21128,18127,601   New York
9.414,04114,73415,362-18.716,80115,10613,653   New Jersey
5.99869791,0446.59871,0671,051   New Hampshire

-0.42,9002,9142,889-27.32,8362,3732,062   Massachusetts
15.1588698677-1.4762731751   Maine

         --           -- 5,2835,918       --           -- 6,3066,185   Connecticutb
%13.260,73063,47468,775%-2.667,10766,95265,363Northeast

8.4526,905542,988570,9661.7572,779573,013582,232   State
19.729,46231,81635,25914.438,21941,97243,732   Federal

%9.0556,367574,804606,225%2.4610,998614,985625,964      U.S. total
1998-001998199920001998-00199819992000jurisdiction
changechange,Region and
PercentPercent

ReleasesaAdmissionsa

Table 8.  Number of sentenced prisoners admitted and released from State
or Federal jurisdiction, by region and jurisdiction, 1998-2000



At midyear the Nation’s jails 
supervised 702,044 persons

As defined in this report, jails are
locally operated correctional facilities
that confine persons before or after
adjudication.  Inmates sentenced to jail
usually have a sentence of 1 year or
less, but jails also incarcerate persons
in a wide variety of other categories.
(See box below.)

Based on the 2001 Annual Survey 
of Jails, the Nation’s local jails held or
supervised 702,044 offenders on June
29, 2001 (table 9).  Jail authorities
supervised 10% of these offenders
(70,804) in alternative programs
outside the jail facilities.  A total 
of 631,240 persons were housed 
in local jails.

Among persons under community 
supervision by jail staff in 2001, nearly
25% were required to perform commu-
nity service (17,561) and 20% to
participate in a weekend reporting
program (14,381).  Fourteen percent 
of offenders in the community were
under electronic monitoring; 9% were
under other pretrial supervision; 7%
were in a drug, alcohol, mental health,
or other type of medical treatment
program; and 7% were in a work
release or other alternative work
program.

Number of jail inmates rose 10,100
in 12 months ending June 29, 2001 

Between July 1, 2000, and June 29,
2001, the number of persons held in
local jail facilities grew 1.6% � from
621,149 to 631,240 (table 9).  The
12-month increase was well below the
average growth (3.7%) from midyear
1995 to midyear 2001 (figure 2).  The
1.6% growth in 2001 was the smallest
annual increase in the last decade.  
In absolute numbers, the total increase
of 10,091 inmates in 2001 was less
than the increase in 2000 (15,206).
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Jails ��

� receive individuals pending arraign-
ment and hold them awaiting trial,
conviction, or sentencing

� readmit probation, parole, and bail-
bond violators and absconders

� temporarily detain juveniles pending
transfer to juvenile authorities

�hold mentally ill persons pending
their movement to appropriate health
facilities

�hold individuals for the military, for
protective custody, for contempt, 
and for the courts as witnesses

� release convicted inmates to the
community upon completion of
sentence

� transfer inmates to Federal, State,
or other authorities

�house inmates for Federal, State, 
or other authorities because of
crowding of their facilities

�sometimes operate community-
based programs as alternatives to
incarceration

�hold inmates sentenced to short
terms (generally under 1 year).

Figure 2

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

Percent change in local jail population
from previous year, 1991-2001

12-month growth rates for local jails peaked in 1997

--Not available.
aExcludes persons supervised by a probation or parole agency.
bIncludes only those without electronic monitoring. 
cIncludes persons in work release programs, work gangs, and other 
work alternative programs.
dIncludes persons under drug, alcohol, mental health, and other medical treatment.

7,7292,6823,602887Other/unspecified
5,2195,7148,500--Treatment programsd
5,2048,0117,7809,144Other work programsc
6,6326,27910,0923,229Other pretrial supervision

14,38114,52316,0891,909Weekender programs
17,56113,59220,13910,253Community service
3,5223,9695,0801,283Day reporting

5393325181,376Home detentionb
10,01710,78210,2306,788Electronic monitoring

70,80465,88482,03034,869a jail facilitya
Supervised outside

631,240621,149605,943507,044Held in jail

702,044687,033687,973541,913Total
2001200019991995

      Number of persons under jail supervisionConfinement status 
and type of program

Table 9.  Persons under jail supervision, by confinement status 
and type of program, midyear 1995, 1999-2001



Jail incarceration rates 
continue to rise

Since 1990 the Nation’s jail population
on a per capita basis has increased
over a third.  During this period the 
number of jail inmates per 100,000
residents rose from 163 to 222. 

When offenders under community
supervision by jail authorities are
included with those in custody, the rate
was 247 offenders per 100,000 U.S.
residents at midyear 2001.

A total of 7,613 persons under age 18
were housed in adult jails on June 30,

2001 (table 10).  Eighty-nine percent 
of these young inmates had been 
convicted or were being held for trial 
as adults in criminal court.  

The average daily population for 
the year ending June 30, 2001, was 
625,966, an increase of 1.2% from
2000 and 22.8% from 1995.

Characteristics of jail inmates
changing slowly

Male inmates made up 88.4% of the
local jail inmate population at midyear
2001 - over 2 percentage points lower
than at midyear 1990 (table 11).
During the 12-month period ending
June 29, 2001, the number of female
inmates rose 3.1%, while the percent
of male inmates rose 1.5%.  On
average the adult female jail population
has grown 6.3% annually since 1990,
while the adult male inmate population
has grown 3.8%. 

At midyear 2001 a majority of local jail
inmates were black or Hispanic.  White
non-Hispanics made up 43.0% of the
jail population; black non-Hispanics,
40.6%; Hispanics, 14.7%; and other

races (Asians, Pacific Islanders, 
American Indians, and Alaska
Natives), 1.6%.

Relative to their number of U.S.
residents, men were nearly 8 times
more likely than women to have been
held in a local jail on June 29, 2001.
Black non-Hispanics were 5 times
more likely than white non-Hispanics,
over 2½ times more likely than Hispan-
ics, and 11 times more likely than
persons of other races to have been 
in jail.
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Note:  Inmate counts were estimated and
rounded to the nearest 100.  Resident population
figures by gender are based on the 2000 Census
and then estimated for July 1, 2000.  Figures by
race/Hispanic origin are counts from the 2000
Census as enumerated on April 1, 2000. 
aNumber of inmates per 100,000 residents in
each group.
bNon-Hispanic only.
cIncludes American Indians, Alaska Natives,
Native Hawaiians, and other Pacific Islanders.

6110,300  Otherc
26393,000  Hispanic
703256,200  Blackb
138271,700  Whiteb

Race/Hispanic origin

5073,130  Female
399558,110  Male

Gender

222631,240Total

Incarceration
ratea

Estimated
count

aNumber of jail inmates per 100,000
U.S. residents on July 1 of each year.
bRates for 2000 and 2001 are based on 
estimates from the 2000 Census and updated
for July 1 of each year; rates for 1990-99 are
based on estimates from the 1990 Census.

163405,3201990

193507,0441995
196518,4921996
212567,0791997
219592,4621998
222605,9431999

220621,1492000b
222631,2402001b

Incarceration
ratea

Number held
in jailYear

Note:  Data are for June 30 in 1995 and 2000 and for June 29  in 1990 and
2001.  Detailed data for 1995 were estimated and rounded to the nearest 100.  
--Not available.
aThe average daily population is the sum of the number of inmates in a jail each
day for a year, divided by the total number of days in the year.
bInmate counts for 1990 include an unknown number of persons who were under
jail supervision but not confined.  
cJuveniles are persons defined by State statute as being under a certain 
age, usually 18, and subject initially to juvenile court authority even if tried 
as adults in criminal court.  In 1994 the definition was changed to include all
persons under age 18.
dIncludes juveniles who were tried or awaiting trial as adults.

8561,4891,8002,301Held as juveniles
6,7576,1265,900--Held as adultsd
7,6137,6157,8002,301Juvenilesc

72,62170,41451,30037,198Female
551,007543,120448,000365,821Male
623,628613,534499,300403,019Adults
631,240621,149507,044405,320Number of inmates, June 30b

625,966618,319509,828408,075Average daily populationa
2001200019951990

Table 10.  Average daily population and the number of men,
women, and juveniles in local jails, midyear 1990, 1995, and
2000-2001

Note:  Detail may not add to total because of rounding.  
*Includes American Indians, Alaska Natives, Asians, 
and Pacific Islanders.

6.66.06.04.8Female
51.950.050.046.7Male
58.556.056.051.5Unconvicted
4.95.04.34.5Female

36.639.039.744.1Male
41.5%44.0%44.0%48.5% Convicted

Conviction status (adults only)

1.61.61.71.3Other*
14.715.114.714.3Hispanic
40.641.343.542.5Black, non-Hispanic
43.0%41.9%40.1%41.8%White, non-Hispanic

Race/Hispanic origin

11.611.410.29.2Female
88.4%88.6%89.8%90.8%Male

Gender

100%100%100%100%Total
2001200019951990Characteristic

 Percent of jail inmates

Table 11.  Gender, race, Hispanic origin, and 
conviction status of local jail inmates, midyear
1990, 1995, and 2000-2001



On June 29, 2001, an estimated 58.5%
of the Nation’s adult jail inmates were
awaiting court action on their current
charge.   An estimated 258,700 adults
held in local jails were serving a
sentence in jail, awaiting sentencing, 
or serving time for a probation or
parole violation.

At midyear 2001, 90% of jail 
capacity was occupied

In the 12 months ending June 29,
2001, more beds than inmates were
added to the Nation’s jails.  At midyear
2001 the rated capacity of the Nation’s
local jails was estimated at 699,309, 
an increase of 21,522 in 12 months
(table 12).  

Rated capacity is the maximum
number of beds or inmates allocated
by State or local rating officials to each
jail facility.  The growth in jail capacity
during the 12-month period ending on
June 29, 2001, was less than the
average growth of 25,591 beds every
12 months since midyear 1995, and
was less than the growth in beds
during 2000 (25,466). 

As of June 29, 2001, 90% of the local
jail capacity was occupied.*  As a ratio
of all inmates housed in jail facilities to
total capacity, the percentage occupied
decreased by 14 percentage points
from 1990 to 2001.  At midyear 1990
local jails operated at 4% above their
rated capacity.

Jail jurisdictions that on average held
between 500-999 inmates reported the
highest occupancy rates.  At midyear
2001 occupancy was 90% of rated
capacity in jail jurisdictions with an
average daily population of 1,000 
or more inmates, compared to 67% 
in those with fewer than 50 inmates.

The 50 largest jail jurisdictions
housed a third of all jail inmates 

On June 29, 2001, the Nation’s 50
largest jail jurisdictions held 32.6%
(205,875) of all jail inmates (table 13).
Twenty-two States had at least one
jurisdiction which ranked in the top 50
for average daily population. States
with more than one jurisdiction among
the Nation’s 50 largest jurisdictions are
California (10), Florida (7), Texas (7),
Georgia (3), Ohio (3), Pennsylvania
(3), and Tennessee (2).

The two jurisdictions with the most
inmates, Los Angeles County and New
York City, together held approximately
34,200 inmates, or 5.4% of the national
total.  

Twenty-three jurisdictions among the
50 largest experienced a decrease 
in the number of inmates held between
July 1, 2000, and June 29, 2001.
Jurisdictions with the largest decreases
were Oklahoma County, Oklahoma
(down 22.4%), Harris County, Texas
(down 21.1%), Tarrant County, Texas
(down 16.6%), Shelby County, Tennes-
see (down 13.0%), and San Diego
County, California (down 10.2%).

The jurisdiction with the largest
increase in jail population was Reeves
County, Texas, whose population was
up 75.7% and whose rated capacity
increased by 87.1% (as a result of a
new addition to the jail).  Other jail
jurisdictions with substantial population
increases were Essex County, New
Jersey (up 21.2%), King County,
Washington (up 17.0%), and York
County, Pennsylvania (up 16.0%).  

Nineteen of the 50 largest jail jurisdic-
tions operated at over 100% of their
rated capacity.  On June 29, 2001,
Clark County, Nevada, operated at
171% of their capacity; Franklin
County, Ohio, operated at 143%; and
Maricopa County, Arizona, operated 
at 134% of capacity.
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Note:  Capacity data for 1990, 1995-98 and
2000-01 are survey estimates subject to
sampling error.  See appendix tables for more
details.
aRated capacity is the number of beds or 
inmates assigned by a rating official to 
facilities within each jurisdiction.
bThe number of beds added during the 
12 months before June 30 of each year.
cThe number of inmates divided by the rated
capacity times 100.  

25,5914.2%1995-2001

Average annual
 increase

104389,1711990

9341,439545,7631995
9217,208562,9711996
9723,593586,5641997

  9726,216612,7801998
9339,541652,3211999
9225,466677,7872000

90%21,522699,3092001

Percent of
capacity
occupiedc

Amount
of capac-
ity addedb

Rated
capacityaYear

Table 12.  Rated capacity of local 
jails and percent of capacity 
occupied, 1990 and 1995-2001

*Based on the average daily population
in the year ending June 30.

94921,000 or more
9494500-999
9690250-499
9492100-249
808750-99
6667

Fewer than 50
inmates

92%90%    Total 
20002001jurisdiction*

Percent 
of capacity occupiedSize of 

*On December 31, 2000, State prisons were
operating between 100% and 115% of capacity,
while Federal prisons were operating at 31%
above capacity.  See Prisoners in 2000, August
2001, NCJ 188207.
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eFigures for 1999 and 2000 have been updated to include Marion County Jail II - CCA.

dThe number of inmates divided by the rated capacity multiplied by 100.

cRated capacity is the number of beds or inmates assigned by a rating official to facilities within each jurisdiction.
of the number of inmates in jail each day for a year, divided by the number of days in the year.

bBased on the average daily population for the year ending June 30.  The average daily population is the sum

aNumber of inmates held in jail facilities.  Totals for 1999 include estimates for Davidson County, TN, and Franklin County, OH.
Note:  Jurisdictions are ordered by their average daily population in 2001.   -- Not available.

6394893,0002,5802,4101,8632,3002,1001,8832,4252,136Oklahoma County, OK
9690621,9601,9302,4001,8751,5221,5001,8881,7451,480Salt Lake County, UT
9895971,9501,7251,6001,9311,5581,3581,9111,6471,550York County, PA
92981042,1851,1681,0851,9681,1251,0802,0071,1421,131Reeves County, TX
7883842,4652,4652,4651,9852,0932,0071,9162,0412,073Hamilton County, OH

1221091041,7491,7491,7772,0001,9801,7502,1351,9141,840Cuyahoga County, OH
9197962,0732,0732,0732,0362,0361,8931,8842,0011,990Multnomah County, OR

10385831,9782,4642,4642,1482,0002,0592,0462,1022,049El Paso County, TX
14384--1,6812,639--2,2712,156--2,4052,216--Franklin County, OH
10293892,2242,2242,2292,2742,0531,9312,2742,0741,970Cobb County, GA

96941362,4522,4521,7982,3002,3121,8002,3602,2972,448Suffolk County, MA
9498932,4822,3482,3822,3462,2502,2542,3312,3012,220Fresno County, CA
9093792,6192,6193,2552,3532,5652,5432,3532,4482,574Palm Beach County, FL

105139942,4101,5031,7562,4081,7712,0162,5262,0841,648Essex County, NJ
105105982,4032,3902,3892,4512,4252,3032,5142,5212,343Marion County, INe

1711521511,4881,4881,4882,5382,3782,3122,5382,2622,245Clark County, NV
9796--2,8662,868--2,6152,794--2,7902,752--Davidson County, TN
9997952,6982,6842,6982,6212,5532,0252,6722,5912,568Kern County, CA

105106892,6592,4682,8792,6412,5742,5822,7902,6192,552Riverside County, CA
1261491282,2461,9581,9582,6592,5722,5312,8272,9152,516Travis County, TX

9199982,8742,6682,6432,6802,8002,6502,6192,6502,588Wayne County, MI
84781123,3033,1832,2612,7282,5042,4322,7712,4882,525Pinellas County, FL

1101131452,5502,5502,3302,7853,0083,6922,8132,8693,380Fulton County, GA
8287802,9232,7572,7132,8682,2882,0862,4022,4052,171Allegheny County, PA
801161123,6412,1432,1432,8852,4002,3452,9292,4842,406King County, WA

9290913,0893,2003,1133,0252,7302,7582,8502,8922,846Jacksonville City, FL
8684753,6363,6363,6363,1462,9483,0053,1193,0702,734De Kalb County, GA
7167734,4884,7324,2183,2173,0203,3183,1833,1723,097Sacramento County, CA
9492843,8613,7773,7443,2873,1933,5443,6483,4673,149Baltimore City , MD
81100964,2313,6703,6703,4183,5613,5363,4483,6723,517Bexar County, TX

9089893,7903,7904,0663,4443,3942,7473,3983,3783,366Milwaukee County, WI
5980765,0894,5484,5463,4843,8073,6933,0243,6263,462Tarrant County, TX

103105973,3733,3693,3693,5023,3503,2133,4633,5283,275Hillsborough County, FL
8897954,3544,3544,8093,8564,2294,3333,8444,2164,562Alameda County, CA

1141051183,6293,9104,0944,1224,3434,7484,1324,1144,817Santa Clara County, CA

1071031073,9403,9403,9054,1724,1313,8804,2284,0634,197Orange County, FL
9092855,5625,2805,1304,7454,8134,4245,0084,8614,358Broward County, FL

1091301274,1093,8213,8124,7924,8075,1944,4984,9824,853Orange County, CA
10187924,7266,1045,9944,8955,3175,6664,7905,3355,495San Diego County, CA
7479946,3926,9016,4705,1765,7955,8404,7215,4286,091Shelby County, TN

1051131004,9574,9574,7545,3005,1244,9245,2205,5814,752San Bernardino County, CA
7987917,4777,2507,2505,8756,3816,9355,8996,2936,624Orleans Parish,  LA
9684856,5858,1877,6666,2757,2996,4006,3546,9006,492Dallas County, TX
8279848,1798,1408,1276,4106,8517,1276,7206,4026,862Dade County, FL

1261171125,6005,6005,6007,0416,4846,2707,0476,5686,272Philadelphia City, PA

134132855,1945,2937,6717,0556,6606,7706,9517,0126,502Maricopa County, AZ
7291978,6028,6028,7007,1248,2347,7726,1977,8548,419Harris County, TX

106102939,7989,7989,67710,2129,8019,43010,35610,0009,047Cook County, IL
63647222,57422,55822,58414,49015,53017,56214,24914,34916,321New York City, NY
82%78%84%24,44024,32024,32019,32719,66220,68319,94418,95720,398Los Angeles County, CA

90%91%91%228,554226,833227,351206,619207,481207,814205,875206,713206,794Total
200120001999200120001999200120001999200120001999Jurisdiction

Percent of capacity
occupied at midyeard

        
Rated capacityc

      
Average daily populationb

     
Number of inmates helda   

Table 13.  The 50 largest local jail jurisdictions:  Number of inmates held, 
average daily population, and rated capacity, midyear 1999-2001



An estimated 12% of black males 
in their twenties and early thirties
were in prison or jail in 2001

When total incarceration rates are
estimated separately by age group,
black males in their twenties and
thirties are found to have high rates
relative to other groups.  Among the
more than 1.96 million offenders 
incarcerated on June 30, 2001, an
estimated 601,800 were black males
between the ages of 20 and 39 (table
14).

Expressed in terms of percentages,
13.4% of black non-Hispanic males
age 25 to 29 were in prison or jail,
compared to 4.1% of Hispanic males
and about 1.8% of white males in the
same age group (table 15). 

Although incarceration rates drop with
age, the percentage of black males
age 45 to 54 in prison or jail in 2001
was an estimated 3.4% � nearly twice
the highest rate (1.9%) among white
males (age 30 to 34).

Female incarceration rates, though
significantly lower than male rates at
every age, reveal similar racial and
ethnic disparities.  Black non-Hispanic
females (with a prison and jail rate of
380 per 100,000) were 3 times more
likely than Hispanic females (119 per
100,000) and 5½ times more likely
than white females (67 per 100,000) 
to be incarcerated in 2001.  These
differences among white, black, and
Hispanic females were consistent
across all age groups.

Among black non-Hispanic females,
the rate was highest (1,389 per
100,000) among those age 30 to 34.
This rate was only slightly lower than
the highest rate among white males
(1,934 per 100,000).

Black incarceration rate highest 
in Wisconsin; Hispanic rate highest
in New Hampshire

Louisiana led the Nation at midyear
2001 with 1,013 prison and jail inmates
per 100,000 State residents, followed
by Texas (966) and Georgia (952)
(table 16).  Maine (222), Minnesota
(225), and Vermont (226) held the
fewest inmates relative to their State
populations.

When incarceration rates by State are
estimated separately by gender, race,
and Hispanic origin, male rates are
found to be 11½  times higher than
female rates; black rates 6 times
higher than white rates; and Hispanic
rates 2 times higher than white rates.
The largest differences in incarceration

rates between men and women are 
in Massachusetts (18 times higher 
for men) and Maine (17 times higher
for men).  The largest differences in
rates between whites and blacks are 
in Connecticut, New Jersey, and
Minnesota (approximately 13 times
higher for blacks), and between whites
and Hispanics in Connecticut  and
Pennsylvania (7 times higher for
Hispanics), Massachusetts and North
Dakota (6 times higher).

Wisconsin led the Nation with an
estimated 4,058 black prison and jail
inmates per 100,000 black State
residents, followed by Iowa (with 3,302)
and Texas (3,287).  New Hampshire
with 1,747 Hispanic inmates per
100,000 Hispanic residents, Pennsyl-
vania (1,680), and Connecticut (1,434)
had the highest Hispanic rates.
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aIncludes American Indians, Alaska
Natives, Asians, Native Hawaiians, and
other Pacific Islanders.
bExcludes Hispanics.

Note: Based on the latest available estimates of
the U.S. resident population for July 1, 2000, from
the 1990 census and adjusted for the census
undercount. 

8257831060413818455 or older
9920540641,3093,35155188245-54

164510911512,3036,3569831,71940-44
2529651692822,67110,0541,5112,63735-39
3131,3892384013,69211,9731,9343,42030-34
3031,0072003384,14013,3911,8213,69925-29
2705441492254,00511,2321,6413,34920-24
90236771012,4396,2019861,98418-19

119380671131,6684,8487051,318   Total
HispanicBlackbWhitebTotalaHispanicBlackbWhitebTotalaAge

FemaleMale
Number of inmates per 100,000 residents of each group

Table 15.  Number of inmates in State or Federal prisons and local jails 
per 100,000 residents, by gender, race, Hispanic origin, and age, June 30, 2001

September 30, 2000.  Estimates were
rounded to the nearest 100.
aIncludes American Indians, Alaska
Natives, Asians, Native Hawaiians, and
other Pacific Islanders.
bExcludes Hispanics.

Note: Based on custody counts from National Prison-
ers Statistics (NPS-1A), 2001, and Annual Survey of
Jails, 2001, and estimates by age from Survey of
Inmates in Local Jails, 1996, and Survey of Inmates
in State Correctional Facilities, 1997 and Federal
Justice Statistics Program (FJSP) for inmates on 

2008001,8002,6005,10012,70029,20047,40055 or older
1,6004,5005,80012,10020,40061,10077,600160,70045-54
1,9007,4007,60017,30027,40082,80082,200195,10040-44
3,30014,40013,40031,80038,000136,100120,300296,40035-39
4,20019,10015,90040,10053,900150,700129,900339,90030-34
4,10013,70012,00031,30059,200163,600110,300340,80025-29
3,8007,7009,10021,00061,900151,400104,700326,90020-24

5001,4002,0004,10015,70037,80027,40084,20018-19
19,90069,50067,700161,200283,000803,400684,8001,800,300   Total

HispanicBlackbWhitebTotalaHispanicBlackbWhitebTotalaAge
FemaleMale

Number of  inmates in State or Federal prisons or local jails

Table 14.  Number of inmates in State or Federal prisons and local jails,  
by gender, race, Hispanic origin, and age, June 30, 2001



Methodology

National Prisoner Statistics (NPS)

The Bureau of Justice Statistics, with
the U.S. Census Bureau as its collec-
tion agent, obtains yearend and
midyear counts of prisoners from
departments of correction in each of
the 50 States, the District of Columbia,
and the Federal Bureau of Prisons.  

In an effort to collect comparable data
from all jurisdictions, NPS distin-
guishes between prisoners in custody
from those under jurisdiction.  To have
custody of a prisoner, a State must
hold that person in one of its facilities.
To have jurisdiction, a State has legal
authority over the prisoner.  Prisoners
under a State’s jurisdiction may be 
in the custody of a local jail, another
State’s prison, or other correctional
facility such as a privately operated
institution.  Some States are unable to
provide both custody and jurisdiction
counts.  (See National Prisoner Statis-
tics jurisdiction notes.)

Excluded from NPS counts are
persons confined in locally adminis-
tered confinement facilities who are
under the jurisdiction of local authori-
ties.  NPS counts include all inmates 
in State-operated facilities in Alaska,
Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode
Island, and Vermont, which have
combined jail-prison systems.

Annual Survey of Jails, 2001

In each of the years between the full
censuses, a sample survey of jails is
conducted to estimate baseline charac-
teristics of the Nation’s jails and the
inmates housed in these jails.

Based on information from the 1999
Census of Jails, a sample of jail juris-
dictions was selected for the 2001
survey.  A jurisdiction is a county
(parish in Louisiana) or municipal
government that administers one or
more local jails.  The sample included
all jail facilities (948) in 878 jurisdic-
tions.
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aBased on the estimated number of U.S. residents on July 1, 2001, using the 2000 Census
of Population and Housing totals and adjusting for population change since April 2000.
bBased on the number of U.S.  residents by gender,race, and Hispanic orign on April 1,
2000, as enumerated in the 2000 Census of Population and Housing.
cReported State prison custody counts for whites and blacks were adjusted to exclude
Hispanics. (See Methodology.)
dState prison custody counts for Hispanics were estimated. (See Methodology.)

1,0492,477443109930521   Wyoming
7482,14137491841457   Washingtonc
7952,34137291770424   Utah
6452,76345887930498   Oregon
8192,6663441201,113605   New Mexico
5872,7696461561,369734   Nevada
6912,11841797845468   Montana

1,3111,5735511031,145613   Idaho
21560945587750416   Hawaii

1,0692,7513941111,109597   Colorado
8272,7574701231,302697   California

1,0032,8495441341,358720   Arizona
4391,8644641071,207667   Alaska
8402,6854561161,184636West

3711,70829461630339   West Virginia
2422,2683611301,356720   Virginia
8003,2876401801,808966   Texas
3631,9913921241,211647   Tennessee
2971,7403491131,456756   South Carolinac
5752,9806441791,472812   Oklahoma
3951,612265791,079560   North Carolinac
5161,6453991441,619852   Mississippi
5891,686248931,281657   Marylandd
9662,2513791671,9131,013   Louisianad
5172,392429971,070569   Kentucky
2902,1495191541,823952   Georgia
2352,5915361361,481772   Florida
1031,50452711,965963   District of Columbia
8072,7994271621,700895   Delawarec
3331,7593931021,125597   Arkansas
2761,8774171251,512792   Alabama
5932,2054531361,497790South

9744,058350991,131605   Wisconsinc
7002,022385115896501   South Dakota
5602,279324881,059558   Ohio

1,2141,32118944480265   North Dakota
8031,97322961646349   Nebraska
4812,1604301041,179623   Missouri
4741,75513934425225   Minnesotac
5682,247369791,238644   Michigan
5152,46934573916489   Kansas
8163,30228465698376   Iowa
4542,236391851,030545   Indiana
3811,88925176973512   Illinois
4982,22831880993525Midwest

2701,79421831433226   Vermontd
6571,67219840619315   Rhode Island

1,6802,570244771,022533   Pennsylvania
1,0211,638173691,060546   New York

6932,11716175966503   New Jersey
1,7472,64928642629325   New Hampshirec
1,3091,56220639707359   Massachusetts

51892620125434222   Maine
1,4342,427190791,003524   Connecticut
1,0451,94720166950491Northeast

7592,2093661051,208639   State
HispanicbBlackbWhitebFemaleMalebAllajurisdiction

Number of inmates per 100,000 residents in each groupRegion and

Table 16.  Number of inmates in State prisons and local jails per 100,000
residents, by gender, race, and Hispanic origin,  and State, June 30,  2001



In drawing the sample, all multi-
jurisdictional (47) jails were included in
the sample with certainty.  These jails
are operated jointly by two or more
jurisdictions.  Other jurisdictions (357)
were included automatically in the
sample if their jails held juvenile
inmates on census day and had an
average daily population of 250 or
more inmates, or if their jails held only
adults and had an average daily
population of 500 or more. 

The remaining jurisdictions were strati-
fied into two groups: jurisdictions with
jails holding at least one juvenile on
June 30, 1999, and jurisdictions with
jails holding adults only.  Using strati-
fied probability sampling, 474 jurisdic-
tions were then selected from 10 strata
based on the average daily population
in the 1999 census. 

Data were obtained by mailed and
web-based survey questionnaires.
After follow-up phone calls to respon-
dents, the response rate for the survey
was 100% for critical items such as
rated capacity, average daily popula-
tion, and number of inmates confined.

Survey estimates have an associated
sampling error because not all jurisdic-
tions were contacted for the survey.
Different samples could yield some-
what different results.  Standard error
is a measure of the variation among
the estimates from all possible
samples, stating the precision with
which an estimate from a particular
sample approximates the average of
all possible samples.  The estimated
relative sampling error for the total
number of persons under the

jurisdiction of jail authorities of 702,044
on June 29, 2001, was 0.47%; for
persons held in the custody of jail
authorities of 631,240 was 0.43%.
(See appendix tables 1 and 2, below.)

Estimating incarceration rates by
gender, race and Hispanic origin

The number of prison and jail inmates
by State was estimated for men,
women, whites, blacks, and Hispanics.
Estimates for midyear 2001 were
produced by combining custody data
from the National Prisoners Statistics
(NPS1-A) and from the 1999 Census
of Jails.  The following procedures
were used:

1.  Jail custody counts by State were
estimated for 2001 using the certainty
jurisdictions in the 2000 and 2001
Annual Survey of Jails.  These jurisdic-
tions (covering 71% of all inmates)
provide estimates of growth in 41 of
the 45 States and the District of
Columbia that operate local jails.  In
States without certainty jails regional
growth rates were applied.

2.  Estimates by gender were calcu-
lated by multiplying the gender distribu-
tion in 1999 by the 2001 State jail totals

and then adjusting for the increase in
percent female in 2001.  The jail  
estimates were then added to prison
custody counts (including inmates held
in private facilities). 

3. Jail counts by race and Hispanic
origin for 2001 were estimated using
the totals aggregated by State in 1999,
converting them to percentages, and
multiplying by the 2001 State totals.
The estimates were then adjusted for
the changes in race/Hispanic origin
since 1999.

4. Estimates of prisoners by race and
Hispanic origin were obtained by esti-
mating Hispanic counts in States
reporting race counts only. The revised
distributions by race/Hispanic origin
were converted to percents and multi-
plied by the custody counts in 2001. 

5. Incarceration rates were calculated
by dividing the inmate estimates for
each group by the latest available
resident population data.  For all
inmates, State resident population
figures were available for July 1, 2001.
For rates by gender, race, and
Hispanic origin, State population data
were based on the 2000 Census as
enumerated on April 1, 2000.
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*Detail may not sum to total due to rounding.

0.584,043699,309Rated capacity

0.422,648625,966Average daily population

3.2546814,381Weekenders
2.731,54056,422Excluding  weekenders
2.261,60370,804

Supervised outside a jail
facility

0.432,721631,240Held in jail
0.47%3,322702,044      Total

Relative
standard error
(percent)

Standard
error

Survey
estimatesCharacteristic

Appendix table 1.  Standard error estimates for the 
Annual Survey of Jails, 2001

bIncludes American Indians, Alaska Natives, Asians, and Pacific Islanders.

aExcludes persons of unknown race or Hispanic origin.

*Total estimates were based on reported data adjusted for non-response.
Detail may not sum to total due to rounding.

0.892,141240,916258,700Convicted
0.72%2,440339,461364,900

Awaiting trial or in other
  unconvicted category

Conviction status (adults)

5.355099,51210,300Otherb
1.321,13385,57993,000Hispanic
0.892,108235,645256,200Black, non-Hispanic
1.11%2,772249,913271,700White, non-Hispanic

Race/Hispanic origina

77.81666856856Held as juveniles
9.776606,7576,757Held as adults
3.22%2457,6137,613Juveniles

0.44%2,724623,628623,628Adults

0.7353773,13073,130Female
0.44%2,458558,110558,110Male

Gender

standard error
(percent)

Standard
error

Survey
estimatesTotal*Characteristic

Relative

Appendix table 2.  Standard error estimates by selected 
characteristic, Annual Survey of Jails, 2001



National Prisoner Statistics 
jurisdiction notes

Alabama � Counts are for September
29, 2000, and June 30, 2001.

Alaska � Prisons and jails form one
integrated system.  All NPS data
include jail and prison populations.
Jurisdiction counts exclude inmates
held in local jails that are operated by
communities.

Arizona � Counts are based on
custody data.

California � Jurisdiction counts
include felons and unsentenced in-
mates temporarily housed in local jails
or in hospitals.
 
Colorado � Counts include 2,152
inmates in private facilities under
contract to local jails and 271 inmates
in the Youthful Offender System, which
was established primarily for violent
juvenile offenders.  Counts of inmates
with sentences of more than 1 year
include an undetermined number with
a sentence of 1 year or less. 

Connecticut � Prisons and jails form
one integrated system.  All NPS data
include jail and prison populations.
Counts exclude inmates in halfway
houses (729).

Delaware � Prisons and jails form one
integrated system.  All NPS data
include jail and prison populations.
Racial categories include 301 inmates
of Hispanic origin.

District of Columbia � Prisons and
jails form one integrated system.  All
NPS data include jail and prison
populations.  Counts exclude inmates
held in the Federal system as a result
of the ongoing transfer of responsibility
for sentenced felons. Custody counts
exclude 1,635 jail inmates included in
the 2001 Annual Survey of Jails. 

Federal � Custody counts include
inmates housed in privately operated
secure facilities under contract with
BOP or with a State or local govern-
ment that has an intergovernmental
agreement.  Custody counts exclude
offenders under home confinement.  

Florida � Counts are based on
custody data.

Georgia � Counts are based on
custody data.

Hawaii � Prisons and jails form one
integrated system.  All NPS data
include jail and prison populations.

Illinois � Counts of inmates with
sentences of more than 1 year include
an undetermined number with a
sentence of 1 year.

Iowa � Counts are based on custody
data.

Kansas � Counts of inmates with
sentences of more than 1 year include
an undetermined number with a
sentence of 1 year or less. 

Louisiana � Data system does not  
include Hispanic origin.

Maryland � Counts by sentence
length are estimates extracted from
actual sentence length breakdowns
from automated data and applied to
totals based on manual data.  Data
system does not include Hispanic
origin.

Massachusetts � Counts are for July  
1, 2001.  Jurisdiction counts exclude
approximately 6,200 male inmates in
the county system (local jails and
houses of correction) serving a
sentence of over 1 year.  These male
inmates are included in Massachu-
setts' incarceration rate.  By law
offenders may be sentenced to terms
up to 2½ years in locally operated jails
and correctional institutions.   

Michigan � Jurisdiction counts
exclude inmates who are out to court
and inmates housed in local jails await-
ing return to prison.

Minnesota � Racial categories include
330 inmates of Hispanic origin. 

Mississippi � Jurisdiction counts for
midyear 2000 were revised to include
inmates in Department of Corrections
Community Corrections Programs
(earned release supervision, intensive
supervision, and medical releases).

New Hampshire � Racial categories
include 107 inmates of Hispanic origin.

New Jersey � Counts of inmates with
sentences of more than 1 year include
an undetermined number with a
sentence of 1 year.

North Carolina � Counts by sentence
length are estimates.

Ohio � Counts of inmates with
sentences of more than 1 year include
an undetermined number with a
sentence of 1 year or less.

Oklahoma � Counts of inmates with
sentences of more than 1 year include
an undetermined number with a
sentence of 1 year or less.

Oregon � Counts of inmates with
sentences of more than 1 year include
an undetermined number with a
sentence of 1 year or less.

Pennsylvania �  Inmates in
contracted group homes were included
in custody counts in 2000 but reported
as held in private facilities in 2001.
 
Rhode Island  � Prisons and jails
form one integrated system.  All NPS
data include jail and prison
populations.

Tennessee � Jurisdiction and custody
counts for June 30, 1999, were revised
to reflect NPS definitions.

Texas � Jurisdiction counts include
inmates serving time in a pre-parole
transfer (PPT) or intermediary
sanctions facility (SAFPF), temporary
releases to counties, and "paper ready"
inmates in local jails. Counts of
inmates with sentences of more than 1
year include an undetermined number
with a sentence of 1 year or less.

Vermont � Prisons and jails form an
integrated system.  All NPS data
include jail and prison populations.
Inmates of Hispanic origin were
reported in racial categories only.

Washington � Racial categories
include 1,816 inmates of Hispanic
origin.

Wisconsin � Custody counts exclude
inmates held in non-Wisconsin DOC
facilities under contract.  Counts for
June 30 and December 31, 2000, 
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have been revised as a result of data
cleansing efforts during 2001.  Racial
categories include 1,126 inmates of
Hispanic origin.  
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By Lauren E. Glaze
BJS Statistician

The total Federal, State, and local adult
correctional population C incarcerated
or in the community C grew by 147,700
during 2001 to reach a new high of
nearly 6.6 million.  About 3.1% of the
U.S. adult population, or 1 in every 32
adults, were incarcerated or on proba-
tion or parole at yearend 2001.

A total of 3,932,751 adult men and
women were on probation at yearend
2001, representing a growth of 2.8%
during the year.  The adult parole
population grew 1.0%, rising to a total
of 731,147 by December 31, 2001.
Since 1995 the parole population has
been the slowest growing correctional
population, up 1.2% per year, com-
pared to jails (up 3.7% annually)
prisons (up 3.6% annually), and proba-
tion (up 3.4% annually).

 

Probation CCCC
$ The adult probation population grew 2.8% in 2001, an
increase of 106,542 probationers, less than the average
annual growth of 3.4% since 1995.
$ 53% of all probationers had been convicted of a felony,
45% of a misdemeanor, and 1% of other infractions.
Twenty-five percent were on probation for a drug law 
violation, and 18% for driving while intoxicated.
$ Four States had an increase of 10% or more in their
probation population in 2001, led by Maine (up 15%) and
Colorado, Kentucky, and Virginia (all up 12%).  The adult
probation population decreased in 17 States, led by
Nevada with the only double-digit decrease (down 14%).
$ Idaho had the highest rate of probationers per 100,000
residents, 3,747; New Hampshire had the lowest, 385.

Parole CCCC
$  Overall, the Nation's parole population grew by about
7,250 in 2001, or 1.0%.
$  Mandatory releases from prison as a result of a 
sentencing statute or good-time provision comprised 
55% of those entering parole in 2001; in 1995 they 
were 45%.
$  A total of 11 States had double-digit increases in their
parole population in 2001.  Two States had a parole
population increase of 20% or more: Oklahoma, up 
87%, and Idaho, up 20%.
$  Seventeen States had a decrease in their parole popula-
tion.  Two States C West Virginia (down 16%) and North
Carolina (down 12%) C had a decrease of more than 10%.

Highlights

U.S. Department of Justice
Office of Justice Programs Revised 2/9/04 th
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Note:  Counts are for December 31, except for jail counts, which are for June 30.  Jail and prison
counts include inmates held in private facilities.  Totals in 1998 through 2001 exclude probation-
ers held in jail or prison.  
aBecause some offenders may have multiple statuses, totals were rounded to the nearest 100. 
bCoverage of probation agencies was expanded.  For counts based on the same reporting
agencies, use 3,266,837 in 1997 (to compare with 1996); 3,417,613 in 1998 (to compare with
1997); and 3,773,624 in 1999 (to compare with 1998).  The average annual percent change was
adjusted for the change in coverage.

%3.6%3.7%1.2%3.4%3.61995-2001

Average annual
percent change

%1.1%1.6%1.0%2.8%2.32000-01
Percent change

1,330,980631,240731,1473,932,7516,592,8002001
1,316,333621,149723,8983,826,2096,445,1002000
1,287,172605,943714,4573,779,9226,340,8001999b
1,224,469592,462696,3853,670,4416,134,2001998b
1,176,564567,079694,7873,296,5135,734,9001997b
1,127,528518,492679,7333,164,9965,490,7001996
1,078,542507,044679,4213,077,8615,342,9001995

743,382405,320531,4072,670,2344,350,3001990
PrisonJailParoleProbationYear

IncarcerationCommunity supervisioncorrectional
populationa

Total estimated

Persons under adult correctional supervision, 1990, 1995-2002

Probation and Parole
in the United States, 2001
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Over 4.6 million adult men and
women were on probation or parole

At yearend 2001 the number of adult
men and women in the United States
who were being supervised in the
community reached a record high
4,663,898, up from 3,757,282 on
December 31, 1995.  These data were
collected in the 2001 Annual Probation
Survey and the 2001 Annual Parole
Survey conducted by the Bureau of
Justice Statistics (BJS).

In 2001 the number of adults under
supervision in the community
increased 2.5%, which was less than
the average annual increase of 3.7%
since 1995.  

The total adult correctional population,
including those incarcerated and those
being supervised in the community,
reached a new high of 6,592,800 at the
end of 2001.  At yearend 2001, 3.1%,
or about 1 in every 32 adults in the
United States, were in State or Federal
prisons, local jails, or under the super-
vision of probation or parole
authorities, up from 2.7% in 1995.  

Texas and California led the Nation
in number of adults supervised 
in the community

More than 1 million persons being
supervised in the community in 2001,
or about 1 in 5 probationers and parol-
ees, were in Texas and California
(table 1).  Texas led the Nation with
551,372 persons on probation or
parole, followed by California with
468,672.

Washington and Texas led the Nation
with the largest percentage of its adult
population under community supervi-
sion (each with 3.6% at yearend 2001),
followed by Delaware (3.4%).  Califor-
nia’s community supervision rate of
1.9% was about half that of Texas.

Twelve States reported that fewer than
1% of their adult populations were on
probation or parole.  New Hampshire
had the lowest rate of supervision in
the community (486 offenders per
100,000 adults). 

4 States reported an increase 
of 10% or more in their probation
population 

Maine reported an increase of 15% 
in the number of adults on probation
during 2001.  Colorado, Virginia, and
Kentucky (each up 12%) also reported
an increase of at least 10% in their
adult probation populations.

Seventeen States had fewer adults 
on probation at the end of 2001 than 
at the beginning of the year, led by
Nevada, down 14%, the only double-
digit decrease during 2001 (table 2).
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Note:  This table excludes the District of Columbia, a wholly urban jurisdiction, and Georgia
probation counts, which included case-based counts for private agencies.
*Rates are computed using the estimated U.S. adult resident population on July 1, 2001.

82Connecticut326Illinois11.3Nebraska16,501Michigan
76Massachusetts333Maryland11.4Nevada17,885Ohio
67West Virginia335Georgia12.0Mississippi18,761Oregon
47North Carolina396New York12.7Kentucky20,809Georgia
46Florida467California13.3Rhode Island23,330Louisiana
46Rhode Island512Arkansas13.8Connecticut30,157Illinois
42Nebraska697Texas14.3Montana56,719New York
25North Dakota713Oregon 19.0Arkansas86,238Pennsylvania
3Washington719Louisiana19.7Idaho107,688Texas
3Maine921Pennsylvania%86.6Oklahoma117,904California

Parole:

782New Mexico2,302Ohio4.6Missouri125,928Pennsylvania
769Kansas2,304Florida5.3New York132,846New Jersey
741Mississippi2,385Michigan5.4Utah141,508Illinois
716Kentucky2,481Indiana5.5Arizona159,119Washington
694Virginia2,873Texas5.9South Dakota176,406Michigan
667Utah3,049Rhode Island8.8Wyoming195,403Ohio
654Nevada3,081Minnesota11.6Virginia196,835New York
613North Dakota3,321Delaware12.1Kentucky294,626Florida
441West Virginia3,551Washington12.1Colorado350,768California
385New Hampshire3,747Idaho%14.8Maine443,684Texas

Probation:

Persons 
supervised per
100,000 adult
U.S. residents*

10 States with
the lowest rates
of supervision,
2001

Persons 
supervised per
100,000 adult 
U.S. residents*

10 States with
the highest
rates of super-
vision, 2001

Percent 
increase,
2000-01

10 States with
the largest
percent
increase

Number 
supervised

10 States 
with the largest
2001 community
corrections
populations

Table 1.  Community corrections among the States, yearend 2001

980Massachusetts
971Kansas
936Nevada
914New Mexico
909Maine 
891Utah
885Kentucky
827Mississippi
784Virginia
638North Dakota 
508West Virginia
486New Hampshire

Number under supervision 
per 100,000 adult residents



106,542 probationers added in 2001

During 2001 the probation population
grew 106,500, an increase of 2.8%
(table 3).  This was more than double
the annual increase recorded in 2000
(46,287) and slightly lower than the
average increase since 1995 (up
113,148 per year).

At yearend 2001 the probation supervi-
sion rate totaled 1,849 probationers per
100,000 adult U.S. residents C the
equivalent of 1 in every 54 adults.
Idaho with 3,747 probationers per
100,000 adult State residents had the
highest rate of probation supervision;
New Hampshire (with 385 per 100,000)
had the lowest. 

More than 2.1 million adults entered
probation supervision during 2001, an
increase of over 78,500 probation
entries from 2000.  Since 1995 the
annual number of entries to probation
has risen by 34%, an increase of more
than 532,000.  

2,110,5502001
2,032,0892000
2,041,1671999
1,771,9521998
1,725,4311997
1,651,5441996
1,578,1821995

Entries to 
probation supervision
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Note: Because of incomplete data, the population for some jurisdictions on December 31, 2001,
does not equal the population on January 1, 2001 plus entries, minus exits. 
--Not calculated.
aAll data were estimated.
bData for entries and exits were estimated for nonreporting agencies.
cCounts include estimates for misdemeanors based on annual admissions.
dCounts include private agency cases and may overstate the number under supervision.

1,2238.84,4772,0142,3764,115   Wyoming
3,5513.0159,11963,74868,401154,466   Washingtonb

6675.410,3314,5055,0369,800   Utah
1,7701.146,54016,90217,41946,023   Oregona

782-1.210,3356,5617,73510,461   New Mexico
654-14.210,4547,2635,52812,189   Nevada
9282.56,2583,3763,5266,108   Montana

3,7471.635,67029,75730,32435,103   Idahoc
1,6750.415,5815,7575,81315,525   Hawaii
1,70212.156,56723,01829,12550,460   Coloradob
1,3882.2350,768149,817157,440343,145   Californiaa
1,5985.563,08236,19239,46459,810   Arizona
1,0911.64,8558329084,779   Alaska
1,630%2.9774,037349,741373,094751,984West

441-0.66,1763,1423,1026,216   West Virginiab
69411.637,88225,71529,64233,955   Virginia

2,8730.4443,684200,640202,476441,848   Texas
9461.041,08923,07024,37440,682   Tennessee

1,388-5.042,40817,03914,81544,632   South Carolina
1,179-2.330,26915,78615,08630,969   Oklahomaa,b
1,7764.5110,67656,86961,596105,949   North Carolina

7412.115,4357,7578,07415,118   Mississippi
2,006-1.080,70843,41742,60281,523   Maryland
1,101-0.335,74411,96711,85735,854   Louisiana

71612.121,9938,88411,25519,620   Kentucky
----358,030166,532203,155321,407   Georgiab,d

2,304-0.5294,626244,827245,593296,139   Floridab
2,291-1.810,4688,7388,54210,664   District of Columbia
3,321-0.319,99511,84911,79220,052   Delaware
1,319-6.526,55813,15911,30828,409   Arkansas
1,2151.140,61715,58016,01940,178   Alabama
2,117%2.71,616,358874,971921,2881,573,215South

1,3623.254,95124,10825,81753,242   Wisconsin
8055.94,4623,1563,4044,214   South Dakota

2,3023.2195,403117,247123,269189,375   Ohiob
6131.92,9011,7281,7822,847   North Dakota

1,651-3.020,84715,20614,57021,483   Nebraska
1,3274.655,76723,27325,74153,299   Missouri
3,081-2.0113,61364,48762,194115,906   Minnesota
2,3853.6176,406112,536118,999170,276   Michiganb

769-4.615,25022,08021,33815,992   Kansas
950-1.720,79719,22018,87021,147   Iowa

2,4813.2112,70187,39590,845109,251   Indiana
1,5321.8141,50860,43262,911139,029   Illinois
1,903%2.1914,606550,868569,740896,061Midwest

1,988-0.79,2665,1285,0639,331   Vermont
3,049--24,7594,6458,48220,922   Rhode Islanda
1,3443.9125,92843,49348,245121,176   Pennsylvaniab
1,3745.3196,83533,31943,199186,955   New York
2,0751.7132,84652,77455,010130,610   New Jersey 

3851.03,6652,7622,7983,629   New Hampshirea,b
904-2.544,11940,98539,87145,233   Massachusetts
90614.88,9396,0287,1797,788   Maine

1,9284.649,83220,55622,75247,636   Connecticut
1,462%4.0596,189209,691232,600573,280Northeast

1,8342.83,901,1901,985,2712,096,7223,794,540   State
15%-0.331,56113,89313,82831,669   Federal

1,849%2.83,932,7511,999,1642,110,5503,826,209      U.S. total

Number on
probation per
100,000 adult
residents,
12/31/01

Percent
change,
 2001

Probation 
population,
12/31/01

               2001               
Entries           Exits

Probation 
population, 
1/1/01

Region 
and jurisdiction

Table 2.  Adults on probation, 2001

aSurvey coverage was expanded to include
186 additional agencies in 1998 and 1999.
Annual increases reflect comparable report-
ing agencies in each year.
bBased on the overall survey counts in 1995
and 2001.
cBased on comparable reporting agencies,
excluding 176,005 probationers in 2001 who
were in agencies added since 1995.

3.4%

 

113,148

Average annual
increase,
1995-2001c

27.8%854,890
Total increase,
1995-2001b

2.8106,5422001
1.246,2872000
3.0109,4811999a
3.7121,1001998a
3.2101,8411997
2.887,1351996
3.2%96,8391995

Percent change
NumberYear

Annual increase

Table 3.  Change in the number of
adults on probation, 1995-2001
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Note:  For every characteristic there were persons of unknown
status or type.  Detail may not sum to total because of rounding.
**Not available. 
--Less than 0.5%.
aIn 2001 race/Hispanic origin was collected as a single item. 
For comparison, percents were recalculated for prior years.
bIncludes Native Hawaiians.
cIn 1995 absconder status was reported among “other.”
dIn 2001 type of offense was limited to three categories. Driving
while intoxicated was reported among the most serious offense.   
For comparison, percents were recalculated for prior years. 

 14 1Other
 10614Imposition suspended
 2526 41Sentence suspended
 915 6Split sentence
% 54%48%38Direct imposition

Status of probation

438479Other
7****Domestic violence
7****Minor traffic offenses

25****Drug law violations
%18%16%21Driving while intoxicated

Most serious offense

121Other infractions
454452Misdemeanor

%53%54%48Felony
Type of offense of adults on probationd

 1016 7Other
11-- Death

11** 2Other unsuccessful
3**7Absconderc
432   Unknown
 713 9   With the same sentence
 35 3   With new sentence
 1321 14Returned to incarceration
%62%62%69Successful completions

Adults leaving probation

 715 5Other types
 1713 8With incarceration
%76%72%87Without incarceration

Adults entering probation

 32** Other
 22 2Supervised out of State

1096Absconded 
 118 9Inactive 
%74%79% 83Active 

Status of supervision

1---- Asian/Pacific Islanderb

 
11

 
1

American Indian/
   Alaska Native

121418Hispanic
 3131 30Black
% 55%53%52White

Racea

 2221 18Female
%78%79% 82Male

Gender

%100%100%100      Total 
200119951990Characteristic

Table 4.  Characteristics of adults 
on probation, 1990, 1995, and 2001

At yearend 2001, 1 in 5 probationers were women; 
1 in 3 were black

Nationwide, women represented a slightly larger percentage 
of the probation population in 2001 than in 1990.  Women were
22% of adults on probation in 2001 (870,000), up from 18% 
in 1990.

At yearend 2001 about half of all probationers were white
(2,175,600); a third were black (1,228,700); and an eighth were
of Hispanic origin (469,800).  Persons of other races comprised
about 2% of probationers (58,600).  

Half of all probationers convicted of a felony; a quarter
convicted of a drug law violation

Probationers are criminal offenders who have been sentenced
to a period of conditional supervision in the community.  At
yearend 2001, 53% had been convicted of a felony offense.

More than half of those on probation (54%) had a direct
sentence to probation; 25% had received a sentence to incar-
ceration that had been suspended; and 9% had received a split
sentence that included incarceration followed by probation.  An
additional 10% had entered probation before completion of all
court proceedings (including those who entered probation
before final verdict).

Approximately 3 of every 4 probationers were under active
supervision and were required to regularly report to a probation
authority in person, by mail, or by telephone.  The percent of
probationers required to report regularly has dropped steadily,
from 83% in 1990 to 79% in 1995 and to 74% in 2001.

At yearend 2001 at least 1 in 10 probationers had absconded C
though still on probation, they had failed to report and could not
be located.  Among all persons on probation, absconders have
increased from 6% in 1990 to 10% in 2001.

In 2001, 25% of probationers had a drug law violation; 18%
were sentenced for driving while intoxicated or under the influ-
ence of alcohol; 7% for minor traffic offenses; and 7% for
domestic violence.

More than 3 out of 5 of the nearly 2 million adults discharged
from probation in 2001 had successfully met the conditions of
their supervision.  Approximately 13% of those discharged from
probation supervision were incarcerated because of a rule
violation or new offense.  An additional 3% of those discharged
had absconded, and 11% had their probation sentence
revoked without incarceration.  



Parole population up by fewer than
7,500 during 2001

Also serving time in the community at
the end of 2001 were 731,147 adults
on parole (table 5).  Parole is a period
of conditional supervised release
following a prison term.  Prisoners may
be released to parole either by a parole
board decision or by mandatory condi-
tional release.

The 1.0% growth in parole during 2001
— a net increase of 7,249 parolees —
was slightly smaller than the average
annual increase of 1.2% in parole since
1995 (table 6).  Nearly all parolees had
been convicted of a felony (95%).

11 States had double-digit increases
in their parole populations; 
2 had similar decreases

For the year ending December 31,
2001, 11 States reported an increase
of 10% or more in their parole popula-
tion.  Oklahoma led with 87%, followed
by two other States with increases of
19% or higher:  Idaho (20%) and
Arkansas (19%).

A total of 17 States reported a
decrease in their adult parole popula-
tion during 2001.  Two States reported
double-digit decreases, led by West
Virginia (down 16%) and North
Carolina (down 12%).
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Note: Because of incomplete data, the population on December 31, 2001, does not equal
the population on January 1, 2001, plus entries, minus exits.   
--Not calculated.
aAll data were estimated.
bData for entries and exits were estimated for nonreporting agencies.
cData do not include parolees in one or more of the following categories: absconder,
out of State, or inactive.

1528.4557312355514   Wyoming
3-3.11551813160   Washingtona

2247.43,4712,3342,5743,231   Utah
7136.718,7616,8648,04617,579   Oregon
1324.31,7421,5101,7441,670   New Mexico
28311.44,5192,4942,9574,056   Nevada
10514.3710493582621   Montanac
17719.71,6868681,1451,409   Idaho
2804.22,6089241,0282,504   Hawaii
1734.25,7334,3724,6055,500   Colorado
4670.2117,904156,132156,267117,647   Californiac
961.83,5366,6756,7373,474   Arizonac

117-0.6522314311525   Alaska
341%1.9161,904183,310186,364158,890West
67-15.69396684951,112   West Virginia
89-5.34,8733,7323,4575,148   Virginia

697-3.6107,68839,32035,289111,719   Texasa
186-0.28,0743,3973,7658,093   Tennessee
134-6.34,1001,4101,1324,378   South Carolina
13386.63,4067332,3141,825   Oklahomaa
47-11.92,9544,0823,6843,352   North Carolina
8612.01,7886498411,596   Mississippic

333-1.813,4158,1227,87113,666   Maryland
7192.123,33013,34413,81422,860   Louisiana
16912.75,2022,3082,8964,614   Kentucky
335-3.520,80910,2239,97521,556   Georgia
46-1.55,8914,4564,6745,982   Florida

974--4,4533,1512,2725,332   District of Columbia
88-8.5530172123579   Delaware

51219.010,3016,2867,9288,659   Arkansas
1693.35,6632,2242,4035,484   Alabama
293%-1.1223,416104,277102,933225,955South
240-2.49,6815,7865,5449,923   Wisconsin
2773.41,5328869371,481   South Dakotaa
211-2.017,88510,93010,56718,248   Ohio
255.5116234240110   North Dakota
4211.3530645699476   Nebraska 

3062.412,8648,1788,47912,563   Missouri
862.73,1563,4313,5153,072   Minnesota

2234.716,5019,2509,99815,753   Michigan
2014.23,9914,3304,4923,829   Kansasc
14111.33,0762,7063,0192,763   Iowab,c
1188.65,3395,3125,7344,917   Indianac
326-0.130,15733,72433,68530,196   Illinois
218%1.4104,82885,41286,909103,331Midwest
1933.7899281313867   Vermont
4613.3375395439331   Rhode Island

9214.786,23822,12226,01582,345   Pennsylvaniab
396-2.056,71926,78325,64457,858   New York 
1861.911,93110,58810,81011,709   New Jersey
1001.0953483492944   New Hampshirea,b
760.43,7183,6983,7153,703   Massachusetts
3-3.6272128   Maine

8213.82,1261,7281,9861,868   Connecticut
400%2.1162,98666,08169,416159,653Northeast
3070.8653,134439,080445,622647,829   State
37%2.678,01325,58628,06676,069   Federal

344%1.0731,147464,666473,688723,898      U.S. total

Number on
parole per
100,000 adult
residents,
12/31/01

Percent
change,
2001

Parole 
population, 
12/31/01

           2001            
 Entries         Exits

Parole 
population, 
1/1/01

Region 
and jurisdiction

Table 5.  Adults on parole, 2001

1.2%

 

8,621

Average annual
increase,
1995-2001

7.6%51,726
Total increase,
1995-2001

1.07,2492001

1.39,4412000
2.618,0721999
0.21,5981998
2.215,0541997
0.03121996

-1.6%-10,9501995

Percent 
changeNumberYear

Annual increase

Table 6.  Change in the number of
adults on parole, 1995-2001



 Women accounted for more than  
1 of every 8 adults on parole in 2001 

About 1 of every 8 adults on parole in
2001 (90,700) were women (table 7).
Women represented a larger percent-
age of the parole population (12%) in
2001 than in 1990 when they were 8%.

More than 2 out of 5 adults on parole
on December 31, 2001, (299,400) were
black; more than 1 in 3 were white
(285,500).  Nineteen percent of parol-
ees were Hispanic (136,500).  About
2% were of other races (9,800).  

Since 1990 discretionary releases 
to parole have dropped, while
mandatory releases have risen
 
Discretionary releases of prisoners to
parole supervision by a parole board
have decreased from 59% of adults
entering parole in 1990 to 36%, or
161,100, in 2001.  Mandatory releases
to parole supervision increased from
41% in 1990 to 55% (248,000) in 2001.

At yearend 2001 more than 4 of every
5 parolees were under active supervi-
sion and were required to maintain
regular contact with the paroling
agency.  About 7% of parolees were
absconders and could not be located.

40% of parolees discharged from
supervision were incarcerated 

Of the more than 464,500 parolees
discharged from supervision in 2001,
46% had successfully met the condi-
tions of their supervision, while 40%
had been returned to incarceration
either because of a rule violation or
new offense.  An additional 9% had
absconded and 2% had failed to
successfully meet the conditions of 
supervision but were discharged
without incarceration.  

The success rate among those
discharged from parole dropped from
50% in 1990 to 46%; however, the
percent incarcerated also dropped
(from 46% to 40%).  These declines
were offset by increases in absconders
(from 1% to 9%).

Correctional supervision rate
highest in Texas and lowest 
in New Hampshire

Texas led the Nation at yearend 2001
with 4,818 adults under correctional
supervision per 100,000 adult State
residents, followed by Idaho (4,786)
and Delaware (4,545) (table 8).  New
Hampshire (924 per 100,000), West
Virginia (940), and North Dakota
(1,008) had the fewest adults on proba-
tion or parole or in prison or jail relative
to their State populations.

Offenders on probation or parole repre-
sented nearly 71% of all persons under
correctional supervision at yearend.
The 10 States with the highest rates of
correctional supervision were also the
10 States with the highest rates of
probation supervision.  

* Number under probation supervision per
100,000 adult State residents.

102,302Ohio
92,304Florida
72,481Indiana
53,049Rhode Island
82,385Michigan
43,081Minnesota
23,551Washington
33,321Delaware
13,747Idaho
62,873Texas

RankRate*

Probation supervision,
yearend 2001

10 States with the
highest correctional
supervision rate

Except for Texas, with 27% of its
correctional population in prison or jail,
States with the highest correctional
supervision rate had an appreciably
lower percentage of their correctional
populations incarcerated.  Minnesota
with the 3,474 persons under supervi-
sion per 100,000 adult residents had
the lowest percentage incarcerated
(8.9% of all persons under supervi-
sion).

Other States with a low percentage
incarcerated included Vermont and
Rhode Island (with 12%) and Washing-
ton State (with 15%).  Mississippi with
60% of its correctional population
incarcerated had the highest percent-
age among States, followed by Virginia
(55%) and Nevada (51%). 
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Note:  For every characteristic there were
persons of unknown status or type. Detail
may not sum to total because of rounding.
**Not available. 
--Less than 0.5%.
aIn 2001 race/Hispanic origin was collected
as a single item.  For comparison, percents
were estimated for prior years.
bIn 1995 absconder status was reported
among “other.”

110** Other
 111Death

121Transferred
2**1Other unsuccessful
9**1Absconderb
 302929   Other
 91217   With new sentence

 
404146

Returned to
incarceration

%46%45%50Successful completion
Adults leaving parole

22** Other
 74** Reinstatement
 554541Mandatory parole
%36%50%59Discretionary parole

Adults entering parole

9594951 year or more
%5%6%5Less than 1 year

Sentence length

 -- --** Other
 546Supervised out of State

766Absconded 
 4116Inactive 
%84%78%82Active 

Status of supervision

1----Asian/Pacific Islander*

 
111

American Indian/
   Alaska Native

192118Hispanic
 414546Black
%39%34%36White

Racea

 12108Female
%88%90%92Male

Gender

%100%100%100     Total
200119951990Characteristic

Table 7.  Characteristics of adults 
on parole, 1990, 1995, and 2001



Methodology

The Annual Probation and Parole
Surveys provide a count of the total
number of persons supervised in the
community on January 1 and Decem-
ber 31, 2001, and a count of the
number entering and leaving supervi-
sion during the year.  These surveys
cover all 50 States, the District
of Columbia, and the Federal system.

Data for the Federal system are from
the Administrative Office of the U.S.
Courts as provided to the BJS Federal
Justice Statistics Program.

Because many States update their
population counts, the January 1, 2001,
numbers may differ from those previ-
ously published for December 31,
2000.

Probation  

The 2001 Annual Probation Survey
was sent to 477 respondents — 36
central State reporters and 441
separate State, county, or court
agencies.  States with multiple report-
ers were Alabama (3), Arizona (2),
Colorado (9), Florida (44), Georgia (5),
Idaho (2), Kentucky (3), Michigan
(132), Missouri (2), New Mexico (2),
Ohio (190), Oklahoma (3), Tennessee
(3), Washington (35), and West
Virginia (2).  

Since 1997 the survey coverage has
been expanded to include 186
additional agencies previously
excluded from the survey.  At yearend
2001, 176,005 probationers were
under the supervision of these
agencies.  For year-to-year compari-
sons, use total counts based on the  
same reporting agencies — 3,266,837
in 1997 to compare with the final 1996
counts; 3,417,613 in 1998 to compare
with final 1997; and 3,773,624 in 1999
to compare with final 1998.  
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Note: Counts are for December 31, 2001, except for jail counts which were for June 29.  Jail
counts by State were estimated based on the Census of Jails, 1999, and the Annual Survey of
Jails, 2000 and 2001.  Because some offenders under supervision may have multiple statuses,
counts were rounded to the nearest 100. Detail may not sum to total because of rounding.
--Not calculated.
aExcludes by State and region 23,355 probationers in jail and 9,962 probationers in prison.
bBased on the estimated number of adult State residents on July 1, 2001, using the 2000 Census
of Population and Housing and adjusting for population change since April 2000.

33.62,0742,6005,0007,600   Wyoming
14.84,11827,300157,200184,500   Washington
44.51,4009,60012,00021,700   Utah
21.43,12717,60064,60082,300   Oregon
47.61,74411,00012,10023,000   New Mexico
50.71,89115,30014,90030,200   Nevada
38.71,6844,4007,00011,400   Montana
18.04,7868,20037,30045,600   Idaho
22.02,5055,10018,20023,300   Hawaii
31.62,53926,60057,70084,400   Colorado
33.52,790236,300468,700704,900   California
36.82,67138,80066,600105,400   Arizona
45.32,2104,4005,4009,800   Alaska

%30.52,809407,300926,8001,334,100West
45.99406,0007,10013,200   West Virginia
55.11,74652,50042,80095,300   Virginia
27.44,818203,800540,400744,200   Texas
43.51,95937,00048,10085,100   Tennessee
40.02,53531,00046,50077,500   South Carolina
45.22,39427,80033,70061,500   Oklahoma
29.02,56946,500113,600160,100   North Carolina
60.01,96924,60016,40041,000   Mississippi
27.23,21435,20094,100129,300   Maryland
43.43,21845,40059,100104,400   Louisiana
45.21,61122,30027,10049,500   Kentucky

----80,400378,800459,200   Georgia
29.93,319127,000297,400424,500   Florida
15.53,8632,70014,90017,700   District of Columbia
25.04,5456,80020,50027,400   Delaware
31.22,62216,40036,30052,800   Arkansas
44.62,43836,30045,20081,500   Alabama

%30.63,437801,8001,822,1002,624,000South
34.22,43433,60064,60098,200   Wisconsin
39.61,7913,9006,0009,900   South Dakota
23.23,20563,100208,900272,000   Ohio
36.71,0081,7003,0004,800   North Dakota
22.02,1696,00021,40027,400   Nebraska 
34.12,47635,40068,600104,100   Missouri
8.93,47411,400116,800128,100   Minnesota

25.23,47364,800192,100256,900   Michigan
40.71,63713,20019,20032,400   Kansas
31.21,58610,80023,90034,700   Iowa
22.23,33933,600118,000151,600   Indiana
26.72,53662,700171,700234,300   Illinois

%25.12,819340,3001,014,2001,354,600Midwest
12.12,4821,40010,20011,600   Vermont
12.43,3443,40023,80027,200   Rhode Island
23.92,97566,500212,200278,700   Pennsylvania
28.62,481101,800253,600355,400   New York 
22.72,92742,600144,800187,400   New Jersey
47.59244,2004,6008,800   New Hampshire
32.21,44422,70047,80070,500   Massachusetts
24.11,1972,8009,00011,800   Maine
25.22,68817,50052,00069,500   Connecticut

%25.82,503262,900757,8001,020,800Northeast
28.62,9781,812,4004,521,0006,333,400   State

%57.8122149,900109,600259,400   Federal
%29.83,1001,962,2004,630,6006,592,800      U.S. total

Percent of
correctional
population
incarcerated

Supervision
rate per
100,000
adultsb

Number in
prison or jail

Number on
probation or
parolea

Total under
correctional
supervision,
12/31/01

Region 
and jurisdiction

Table 8.  Total under adult correctional supervision and number supervised 
per 100,000 adult residents, by jurisdiction, yearend 2001



Parole  

The 2001 Annual Parole Survey was
sent to 54 respondents, including 52
central reporters, the California Youth
Authority, and 1 municipal agency.
States with multiple reporters were
Alabama (2) and California (2).

Federal parole as defined here
includes supervised release, parole,
military parole, special parole,
and mandatory release.

Revised 2/9/04 th
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By Patrick A. Langan, Ph.D.
David J. Levin, Ph.D.

BJS Statisticians

This study of the rearrest, reconviction,
and reincarceration of prisoners
tracked 272,111 former inmates for 
3 years after their release in 1994. The
272,111 C representing two-thirds of 
all prisoners released in the United
States that year C were discharged
from prisons in 15 States:
Arizona Maryland North Carolina
California Michigan Ohio
Delaware Minnesota Oregon    
Florida New Jersey Texas              
Illinois New York Virginia

Four measures of recidivism

The study uses four measures of
recidivism: rearrest, reconviction,
resentence to prison, and return to
prison with or without a new sentence.
Except where expressly stated other-
wise, all four study measures of recidi-
vism C

• refer to the 3-year period following 
the prisoner's release in 1994
• include both "in-State" and "out-of-
State" recidivism.  

"In-State" recidivism refers to new
offenses committed within the State
that released the prisoner. "Out-of-
State" recidivism refers to new
offenses in States other than the 
one where the prisoner served time.

    June 2002, NCJ 193427

U.S. Department of Justice
Office of Justice Programs

Bureau of Justice Statistics
Special Report

Recidivism of Prisoners
Released in 1994 

• Within 3 years from their release 
in 1994 C
  67.5% of the prisoners were

rearrested for a new offense
(almost exclusively a felony or a
serious misdemeanor)

   46.9% were reconvicted for a 
new crime

   25.4% were resentenced to prison
for a new crime

   51.8% were back in prison, serving
time for a new prison sentence or
for a technical violation of their
release, like failing a drug test,
missing an appointment with their
parole officer, or being arrested 
for a new crime.

• Released prisoners with the highest
rearrest rates were robbers (70.2%),
burglars (74.0%), larcenists (74.6%),

motor vehicle thieves (78.8%), those
in prison for possessing or selling
stolen property (77.4%), and those in
prison for possessing, using, or selling
illegal weapons (70.2%).
  • Released prisoners with the lowest
rearrest rates were those in prison for
homicide (40.7%), rape (46.0%), other
sexual assault (41.4%), and driving
under the influence (51.5%).

• Within 3 years, 2.5% of released
rapists were arrested for another rape,
and 1.2% of those who had served
time for homicide were arrested for
homicide. 

• The 272,111 offenders discharged in
1994 had accumulated 4.1 million ar-
rest charges before their most recent
imprisonment and another 744,000
charges within 3 years of release.

Highlights

Public-order

Drug

Property

Violent

All released prisoners

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Offense of prisoners released in 1983 and 1994

Percent rearrested within 3 years

1983
1994

Among nearly 300,000 prisoners released in 15 States in 1994, 67.5% were
rearrested within 3 years.  A study of 1983 releases estimated 62.5%.

BJS
This report is one in a series.  More recent editions may be available.  To view a list of all in the series go to http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pubalp2.htm#recidivism



Three of the recidivism measures —
rearrest, reconviction, resentence to
prison — are based exclusively on
official criminal records kept in State
and FBI criminal history repositories.
One recidivism measure C return to
prison with or without a new prison
sentence C is formed from a combina-
tion of records from criminal history
repositories plus prison records kept 
by State departments of corrections.

To an unknown extent, recidivism rates
based on State and FBI criminal
history repositories understate actual
levels of recidivism. The police agency
making the arrest or the court dispos-
ing of the case may fail to send the
notifying document to the State or FBI
repository. Even if the document is
sent, the repository may be unable to
match the person in the document to
the correct person in the repository or
may neglect to enter the new informa-
tion. For these reasons, studies such
as this one that rely on these reposito-
ries for complete criminal history infor-
mation will understate recidivism rates.
  
Characteristics of the 272,111
released prisoners

Of offenders released from prisons in
15 States in 1994:

91.3% were male (table 1)
50.4% were white
48.5% were black
24.5% were Hispanic
44.1% were under age 30.

The 272,111 were in prison for a wide
variety of offenses, primarily felonies:

22.5% for a violent offense (for
example, murder, sexual
assault, and robbery)

33.5% for a property offense (for
example, burglary, auto theft,
and fraud)

32.6% for a drug offense (primarily
drug trafficking and possession)

9.7%  for a public-order offense
(roughly 33% driving while
intoxicated/driving under the
influence,  32% a weapons
offense, 8% a traffic offense,
9% a probation violation, and 
the remainder, such crimes as
escape, obstruction of justice,
court offense, parole violation,
contributing to the delinquency
of a minor, bigamy, and habitual
offender)

1.7%  for some other offense (for
example, an unspecified felony
or misdemeanor).
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Note:  "Prior" does not include the arrest,
conviction, or prison sentence for which the
272,111 were in prison in 1994. Calculation 
of prior conviction excludes Ohio.  Calculation
of sentence length (defined as total maximum
sentence) and time served is based on "first
releases" only and excludes Michigan (which  
reported minimum, not maximum, sentence)
and Ohio (which did not report data to identify
"first releases").
*Excludes credited jail time.

Number released in 15 States 272,111

%43.6Prior prison sentence

3.0Median number
3.8Mean number

%81.4Prior conviction

6.0Median number
8.8Mean number of prior arrests

%93.1Prior arrest

%35.2
Percent of sentence served
before release*

mos13.3Median*
mos20.3Mean*

Time served before release

mos48.0Median
mos58.9Mean

Sentence length

1.7Other
9.7Public-order

32.6Drugs
33.5Property

%22.5Violent

Offense for which inmate
was serving a sentence 

7.645 or older
9.440-44

16.235-39
22.730-34
22.825-29
21.018-24

%0.314-17
Age at release

75.5Non-Hispanic
%24.5Hispanic

Ethnicity

1.1Other
48.5Black

%50.4White
Race

8.7Female
%91.3Male

Gender

Percent of re-
leased inmatesCharacteristic

Table 1.  Profile of prisoners released
in 1994 from prisons in 15 States

• Within 3 years of their release 
in 1994, 61.7% of offenders sen-
tenced for violence were arrested for
a new offense, though not necessarily
another violent offense. Property
offenders had the highest rearrest
rate, 73.8%; released drug offenders,
66.7%; and public-order offenders
(mostly those in prison for driving
while intoxicated or a weapons
offense), a 62.2% rate.

• Men were more likely to be
rearrested (68.4%) than women
(57.6%); blacks (72.9%) more likely
than whites (62.7%); non-Hispanics
(71.4%) more likely than Hispanics
(64.6%); younger prisoners more
likely than older ones; and prisoners
with longer prior records more likely
than those with shorter records.
  
 
• An estimated 7.6% of all released
prisoners were rearrested for a new
crime in a State other than the one
that released them. They were
charged with committing 55,760 
such crimes.
 
• No evidence was found that spend-
ing more time in prison raises the
recidivism rate. The evidence was
mixed regarding whether serving
more time reduces recidivism.

More highlights



The average prison sentence length 
was nearly 5 years. On average, the
prisoners were released after serving
35% of their sentence, or about 20
months.

Seventy percent had 5 or more prior
arrests (not including the arrest that
brought them to prison), and half had 2
or more prior convictions (not including
the conviction that resulted in their
prison sentence).

For 56.4% of the released prisoners
the prison sentence they were serving
when released was their first-ever
sentence to prison. Almost 44% had
served a prior prison sentence.

Recidivism rates at different lengths
of time after release

Within the first 6 months of their
release, 29.9% of the 272,111 offend-
ers were rearrested for a felony or
serious misdemeanor (table 2 and
figure 1).

Within the first year the cumulative total
grew to 44.1% and within the first 2
years, 59.2%. Within the first 3 years of
their release, an estimated 67.5% of
the 272,111 released prisoners were
rearrested at least once.

The first year is the period when much
of the recidivism occurs, accounting for
nearly two-thirds of all the recidivism of
the first 3 years. 

Within the first year of release, an
estimated 21.5% of the 272,111
released offenders were reconvicted
for a new felony or misdemeanor;
within the first 2 years, a combined
total of 36.4% were reconvicted; and
within the first 3 years, a combined
total of 46.9% were reconvicted.

Not all of the reconvicted prisoners
were sentenced to another prison term
for their new crime. Some were
sentenced to confinement in a local jail.
Some were sentenced to neither prison
nor jail but to probation, which allowed
them to remain free in their communi-
ties but under the supervision of a
probation officer.

Within the first year of release, 10.4%
of the 272,111 released prisoners were
back in prison as a result of a convic-
tion and prison sentence for a new
crime; within the first 2 years, 18.8%;
and within the first 3 years, 25.4%. 

The number of crimes committed 
by the 272,111 released prisoners

How many crimes the 272,111 prison-
ers ever committed — both prior to and
following their release — is unknown.
The best estimate available from
official sources is the volume of crimi-
nal charges found in arrest records.
The volume of arrest charges is not the
same thing as the volume of arrests.

The volume of arrests is the number of
different times a person was arrested.
The volume of arrest charges is the
sum of the charges over all the differ-
ent times the person was arrested.

Arrest records provide an incomplete
measure of actual criminal activity.
While people are sometimes arrested
for crimes they did not commit,
research indicates that offenders
commit more crimes than their arrest
records show.*
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Within a year of release from prison,  
44.1% of prisoners were rearrested;
within 3 years, 67.5% were rearrested
and 25.4% had a new prison sentence

Figure 1

aBecause of missing data, prisoners released in Ohio were excluded 
from the calculation of percent reconvicted.
b"New prison sentence" includes new sentences to State or Federal prisons but 
not to local jails.  Because of missing data, prisoners released in Ohio and Virginia were
excluded from the calculation of "Percent returned to prison with a new prison sentence."

25.446.967.53 years
18.836.459.22 years
10.421.544.11 year

%5.0%10.6%29.96 months

Returned to prison 
with new sentencebReconvictedaRearrestedTime after release

Cumulative percent of released prisoners who 
were —

Table 2.  Recidivism rates of prisoners released in 1994 from prisons 
in 15 States, by time after release

*Alfred Blumstein and others, Criminal Careers
and “Career Criminals,” vol. 1, Washington, DC:
National Academy Press, 1986, p. 55.



New arrest charges following
release from prison

The 67.5% of releases rearrested
within 3 years, or 183,675 persons,
were charged with 744,480 new
crimes, or an average of 4 new crimes
each (table 3). Over 100,000 were new
charges for a violent crime, including
2,900 new homicides, 2,400 new
kidnapings, 2,400 rapes, 3,200 other
sexual assaults, 21,200 robberies,
54,600 assaults, and nearly 13,900
other violent crimes.

During the 3-year follow-up period, the
released prisoners had new arrest
charges for 40,300 burglaries and
about 16,000 thefts of motor vehicles.
They also had 79,400 new charges for
drug possession, 46,200 new charges
for drug trafficking, about 26,000 new
charges for a weapons offense (such
as illegal possession of a firearm), and
approximately 5,800 new charges for
driving while under the influence of
drugs or alcohol.

The 744,480 new charges during the
3-year follow-up period consisted of
688,720 committed in the same State
that released the prisoner plus 55,760
committed in other States.

Old arrest charges prior to their
release from prison

Prior to entering prison, the 272,111
released prisoners had been arrested
for about 4.1 million crimes, as
indicated by the number of arrest
charges in their criminal history
files. The 4.1 million included the arrest
charges that brought them to prison,
plus all previous charges. Roughly
550,000 of the 4.1 million prior arrest
charges were for a violent crime,
including 18,000 prior charges for
homicide, 10,700 prior charges for
kidnaping, 44,400 prior charges for a
violent sex offense (21,600 rapes and
22,800 sexual assaults), and 172,300
prior charges for robbery.

Combining new and old arrest
charges

Over their adult criminal history (both
prior to and following their release) the
272,111 offenders were arrested for
nearly 4.9 million offenses altogether:  
4.1 million prior to release plus nearly
0.8 million after release. That is an
average of about 17.9 charges each. 

A small fraction of offenders was
responsible for a large number of the
4.9 million crimes. An estimated 6.4%
of the prisoners were each charged
with 45 or more offenses before and
after their release in 1994 (table 4).
These high-rate offenders accounted
for nearly 14% of all arrest charges.
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Note:  Table is based on 272,111 prisoners released in 1994 in 15 States.  
All had at least 1 charge prior to release, and 183,675 (67.5%) also had 
at least 1 charge after release.
*Homicide includes murder, nonnegligent manslaughter, and negligent manslaughter. 

6,62968,35144,777398,754Unknown

3,51920,04912,19882,392Other offenses

8,26190,28042,537428,518Other public-order
1,5265,78810,33543,123Driving under the influence
1,28813,0978,51557,571Traffic offenses

87420,9393,11913,466Probation/parole violations
1,91425,64711,543161,318Weapons

13,863155,75176,049703,996Public-order offenses

2,46665,69211,423316,277Other/unspecified
2,83546,22010,274223,192Trafficking
4,25579,43521,819380,117Possession

9,556191,34743,516919,586Drug offenses

1,23029,0827,240161,230Other property
2,08221,99313,288173,731Stolen property
2,38821,36019,905141,636Fraud

397583876,523Arson
1,19815,7971,198125,239Motor vehicle theft
5,91979,15846,589508,222Larceny/theft
2,90440,30331,400360,861Burglary

15,760208,451120,0071,477,442Property offenses

43413,8541,50560,926Other violent
3,84654,60419,973243,654Assault
1,30921,24514,361172,274Robbery

3323,1511,93422,778Other sexual assault
1812,4442,16521,638Rape
1512,3621,12410,733Kidnaping
1802,8711,26718,001Homicide*

6,433100,53142,330550,004Violent offenses

55,760744,480338,8774,132,174All offenses
charges onlychargescharges onlychargesArrest charge
Out-of-Stateout-of-StateOut-of-Stateout-of-State

In-State plusIn-State plus
In first 3 years after releasePrior to release

Number of arrest charges

Table 3.  Number of arrest charges for 272,111 State prisoners released in 1994,
by type of charge



Offenders with 25 or more charges
represented nearly 24% of all offenders
but about 52% of all charges.

By contrast, released prisoners with
fewer than 5 arrest charges repre-
sented nearly 14% of all prisoners but

accounted for about 6.4% of the 4.9
million arrest charges.

How many of the 272,111 were ever
arrested for violence

Although 22.5% of the 272,111 were
released from prison in 1994 following
an arrest and conviction for a violent
crime, 53.7% of all the prisoners had a
prior arrest for violence, and 21.6%
were arrested for a violent crime after
their release. Altogether,  67.8% of the
prisoners released in 1994 had a
record of violence.
 

Note:  "Prior" does not include the arrest that 
ultimately led to the 272,111 being in prison 
in 1994.

67.8Ever charged
21.6

Arrest charge within 
3 years of release

22.5
Most serious charge

when released

53.7%Prior arrest charge

Percent arrested 
for a violent offense

Nature of
violent record

The 67.8% is less than the sum of 
three categories — 22.5% in prison for
violence plus 53.7% with prior violence
plus 21.6% rearrested for violence —
because some prisoners were in 
more than one category.

The fraction of all crimes that
released prisoners accounted for

The study cannot measure precisely
what fraction of all crime the former
prisoners were responsible for during
the 3 years following their release. The
closest measure is the fraction of all
arrests for seven serious crimes
(murder, rape, robbery, aggravated
assault, burglary, larceny, and motor
vehicle theft). The number of "arrests"
is not the number of "arrest charges"
but the number of different days on
which a person was arrested. 

In 13 States (because of missing data
Florida and Illinois could not be in this
analysis) from 1994 to 1997, 234,358
released prisoners accounted for
140,534 arrests (table 5). During the
period in the 13 States, 2,994,868
adults were arrested for the 7 serious
crimes according to the FBI.
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Note:  Number of arrests is based on 234,358 released prisoners.  Arrests of these 
released prisoners in 1997 are counted in the 1997 figures regardless of whether 
the arrest occurred beyond the 3-year follow-up period.  
aIncludes only arrests in the State in which the prisoner was released. For arrests 
involving multiple charges, only the most serious charge was counted.  The 7 crimes, 
listed from most to least serious, are:  murder (including nonnegligent manslaughter), 
rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny, and motor vehicle theft.
bBecause on average there were 6 months of exposure to rearrest, the estimated 
total number of arrests in 1994 was divided by 2.

4.333,641791,5131997
4.134,800840,9801996
4.943,682899,5821995
6.128,411462,7931994b

%4.7140,5342,994,868Total, 1994-1997

Percent of all arrests 
for the 7 crimes that
the released prisoners
accounted for

Number
accounted for by
released prisoners
in the 13 StatesaTotal Year arrested

Arrests in the 13 States for 7 crimes from 1994 to 1997

Table 5.  Percent of adult arrests that prisoners released in 1994
in 13 States accounted for following their release

 *Arrest charges include those prior to release and those 
in the 3 years following release.

4,876,654272,111272,111Total number
10010013.71-4

93.686.320.75-9
88.165.617.910-14
76.147.713.715-19
66.134.010.120-24
52.323.911.925-34
34.412.05.635-44

%13.7%6.4%6.445 or more

Arrest 
charges

Released
prisoners

all released
prisoners

of arrest
charges*

Cumulative percent Percent of Total number

Table 4.  Total number of arrest charges for
272,111 State prisoners released in 1994

Note:  For each percentage the numerator is the number of arrests for the crime among
prisoners released in 1994 in the 13 States, and the denominator is the estimated total
number of adult arrests for the crime in the 13 States.  Also, percentages for 1994 were
adjusted for the partial-year exposure to rearrest. The number of arrests is based on
234,358 released prisoners.  Arrests of these released prisoners in 1997 are counted in
the 1997 figures even if the arrest occurred beyond the 3-year follow-up period.

4.75.66.19.96.2Motor vehicle theft
3.02.83.44.23.2Larceny/theft
5.76.37.512.47.5Burglary
4.64.34.64.44.5Aggravated assault

10.07.59.29.99.0Robbery
3.63.35.65.44.4Rape

%5.8%6.5%8.4%10.9%7.7
Murder and nonnegligent

 manslaughter

19971996199519941994-97Crime arrested for
Total

Year of arrest and percent of adult arrests in 13 States 
that were arrests of prisoners released in 1994

Table  6.  Percent of adult arrests for 7 crimes that released prisoners 
in 13 States accounted for, by type of crime and year



Therefore, rearrests of the released
prisoners were 4.7% of all arrests for
serious crime from 1994 to 1997.

According to arrest records compiled 
in this study, of the 272,111 prisoners
released in 1994, 719 were rearrested
for homicide in the 13 States in 1995.
The FBI reports that the number of
adult arrests for homicide in the 13
States in 1995 was 8,521 altogether.  
The released prisoners accounted for
8.4% of all the homicides in the 13
States in 1995 (table 6). Similarly,
prisoners released in 1994 accounted
for 5.4% of all the arrests for rape in
the 13 States in 1994 and 9.0% of all
the arrests for robbery in the 13 States
from 1994 to 1997.

Although these percentages may seem
small, they are actually the product of
high rates of criminality. For example,
to account for the 8.4% of 1995 homi-
cides, the 234,358 released prisoners
were arrested for homicide at a rate 
53 times higher than the homicide

arrest rate for the adult population.
Note also that the 8.4% does not
include homicides by 
(a) prisoners released in 1995, 
(b) prisoners released before 1994, or
(c) released prisoners who had
crossed State lines. The percentage 
of homicides attributable to released
prisoners would be substantially
greater if it included persons in cate-
gories a, b, and c.

Released prisoners who crossed
State lines to commit new crimes

Some released prisoners crossed
State lines and committed new crimes.
For example, some of the prisoners
released in Delaware in 1994 were
arrested for new crimes in Pennsyl-
vania in 1995; Oregon released some
prisoners in 1994 who were rearrested
in 1996 for new crimes in the State of
Washington.

For 14 of the 15 States in the study (all
but New York), it was possible to deter-
mine what fraction of the released
prisoners had at least one out-of-State
arrest for a new crime. These 14
States account for 241,810 of the
272,111 released prisoners.

Within 3 years following their release,
just over 7.6% of the 241,810 — or
18,460 released prisoners — were
rearrested for a new crime committed
in a State other than the one that
released them. The 7.6% consisted 
of about 3.9% rearrested both in the
State that released them and in
another State (9,500 persons) plus 
an additional 3.7% only rearrested 
in another State (8,960 persons).  
The 18,460 are distinct from the
144,738 only rearrested in the 
State that released them.

The 18,460 released prisoners were
rearrested for committing a total of
55,760 new crimes outside the State
that released them. An estimated 5,858
of the new crimes were committed in
New York by prisoners who had been
released in the study's 14 other
States (table 7). Other States most
affected by released prisoners crossing
State lines to commit crimes were
Arizona (3,943 new crimes by released
prisoners from other States in this
study), California (3,819), Georgia
(3,447), Pennsylvania (2,907),
Washington (2,805), South Carolina
(2,623), Nevada (2,288), Virginia
(2,152), Utah (1,919), Texas (1,633),
and the District of Columbia (1,596).

A variety of factors such as large size
and proximity to other States in the
study explains why States like New
York, California, and Arizona stand out.
For example, a relatively large number
of the new arrests took place in
Georgia, which was not in the study.
But Georgia is close to two States in
the study, North Carolina and Florida.
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Note:  The data pertain just to out-of-State rearrest charges among prisoners released from
prisons in 14 States in 1994; charges against New York released prisoners could not be
included.   Rearrest charges in the same State that had released the prisoner were not included. 

406Unknown
9Virgin Islands141Montana

31Puerto Rico1,249Missouri
0Guam379Mississippi

114Federal744Minnesota
128Wyoming489Michigan

1,713Wisconsin139Massachusetts
106West Virginia1,082Maryland

2,805Washington19Maine
2,152Virginia945Louisiana

33Vermont923Kentucky
1,919Utah 424Kansas
1,633Texas0Iowa

717Tennessee314Indiana
168South Dakota1,285Illinois

2,623South Carolina345Idaho
17Rhode Island209Hawaii

2,907Pennsylvania3,447Georgia
165Oregon1,101Florida
641Oklahoma1,596District of Columbia

1,477Ohio414Delaware
96North Dakota530Connecticut

284North Carolina1,506Colorado
5,858New York3,819California
1,040New Mexico320Arkansas

424New Jersey3,943Arizona
25New Hampshire45Alaska

2,288Nevada573Alabama
0Nebraska55,760Total 

Out-of-State
rearrest charges

State of 
rearrest

Out-of-State
rearrest charges

State of 
rearrest

Table 7.  Number of out-of-State rearrest charges against prisoners released in
1994 in 14 States, by State where rearrested



Overall recidivism rate 
for the 272,111

Rearrest — An estimated 67.5% of the
272,111 released prisoners were
rearrested for a new crime (either a
felony or a serious misdemeanor)
within 3 years following their release
(table 8).

Reconviction — A total of 46.9% were
reconvicted in State or Federal court
for a new crime (a felony or
misdemeanor).

Resentence — Over a quarter —
25.4%  —  were back in prison as a
result of another prison sentence.

Sentences to State or Federal prisons
but not to local jails are included in the
25.4%.

Return to prison with or without a new
prison sentence — A total of 51.8%
were back in prison because they had
received another prison sentence or
because they had violated a technical
condition of their release, such as
failing a drug test, missing an appoint-
ment with their parole officer,  or being
rearrested for a new crime.  The
percentage returned to prison solely 
for a technical violation, 26.4%, is
approximated by taking the difference
between the 51.8% and the 25.4%.

Recidivism rate according to
demographic characteristics

Gender   Men were more likely than
women to be — 

rearrested (68.4% versus 57.6%)
reconvicted (47.6% versus 39.9%)
resentenced to prison for a new crime
(26.2% versus 17.3%)  
returned to prison with or without a new
prison sentence (53.0% versus 39.4%).

Race  Blacks were more likely than
whites to be —

rearrested (72.9% versus 62.7%)
reconvicted (51.1% versus 43.3%)
returned to prison with a new prison
sentence (28.5% versus 22.6%)
returned to prison with or without a new
prison sentence (54.2% versus 49.9%).

Hispanic origin  Non-Hispanics were
more likely than Hispanics to be — 

rearrested (71.4% versus 64.6%)
reconvicted (50.7% versus 43.9%)
returned to prison with or without a new
prison sentence (57.3% versus 51.9%).

However, Hispanics (24.7%) and
non-Hispanics (26.8%) did not differ
significantly in terms of likelihood of
being returned to prison with a new
prison sentence.

Age  The younger the prisoner when
released, the higher the rate of recidi-
vism. For example, over 80% of those
under age 18 were rearrested, com-
pared to 45.3% of those 45 or older.

What they were in prison for

Of the 272,111 offenders, 1.7% were in
prison for homicide (table 9). Following
their release, 40.7% of these convicted
homicide offenders were rearrested for
a new crime (not necessarily a new
homicide) within 3 years.

Convicted rapists made up 1.2% of the
272,111, and 46.0% of these released
rapists were rearrested within 3 years
for some type of felony or serious
misdemeanor (not necessarily another
violent sex offense).
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Note: Data on sex were reported for 100% of 272,111 releases, data on race for 97.6%, 
Hispanic origin for 81.9%, and age at release for 99.9%. 
aBecause of missing data, prisoners released in 1 State (Ohio) were excluded 
from the calculation of "Percent reconvicted."
b"New prison sentence" does include new sentences to State or Federal prisons but does not
include sentences to local jails.  Because of missing data, prisoners released in 2 States (Ohio
and Virginia) were excluded from the calculation of "Percent returned to prison with a new 
prison sentence."
c"With or without a new prison sentence" includes both prisoners with new sentences to State 
or Federal prisons plus  prisoners returned for technical violations.  Because of missing data,
prisoners released from  6 States (Arizona, Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, Ohio, and Virginia)
were excluded from the calculation of "Percent returned to prison with or without a new prison
sentence."  New York State custody records did not always distinguish prison returns from jail
returns.  Consequently, some persons received in New York jails were probably mistakenly
classified as prison returns.  Also, California with a relatively high return-to-prison rate affects the
overall rate of 51.8%.  When California is excluded, the return-to-prison rate falls to 40.1%.

227,788254,720260,226272,111272,111
Number of 
released prisoners

40.916.929.745.37.645 or older
50.018.338.058.49.440-44
52.024.046.366.216.235-39
54.825.948.868.822.730-34
52.526.950.170.522.825-29
52.030.252.075.421.018-24

%56.6%38.6%55.7%82.1%0.314-17
Age at release

57.326.850.771.475.5Non-Hispanic
%51.9%24.7%43.9%64.6%24.5Hispanic

Ethnicity

49.513.334.255.21.1Other
54.228.551.172.948.5Black

%49.9%22.6%43.3%62.7%50.4White
Race

39.417.339.957.68.7Female
%53.0%26.2%47.6%68.4%91.3Male

Gender

%51.8%25.4%46.9%67.5%100All released prisoners

Returned to
prison with or
without a new
prison sentencec

Returned to
prison with a
new prison
sentenceb

Recon-
victeda

Re-
arrested

Percent 
of all 
released
prisoners

Prisoner 
characteristic

Percent of released prisoners who, within 3 years, were —

Table  8.  Rate of recidivism of State prisoners released in 1994, 
by prisoner characteristics



Over a third of the released prisoners
had been in prison for a property
offense (for example, burglary, auto
theft, fraud).  Released property
offenders had higher recidivism rates
than those released for violent, drug, or
public-order offenses. An estimated
73.8% of the property offenders
released in 1994 were rearrested within
3 years, compared to 61.7% of the
violent offenders, 62.2% of the public-
order offenders, and 66.7% of the drug
offenders. Property offenders also had
higher rates of reconviction and

reincarceration than other types of
offenders.

Released prisoners with the highest
rearrest rates were —

robbers (70.2%)
burglars (74.0%)
larcenists (74.6%)
motor vehicle thieves (78.8%)
possessors/sellers of 

 stolen property (77.4%)
possessors/sellers of 

 illegal weapons (70.2%).

What these high-rate offenders have in
common is that they were all in prison
for what are generally thought of as  
crimes for money. By contrast, many
of those with the lowest rearrest rates  
— persons convicted of homicide
(40.7%), rapists (46.0%), other sexual
assaulters (41.4%), other violent
offenders (51.7%), and those convicted
of driving under the influence (51.5%)
— were in prison for crimes not gener-
ally motivated by desire for material
gain.

An exception to the pattern was drug
traffickers. Their motive often is to
make money, yet their rearrest rate
(64.2%) was not above average. 

What prisoners were rearrested for

Within the first 3 years of the release,
of the 272,111 prisoners C

21.6% were rearrested for a violent 
offense

31.9%, for a property offense
30.3%, for a drug offense
28.3%, for a public-order offense (table

10).

These four percentages exceed 67.5%
of released prisoners overall because
some were rearrested for more than
one type of offense. For example, a
released Minnesota prisoner was
rearrested for receiving stolen property
(a property offense) in 1995 and for
assault (a violent offense) in 1996.
Similarly, a released Delaware prisoner
was rearrested for cocaine trafficking
(a drug offense) in 1995 and then for
aggravated assault (a violent offense)
in 1996. 

Within the first 3 years of release, 
of the 272,111 prisoners C

0.8% were rearrested for homicide
0.6%, for rape
13.7%, for assault
9.9%, for burglary.  
 
Within 3 years, 2.5% of the 3,138
released rapists were rearrested for
another rape, and 1.2% of the 4,443
persons who had served time for  
homicide were rearrested for a
homicide. Among other offenses, the
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aBecause of missing data, prisoners released in 1 State (Ohio) were excluded 
from the calculation of "Percent reconvicted."
b"New prison sentence" does include new sentences to State or Federal prisons but does not
include sentences to local jails.  Because of missing data, prisoners released in 2 States (Ohio
and Virginia) were excluded from the calculation of "Percent returned to prison with a new 
prison sentence."
c"With or without a new prison sentence" includes both prisoners with new sentences to State 
or Federal prisons plus prisoners returned for technical violations.  Because of missing data,
prisoners released from 6 States (Arizona, Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, Ohio, and Virginia)
were excluded from the calculation of "Percent returned to prison with or without a new prison
sentence."  New York State custody records did not always distinguish prison returns from jail
returns.  Consequently, some persons received in New York jails were probably mistakenly
classified as prison returns.  Also, California with a relatively high return-to-prison rate affects 
the overall rate of 51.8%.  When California is excluded, the return-to-prison rate falls to 40.1%.

%66.9%20.7%42.1%64.7%1.7Other offenses

43.624.448.065.13.3Other public-order
43.716.631.751.53.3Driving under the influence
55.524.346.670.23.1Weapons

%48.0%21.6%42.0%62.2%9.7Public-order offenses

71.828.860.575.54.9Other/unspecified
46.124.844.064.220.2Trafficking
42.623.946.667.57.5Possession

%49.2%25.2%47.0%66.7%32.6Drug offenses

40.028.547.671.10.3Other property
62.131.857.277.41.4Stolen property
45.422.842.166.32.9Fraud
38.720.141.057.70.5Arson
59.131.354.378.83.5Motor vehicle theft
60.032.655.774.69.7Larceny/theft
56.130.854.274.015.2Burglary

%56.4%30.5%53.4%73.8%33.5Property offenses

40.912.729.851.70.4Other violent
51.221.044.265.16.5Assault
54.725.046.570.29.9Robbery
36.010.522.341.42.4Other sexual assault
43.512.627.446.01.2Rape
29.525.137.859.40.4Kidnaping
31.410.820.540.71.7Homicide

%48.8%20.4%39.9%61.7%22.5Violent offenses

%51.8%25.4%46.9%67.5%100All released prisoners

Returned to
prison with or
without a new
prison sentencec

Returned to
prison with a
new prison
sentenceb

Recon-
victeda

Re-
arrested

Percent 
of all 
released
prisoners

Most serious
offense for 
which released

Percent of released prisoners who,
within 3 years, were —

,

Table  9.  Rate of recidivism of State prisoners released in 1994, 
by most serious offense for which released



percentages rearrested for the same
category of offense for which they were
just in prison were C

13.4% of released robbers
22.0% of released assaulters
23.4% of released burglars
33.9% of released larcenists
11.5% of released thieves of motor 

vehicles 
19.0% of released defrauders
41.2% of released drug offenders.

Of the 3,138 released rapists C

overall 46.0% were rearrested for a 
new crime within 3 years

18.6% were rearrested for a new 
violent offense

2.5% were rearrested for another rape
8.7% were rearrested for a new

non-sexual assault
11.2% were rearrested for a drug 

offense.

Specialists

"Specialists" are prisoners who, after
being released, commit the same
crime they were just in prison for, while
"non-specialists" are those whose new
offense differs from what they were in
prison for. Degrees of both specializa-
tion and non-specialization can be
seen in the types of offenses the
prisoners were rearrested for following
their release.

For example, a degree of specializing
is evident in the fact that, of all the
different offense categories, the
released robber was the one most
likely to be rearrested for robbery
(13.4%), the released assaulter was
the one most likely to be rearrested for
assault (22.0%), the released burglar
was the one most likely to be rear-
rested for burglary (23.4%), and the
released motor vehicle thief was

the one most likely to be rearrested 
for vehicle theft (11.5%).

There is also ample reason for viewing
the released prisoners as non- 
specialists.  For example, of the 4,443
prisoners who were in prison for killing
someone, more were subsequently
rearrested for a property offense
(10.8%) or drug offense (13.0%) than
were rearrested for another homicide
(1.2%).  Of the 3,138 released rapists,
more were rearrested for something
other than rape (for example, 8.7% for
nonsexual assault and 6.2% for theft)
than were rearrested for another rape
(2.5%).

Another way of investigating specializa-
tion is with odds ratios. To illustrate, of
the 3,138 released rapists, 78 (2.5%)
were rearrested for rape, and the
remaining 3,060 were either rearrested
for something else or not rearrested.
The odds of a released rapist being
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Note:  The numerator for each percent is the number of persons rearrested for a new charge, and the denominator is the number released 
for each type of offense.  Detail may not add to totals because persons may be rearrested for more than one type of charge.  
aAll offenses include any offense type listed in footnotes b through g plus "other" and "unknown" offenses.
bTotal violent offenses include homicide, kidnaping, rape, other sexual assault, robbery, assaults, and other violence. 
cHomicide includes murder, voluntary manslaughter, vehicular manslaughter, negligent manslaughter, nonnegligent 
manslaughter, unspecified manslaughter, and unspecified homicide. 
dDoes not include sexual assault. 
eTotal property offenses include burglary, larceny, motor vehicle theft, fraud, forgery, embezzlement, 
arson, stolen property, and other forms of property offenses.  
fDrug offenses include drug trafficking, drug possession, and other forms of drug offenses.
gPublic-order offenses include traffic offenses, weapon offenses, probation and parole violations, 
court-related offenses, disorderly conduct, and other such offenses.

26,32988,5167,8539,47826,25941,25791,06117,70826,8623,1384,44361,107272,111
Number of 
released prisoners

%31.2%27.7%26.3%33.5%25.5%30.3%29.2%31.1%29.3%20.5%17.7%27.4%28.3Public-order offensesg

%22.1%41.2%18.5%33.9%27.1%27.6%27.2%21.5%29.4%11.2%13.0%22.6%30.3Drug offensesf

5.13.319.06.66.85.17.13.24.01.82.13.24.7Fraud
4.13.54.511.54.75.56.04.45.32.31.03.94.5Motor vehicle theft
8.911.523.418.933.923.026.110.616.56.24.112.016.3Larceny/theft
5.05.59.111.113.923.417.67.78.74.42.06.99.9Burglary

%22.9%24.0%44.8%45.7%47.8%45.4%46.3%25.6%32.9%14.8%10.8%25.5%31.9Property offensese

12.112.49.016.114.413.813.722.015.18.711.916.413.7Assaultd
4.64.93.38.47.35.96.36.113.43.93.48.56.2Robbery
0.40.30.31.60.50.80.71.01.22.501.10.6Raped
0.60.70.52.40.60.70.81.61.10.71.21.10.8Homicidec

18.5%18.4%14.8%26.5%22.3%21.9%21.9%31.4%29.6%18.6%16.7%27.5%21.6Violent offensesb

%62.2%66.7%66.3%78.8%74.6%74.0%73.8%65.1%70.2%46.0%40.7%61.7%67.5All chargesa

Public-
order
offenseg

Drug 
offensefFraud

Motor
vehicle
theft

Lar-
ceny/
theft

Burg-
lary Totale

As-
saultd

Rob-
beryRaped

Homi-
cidecTotalb

All
offen-
sesaRearrest charge

Property offenseViolent offense
Percent of prisoners rearrested within 3 years of release whose most serious offense at time of release was C

Table  10.  Rearrest rates of State prisoners released in 1994, 
by most serious offense for which released and charge at rearrest



rearrested for rape are ((78 / 3,138) /
((3,138-78) / 3,138)), or .0254902. By
contrast, of the 268,631 non-rapists
(the 268,631 does not include 342
released prisoners who were in prison
for an unknown offense), 1,639 were
rearrested for rape, and the remaining
266,814 were either rearrested for
something else or were not rearrested.
Their odds of being rearrested for rape
are ((1,639 / 268,631) / ((268,631-
1,639) / 268,631)), or .0061387. The
ratio of the two odds — .0254902 /
.0061387 — indicates that a rapist's
odds are 4.2 times a non-rapist's odds
of being rearrested for rape (.0254902 /
.0061387 = 4.2) (table 11).

Odds ratios are frequently misinter-
preted. The "4.2" does not mean that a
rapist's odds of committing a new rape
are 4.2 times "greater" than a
non-rapist's odds. A released rapist's
odds of committing a new rape are
actually 3.2 (not 4.2) times greater than
a non-rapist's odds of a rape. Either

statistic — 4.2 or 3.2 — suggests a
degree of specializing among rapists.
A degree of specializing is evident in
the statistics for other offenses as well.
For example, a released robber's odds
of rearrest for robbery are 2.7 times a
non-robber's odds of rearrest for
robbery. Put another way, a released
robber's odds of repeating his crime
are 1.7 times "greater" than the odds 
of a non-robber leaving prison and
committing a robbery. Similarly, the
odds of a released violent offender
being rearrested for another violent
crime are 1.3 times the odds (or 30%
"greater" than the odds) of a nonviolent
offender being arrested for a violent
crime.

Number of prior arrests

The number of times a prisoner has
been arrested in the past is a good
predictor of whether that prisoner will
continue to commit crimes after being
released. Prisoners with just 1 prior
arrest have a 40.6% rearrest rate
within 3 years (table 12). With 2 priors,
the percentage rearrested is 47.5% .
With 3 it goes up to 55.2%. With
additional priors, it continues to rise,
reaching 82.1% among released
prisoners with more than 15 prior
arrests in their criminal history record.

The number of past arrests a prisoner
has also provides a good predictor of
how quickly that prisoner will resume

his or her criminality after being
released. A measure of how quickly
prisoners resume their criminality can
be constructed by combining informa-
tion from 1-year and 3-year arrest
rates.

To illustrate: Prisoners with 1 prior
arrest have a 20.6% 1-year arrest rate
and a 40.6% 3-year rearrest rate. The
first-year rate (20.6%) is 51% of the
cumulative rate at the end of the third
year (40.6%). In other words, 51% of
the recidivism of prisoners with 1 prior
arrest occurs within the first year. The
comparable figure for prisoners with 2
priors is 55%; 3 priors, 58%; 4 priors,
59%; 5 priors, 62%. Among those with
16 or more prior arrests, 74% of their
recidivism occurs in the first year 
( 61.0% / 82.1% = 74%). The pattern
here is clear:  the longer the prior
record, the greater the likelihood that
the recidivating prisoner will commit
another crime soon after release.

Prior prison sentence

For 56% of the 272,111, the prison
sentence they were serving when
released in 1994 was their first-ever
prison sentence (not shown in table).
Of these "first- timers," 63.8% were
rearrested following their release.
Among those who had been in prison
at least once before, a higher percent-
age C 73.5% C were rearrested.
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Note:  Percents are based on 272,111 released prisoners.  By definition, all 272,111 had 
at least one arrest prior to their release.  Consequently, "0 prior arrests" does not apply. 

61.082.118.016 or more
54.579.116.211-15
45.570.320.97-10
43.267.47.46
39.764.27.75
35.159.67.74
32.255.27.83
26.247.57.42
20.640.66.91 prior arrest

%44.2%67.5%100All released prisoners
1 year3 yearsreleasesto release

Percent of releases who 
were rearrested within —

Percent 
of all

Number of 
arrests prior

Table  12.  Rearrest rates of State prisoners released in 1994, 
by number of prior arrests

Note: Each ratio expresses the odds of
rearrest among prisoners released on a
similar offense relative to the odds of rearrest
among those released on a different type of
offense.  For each type of rearrest charge,
the numerator is the odds of rearrest for that
charge among prisoners released for the
same type of offense; the denominator is the
odds of rearrest for that charge among
prisoners released for a different type of
offense.  

1.2Public-order offenses

2.1Drug offenses

3.4Stolen property
5.3Fraud
2.9Motor vehicle theft
3.0Larceny/theft
3.7Burglary
2.7Property offenses

1.9Assault
2.7Robbery
5.9Other sexual assault
4.2Rape 
1.4Homicide
1.3Violent offenses

Relative 
likelihood 
of rearrest

Rearrest 
charge

Table  11.  Relative likelihood of
rearrest for same offense as release
offense, among State prisoners
released in 1994 



Time served in prison

No evidence was found that spending
more time in prison raises the recidi-
vism rate. The evidence was mixed
regarding the question of whether
spending more time in prison reduces
the recidivism rate.

Recidivism rates did not differ signifi-
cantly among those released after
serving 6 months or less (66.0%),
those released after 7 to 12 months
(64.8%), those released after
13 to 18 months (64.2%), those
released after 19 to 24 months
(65.4%), and those released after 
25 to 30 months (68.3%) (table 13).

Those who served the longest time C
61 months or more — had a signifi-
cantly lower rearrest rate (54.2%) than
every other category of prisoners
defined by time in confinement.

Also, both those who served 31 to 36
months (62.6%) and those who served
37 to 60 months (63.2%) had a signifi-
cantly lower rearrest rate than those
who served 25 to 30 months (68.3%).

Methodology

Step 1:  Draw the sample

In 1998 BJS (the Bureau of Justice
Statistics in the U.S. Department of
Justice) asked 15 State departments of
corrections to participate in a national
study of recidivism by supplying BJS
with information on all prison releases
in 1994. (For Illinois, releases were for
fiscal year 1994 rather than calendar
year 1994.) The States are large and
diverse, collectively accounting for the
majority of prisoners released in 1994.

Eleven of the 15 were chosen because
they were in an earlier BJS recidivism
study (Recidivism of Prisoners

Released in 1983, April 1989, NCJ
116261). Inclusion of the 11 makes
possible a comparison of recidivism
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Note:  A first release includes only those
offenders leaving prison for the first time
since beginning their sentence.  It excludes
those who left prison in 1994 but who had
previously been released under the same
sentence and had returned to prison for
violating the conditions of release.   The 
table excludes Michigan and Ohio releases.

54.24.561 months or more
63.29.637-60
62.64.731-36
68.36.825-30
65.49.519-24
64.215.613-18
64.825.87-12
66.023.56 months or less

%64.6%100Total

Rearrested
within 3 years All

Time served 
in prison

Percent of all "first
releases"

Table  13.   Rate of rearrest of 162,195
State prisoners released in 1994, 
by time served in prison

Comparison of recidivism rates for prisoners 
released in 1983 and 1994

In a previous BJS study, 108,580 State prisoners released
from prison in 11 States in 1983 were tracked for 3 years
(Allen J. Beck and Bernard E. Shipley, Recidivism of
Prisoners Released in 1983, BJS Special Report, NCJ
116261, April 1989). All 11 are among the 15 States 
in this report.

Rearrest  The overall rearrest rate rose significantly.   
Of the 108,580 prisoners released in 1983, 62.5% were
rearrested within 3 years. Of the 272,111 released in 1994,
the figure is 67.5%. Likewise, there was a significant rise
from 1983 to 1994 in the rearrest rate for released property

offenders (68.1% and 73.8%, respectively), released drug
offenders (50.4% and 66.7%), and released public-order
offenders (54.6% and 62.2%). However, the rearrest rate
did not rise significantly for released violent offenders
(59.6% and 61.7%).  

Reconviction  The overall reconviction rate did not
change significantly. Among prisoners released in 1983,
46.8% were subsequently reconvicted; among those
released in 1994, 46.9%.

Likewise, the reconviction rate did not change between
1983 and 1994 for released violent offenders (41.9% 
and 39.9%), released property offenders (53.0% and
53.4%), and released public-order offenders (41.5% 

and 42.0%).

The only significant change 
in reconviction rates was the
increase for drug offenders.
Among drug offenders released
in 1983, 35.3% were reconvicted
for a new crime (not necessarily
another drug offense). Among
those released in 1994, the
reconviction percentage was
higher — 47.0%.

272,111108,580
Number of 
released prisoners

42.162.964.776.81.71.1Other
42.041.562.254.69.76.4Public-order
47.035.366.750.432.69.5Drug
53.453.073.868.133.548.3Property
39.941.961.759.622.534.6Violent

%46.9%46.8%67.5%62.5%100%100All released prisoners
199419831994198319941983which released

Percent reconvicted within 
3 years, among prisoners
released in —

Percent rearrested within 
3 years, among prisoners
released in —

Percent of prison-
ers released in —

Most serious 
offense for

Recidivism rates by offense type and year of release



rates between prisoners released in
1994 and those released earlier.  

Altogether the 15 States released
302,309 prisoners in 1994. The 15
States supplied BJS with a computer-
ized record on each of the 302,309
containing the prisoner's name, date of
birth, sex, race, department of correc-
tions identification number, State
identification number, FBI identification
number, what offense he/she was in
prison for, how long the sentence was,
the date the prisoner entered the
prison, the month and day the prisoner
was released in 1994, and so forth.
Using the 302,309 records, BJS drew a
sample for each State (appendix table
1).  The sample totaled 38,624 out of
the 302,309 released prisoners.

For drawing the sample, each of the
302,309 was placed into 1 of 13
offense categories corresponding to
the conviction offense that brought the
prison term. (For those with multiple
conviction offenses, the offense with
the longest prison sentence was desig-
nated as the conviction offense.) For
example, each of the 5,386 whose
conviction offense was homicide went
into the "homicide" category. Each of
the 10,510 convicted violent sex
offenders was placed in the
"rape/sexual assault" category.

Each of the 13 categories was sampled
within each State.  A target set for each
category determined the size of the
sample (appendix table 2). For the
homicide category, the target in each
State was a sample of 80 released
homicide offenders. For rape/sexual
assault, the target was all the violent
sex offenders. For robbery, the target
for each State was a sample of 180
released robbers.
 
A major deviation from the targeted
sample sizes occurred for California; it
was necessary to double sample sizes
to improve the precision of estimates.
In other major deviations, all the
released prisoners, not a sample of
them, in Delaware and Minnesota were
selected to be in the database.

To extrapolate from the sample to the
universe from which the sample was
drawn, each case was assigned a
weight corresponding to the inverse of
the probability of selection. For
example, the 80 sampled Florida
homicide offenders were 80 out of 362
homicide offenders released in Florida
in 1994. The inverse of their probability
of selection was 362/80, or 4.525.
Each sampled homicide offender in
Florida therefore represented 4.525
released Florida homicide offenders.

Step 2: Obtain criminal history records
from States that released prisoners

BJS contacted the State agency that
held criminal history files and asked for
the computerized "RAP" sheet 
(Record of Arrest and Prosecution) on
each prisoner sampled from the State.
Using individual identifiers (not includ-
ing fingerprints) supplied by BJS to
match released prisoners to criminal
history files, these agencies provided
BJS with computerized RAP sheets on
37,647 (97%) of the 38,624 released
prisoners. Among other things, these
RAP sheets typically contained the
person's name, date of birth, gender,
race, date of each arrest in the State,
each arrest charge (designated by the
penal code and/or a literal version of
the penal code) and level (felony or
misdemeanor), date of each court

adjudication, each adjudicated offense
and level, each court outcome (guilty or
not guilty), and sentence (prison, jail,
probation, sentence length).

RAP sheets do not provide a complete
record of every instance where a
person was arrested or prosecuted in
the State. Arrests and prosecutions of
juveniles are generally not included.
Arrests and prosecutions are routinely
included for felonies or serious misde-
meanors but not for petty offenses
(such as minor traffic violations, 
drunkenness, and vagrancy). The
latest year covered in the RAP sheets
varied by State, depending on when
the sheets were sent to BJS. All RAP
sheets covered all of 1997. Many went
beyond 1997.

Step 3: Obtain criminal history records
from FBI

After receiving a State's RAP sheets,
BJS asked the FBI for the computer-
ized RAP sheets it had on the sampled
prisoner. The FBI identification
numbers from the department of
corrections (on 29,053 releases) or
from criminal history repositories (on
an additional 2,695 releases) helped
the FBI to match sampled prisoners to
criminal history records in the FBI
database called "Triple I," or "III".
Without the number, the FBI performed
matches using other identifiers.  BJS
supplied the FBI with the FBI identifica-
tion number, name, date of birth, and
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other identifiers on 35,985 of the
38,624 prisoners. (The 35,985 did not
include New York's 2,639 prisoners
because New York law prevented BJS
from supplying the FBI with identifiers.)
The FBI supplied BJS with RAP sheets
on 34,439 (96% of the 35,985 released
prisoners).

Although the 34,439 computerized
RAP sheets contained records of all
arrests and prosecutions, the BJS
study used only the out-of-State
records of arrests and prosecutions
that took place outside the State that
released the prisoner. The in-State
records in the FBI RAP sheets were
not used because in-State records
were already available in the RAP
sheets supplied by the State  that
released the prisoner. The unique
value of the FBI RAP sheets was the
out-of-State records (both prior to and
following release) they contained on
arrests and prosecutions.

A least one RAP sheet was found on
38,049 (nearly 99%) of the 38,624
prisoners. For 34,037 (88%), a RAP
sheet was found in both repositories
(the percentage would have been
greater than 88% had New York's
released prisoners been included).

Step 4:  Create the study database

The information obtained from the 3
sources C the 15 departments of
corrections, the 15 criminal history
repositories, and the FBI C was
combined into a single database.  The
database is a rectangular file with
6,520 variables on 38,624 released
prisoners. Of the 6,520 variables,
6,435 document a prisoner's entire
adult criminal history record: each
arrest date and any court records of
conviction or nonconviction arising
from the arrest that day. Arrests are
arranged from the earliest arrest date
to the latest. The database docu-
ments a maximum of 99 separate
arrest dates. (For the 10 prisoners out
of the 38,624 who were arrested on
more than 99 separate dates C the
maximum was 175 for one person C
the database documents their 99
latest.)

The database identifies the total
number of offenses the person was
charged with on each day of arrest,  
what each offense was, the level of
each offense (felony versus misde-
meanor), and other characteristics of
each offense. If the person was
arrested for more than three offenses
that day, only the three most serious C
as determined by a hierarchy of
seriousness C are separately
identified. 

The hierarchy defines felonies as more
serious than misdemeanors. Within
these levels, for arrests and prosecuto-
rial charges, the hierarchy from most to
least serious is as follows:  homicide,
rape/other sexual assault, robbery,
aggravated assault, burglary, larceny/
motor vehicle theft, fraud, drug traffick-
ing, drug possession, weapons
offense, driving under the influence,
other public-order, and other.

For each arrest date, the database also
documents any court adjudications that
resulted from the arrest that day. The
date of the adjudication is recorded,
along with the number of adjudicated
charges, what the separate adjudicated
offenses were, the level of each
offense, how each charge was dis-
posed of (convicted, not convicted),
how each offense was sentenced
(prison, jail, probation, sentence
length), and other details about each
offense. If the person was charged in
court with more than three offenses on
the adjudication date, only the three
most serious — as determined by a
hierarchy of seriousness — are
separately identified. The hierarchy
defines charges resulting in conviction
as more serious than charges resulting
in non-conviction. For each of those
categories, felony charges are defined
as more serious than misdemeanor
charges, within the levels of the previ-
ously described hierarchy of offense
seriousness.

Adding North Carolina arrests to the
database

Sometimes in RAP sheets for North
Carolina prisoners, the date of arrest 
in a custody record submitted by 

correctional authorities did not match a
date on any arrest record for that
person. In such cases, BJS created an
arrest record using the arrest date from
the custody record. This was the only
instance in which an imputed value
appeared in the database.

Adding information to the database to
identify technical violators

Court records in State and FBI RAP
sheets indicated that 25.4% of
released prisoners were back in prison
with a new prison sentence (table 8).
To document how many were back for
any reason (either a new sentence or a
parole violation), data were obtained
from the National Corrections Report-
ing Program (NCRP) that identifies all
persons entering prison in a year.
Individual identifiers (for example,
Department of Corrections identifica-
tion number, date of birth, sex, race)
were used to match sampled prisoners
to persons entering prison according to
NCRP data.  

Because of incomplete NCRP data in
New York, additional information on
prison returns was obtained from cus-
tody records in New York State RAP
sheets.  Based on three sources — 
1. courts records in State and 
FBI RAP sheets for nine States, 
2. NCRP records for nine States, and 
3. custody records in New York State
RAP sheets — 51.8% of released
prisoners in the nine States were back
in prison for either a new prison
sentence or a technical violation (table
8).  The percentage returned to prison
solely for a technical violation (26.4%)
is approximated by taking the differ-
ence between the 51.8% and the
25.4%. 

New York State custody records did
not always distinguish prison returns
from jail returns.  Consequently, some
persons received in New York jails
were probably mistakenly classified as
prison returns. Also,  the 51.8% return-
to-prison rate is heavily affected by the
inclusion of one large State, California,  
with a relatively high rate. When
California is excluded, the return-to-
prison rate falls to 40.1%.
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Step 5: Data analysis 

This report is based on 33,796 of the
38,624 sampled prisoners released in
1994. Persons selected for inclusion
had to meet all four of these criteria:

1.  A RAP sheet on the prisoner was
found in the State criminal history
repository.

2.  The released prisoner was alive
through the 3-year follow-up period.  As
a result of this requirement, 133 prison-
ers were excluded.

3.  The prisoner's sentence (or, as it is
called in the database, the "total
maximum sentence length") was
greater than 1 year (missing sentences
were treated as greater than 1 year).

4.  The prisoner's 1994 release was
not recorded by the State department
of corrections as any of these: release
to custody/detainer/warrant, absent
without leave, escape, transfer, admin-
istrative release, or release on appeal.

Weighted, the 33,796 prisoners
meeting the 4 selection criteria repre-
sent 272,111 prisoners released in the
study's 15 States in 1994. Correctional
practitioners might refer to the sampled
prisoners with the shorthand term
"releases with sentences greater than
a year." The 272,111 are an estimated
two-thirds of all the Nation's "releases
with sentences greater than a year" in
1994.

Note on missing court dates 
in FBI RAP sheets

FBI RAP sheets often failed to contain
the date of adjudication. When the data
was not reported, for analysis purposes
only, BJS temporarily assigned a court
date based on the arrest date in the
arrest record. National statistics
indicate that there are 173 days on
average from arrest to adjudication.
Therefore, during analysis, court
records without a court date were
temporarily assigned a date 173 days
past the date of arrest.
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Appendix table 3.  Estimates of 1 standard error for table 8

Note: Values of 0 generally mean less than .05%.
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Definition of 3-year follow-up period

For analytic purposes, "3 years" was
defined as 1,096 days from the day of
release from prison. Any rearrest,
reconviction, or re-imprisonment occur-
ring after 1,096 days from the 1994
release was not included. A conviction
after 1,096 days was not counted even
if it resulted from an arrest within the
period.

Comparing recidivism rates

For virtually every number in the report
there is a margin of error arising from
the fact that the number is based on a
sample rather than a complete
enumeration. For example, the
estimate that 67.5% of all released
prisoners were rearrested within 3
years has a margin of error (or 95%-
confidence interval) of approximately
plus or minus 1 percentage point. In
this report where the text states or
implies that one recidivism rate is
higher or lower than another, the differ-
ence had been tested and found to be
"statistically significant," meaning it was
an unlikely result of sampling. The
95%-confidence intervals used to test
differences between recidivism rates
were obtained from statistical software
(called "SUDAAN") designed for
estimating sampling error from
complex sample surveys. Standard
errors used to construct 95%-
confidence intervals are shown 
in appendix tables 3 and 4.

Where this report compares these
recidivism rates to those for prisoners
released in 1983, the 95%-confidence
intervals for 1994 recidivism rates
were used as the 95%-confidence
intervals for 1983 rates which were 
no longer available.

Offense definitions
All offense categories except homicide  
include attempts.
Violent offenses: homicide, kidnaping,
rape, other sexual assault, robbery, 
assault and other violent.
Homicide:  Murder is (1) intentionally
causing the death of another person
without extreme provocation or legal justifi-
cation or (2) causing the death of another
while committing or attempting to commit
another crime.
Nonnegligent (or voluntary) manslaughter
is intentionally and without legal justifica-
tion causing the death of another when
acting under extreme provocation. The
combined category of murder and nonneg-
ligent manslaughter. 
Negligent (or involuntary) manslaughter is
causing the death of another person
through recklessness or gross negligence,
without intending to cause death. Includes
vehicular manslaughter, but excludes
vehicular murder (intentionally killing
someone with a motor vehicle), which
should be classified as murder).
Kidnaping: the unlawful seizure, transpor-
tation, or detention of a person against his
or her will, or of a minor without the
consent of his or her guardian.  Includes
forcible detainment, false imprisonment,
abduction, or unlawful restraint.  Does not
require that ransom or extortion be the
purpose of the act.
Rape:  includes forcible intercourse
(vaginal, anal, or oral) with a female or
male.  Includes forcible sodomy or penetra-
tion with a foreign object (sometimes called
"deviate sexual assault"); excludes statu-
tory rape or any other nonforcible sexual
acts with a minor or with someone unable
to give legal or factual consent.  
Other sexual assault:  (1) forcible or violent
sexual acts not involving intercourse with
an adult or minor, (2) nonforcible sexual
acts with a minor (such as statutory rape or
incest with a minor), and (3) nonforcible
sexual acts with someone unable to give
legal or factual consent because of mental
or physical defect or intoxication.
Robbery:  the unlawful taking of property
that is in the immediate possession of
another, by force or the threat of force.
Includes forcible purse snatching, but
excludes nonforcible purse snatching. 
Assault:  Aggravated assault includes (1)
intentionally and without legal justification
causing serious bodily injury, with or
without a deadly weapon or (2) using a
deadly or dangerous weapon to threaten,
attempt, or cause bodily injury, regardless
of the degree of injury, if any. Includes
attempted murder, aggravated battery,

felonious assault, and assault with a
deadly weapon.  
Simple assault: intentionally and without
legal justification causing less than serious
bodily injury without a deadly or dangerous
weapon, or attempting or threatening
bodily injury without a dangerous or deadly
weapon.
Other violent: includes offenses such as
intimidation, illegal abortion, extortion,
cruelty towards a child or wife, hit-and-run
driving with bodily injury, and miscellane-
ous crimes against the person. 
Property offenses: burglary, larceny, motor
vehicle theft, arson, fraud/ forgery/embez-
zlement, stolen property, and other
property.
Burglary:  the unlawful entry of a fixed
structure used for regular residence,
industry, or business, with or without the
use of force, to commit a felony or theft. 
Larceny:  the unlawful taking of property
other than a motor vehicle from the  
possession of another, by stealth, without
force or deceit.  Includes pocket picking,
nonforcible purse snatching, shoplifting,
and thefts from motor vehicles. Excludes
receiving and/or reselling stolen property,
and thefts through fraud or deceit.  
Motor vehicle theft:  the unlawful taking of a
self-propelled road vehicle owned by
another.  Includes the theft of automobiles,
trucks, and motorcycles, but not the theft  
of boats, aircraft, or farm equipment
(classified as larceny/theft). Also includes
receiving, possessing, stripping, transport-
ing, and reselling stolen vehicles, and
unauthorized use of a  vehicle (joyriding).  
Arson: intentionally damaging or destroying
property by fire or explosion. 
Fraud, forgery, and embezzlement:  using
deceit or intentional misrepresentation to
unlawfully deprive a persons of his or her
property or legal rights. Includes offenses
such as check fraud, confidence game,
counterfeiting, and credit card fraud.  
Stolen property: all types of knowingly
dealing in stolen property, such as receiv-
ing, transporting, possessing, concealing,
and selling, excluding motor vehicle theft)
and illegal drugs.  
Other property: includes possession of
burglary tools, damage to property, smug-
gling, and miscellaneous property crime.  
Drug offenses: drug trafficking, drug
possession, and other drug offenses.
Drug trafficking:  includes manufacturing,
distributing, selling, smuggling, and
possession with intent to sell.  
Drug possession:  includes possession of
an illegal drug, but excludes possession
with intent to sell. 
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Other drug offenses: includes offenses
involving drug paraphernalia and forged or
unauthorized prescriptions.
Public-order offenses: are those that
violate the peace or order of the commu-
nity or threaten the public health or safety
through unacceptable conduct, interfer-
ence with governmental authority, or the
violation of civil rights or liberties. In this
study, persons in prison in 1994 for "public-
order" offenses were roughly 33% driving
while intoxicated/driving under the influ-
ence, 33% weapons offense, 8% traffic
offense, and 9% probation violation. 
Weapons offenses:  unlawful sale, 
distribution, manufacture, alteration, trans-
portation, possession, or use of a deadly 
or dangerous weapon or accessory.
Traffic offenses: illegal driving behaviors
that do not include vehicular manslaughter
or DUI/DWI.
DUI/DWI: driving under the influence and
driving while intoxicated. 
Other public-order offenses: includes
probation or parole violation, traffic
offenses (not including DWI or DUI),
escape, obstruction of justice, court
offenses, nonviolent sex offenses, com-
mercialized vice, family offenses, liquor law

violations, bribery, invasion of privacy,
disorderly conduct, contributing to the
delinquency of a minor and miscellaneous
public-order offenses. In this study,
persons in prison in 1994 for "other public-
order" offenses were roughly 25% proba-
tion violation, 24% traffic offense (not
including DWI or DUI), 12% escape
(including flight to avoid prosecution), 
9% obstruction of justice, and 6% court
offenses.

Other offenses: all offenses unlisted above.
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By the end of 2000, 16 States had
abolished discretionary release from
prison by a parole board for all offend-
ers.  Another four States had abolished
discretionary parole for certain violent
offenses or other crimes against a
person.  As a result of the movement
away from release by parole boards
(discretionary parole), release deter-
mined by statute (mandatory parole)
became the most common method of
release from State prison.  After 1990
mandatory parole increased from 29%
of releases to 41% in 1999, while
discretionary parole decreased from
39% to 24%.

Despite changes in release policies,
652,199 adults were under State parole
supervision at yearend 2000, more
than a 3-fold increase since 1980,
when 196,786 adults were on parole.
About 312 adults per 100,000 adult
U.S. residents were under parole
supervision in 2000, compared to 121
in 1980 and 271 in 1990.  While the
average annual rate of growth in State
parole from 1980 to 2000 was 6.2%,
the largest increase occurred between
1980 and 1992, when the number of
adults on parole grew 10% annually.
After 1992 growth in the number of
adults on State parole slowed, increas-
ing at an average annual rate of 0.7%.

This report focuses on trends in the
State parole population after 1990, the
effect of sentencing policies on
community release, and the implica-
tions for success or failure of offenders
under community supervision.  

• After more than a decade of rapid 
growth, the number of adults under
State parole supervision has nearly
stabilized — increasing by 33,510
(0.7% per year) since 1992.

• During the 1980’s, entries to State
parole supervision tripled, growing 
from around 113,000 to 349,000 in
1990.  During the 1990’s, parole en-
tries continued to rise (up 2.4% per
year), but were offset by an increase 
in parole discharges (up 4.6% a year).

• Between 1990 and 1999, the 
number of discretionary parole
releases from prison dropped (from
159,731 to 128,708), while the number
of mandatory parole releases nearly
doubled (from 116,857 to 223,342). 

• In 1999 nearly 100,000 inmates
released from State prisons served
their entire prison term (18%), up 
from 51,288 (13%) in 1990.

• Among State parole discharges 
in 1999, over half of discretionary
parolees successfully completed their
term of supervision, compared to a
third of mandatory parolees.

• Success rates were higher among
parole discharges who were first pri-
son releases (63%), age 55 or older
(54%), and female (48%), than among
those who were re-releases (21%),
under age 25 (36%), and male (39%).
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2   Trends in State Parole, 1990-2000  

Note:  Counts are for December 31 of each year and may have been
revised based on the most recently reported counts.  
aBased on prisoners under the jurisdiction of State correctional authorities.
bAdult State parolees only.

2.6%5.7%   1990-2000
9.8%8.8%   1980-90

Average annual change,

29.9%74.5%   1990-2000
155.2%131.9%   1980-90

Percent change, 

1.4652,1990.71,236,4762000
2.3643,4524.51,228,4551999

-0.3629,2164.31,176,0551998
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1.4628,9419.1959,6681994
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13.3%568,8876.4%753,9511991

502,134708,3931990

283,139462,2841985
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Percent
changeNumber

Percent
changeNumberYear

State paroleesbState prisonersa

Table 1.  Number of persons in State prison and on parole,
yearend 1980, 1985, and 1990-2000

Survey of Inmates in State Adult Correctional Facilities  �
provides self-reported data on individual characteristics of
State inmates admitted to prison while under parole supervi-
sion and on characteristics of soon to be released inmates.

National Prisoner Statistics (NPS-1) � provides yearend  
jurisdiction-level data on the number of prisoners in State
and Federal correctional facilities and the number of parole
violators returned to prison during each year.

Annual Parole Survey (APS) � provides a count of the total
number of persons under parole supervision on January 1
and December 31, and a count of the number entering and
leaving supervision during each year.

National Corrections Reporting Program (NCRP) � collects
individual inmate records for prison admissions and releases
and parole admissions and discharges.

Data sources

Mandatory parole � generally occurs in jurisdictions using
determinate sentencing statutes.  Inmates are conditionally
released from prison after serving a portion of their original
sentence minus any good time earned.

Discretionary parole � parole boards have discretionary
authority to conditionally release prisoners based on a statu-
tory or administrative determination of eligibility.

Parole � a period of conditional supervised release following
a prison term.  Prisoners may be released to parole either by
a parole board decision (discretionary parole) or according
to provisions of a statute (mandatory parole).

Parole defined

States have reduced the discretion of parole boards
in determining prison release

From 1990 to 2000, the State parole population grew 
at a slower rate than the State prison population.
During this period, parolees increased 30%, compared
to a 75% increase for State prisoners (table 1).  On
average, the parole population increased 2.6% per
year, while the prison population rose 5.7% per year.
The low rate of growth in parole supervision reflects
changes in sentencing and parole release policies that
have resulted in increasing lengths of stay in prison and
declining prison release rates.  (See Prisoners in 1999,
August 2000, NCJ 183476.) 

Historically, most State inmates were released to parole
supervision after serving a portion of an indeterminate
sentence based on a parole board decision.  (See box
on this page for definitions.)  In 1977, 69% of offenders
released from State prison were released by a parole
board.  In 44 States and the District of Columbia, parole
boards were responsible for the majority of prison
releases.  In other States most inmates were released
through expiration of sentence (Louisiana, Missouri,
and Wyoming), to probation (Idaho), or to mandatory
parole (Alaska and Arizona). 

States began moving away from discretionary release
policies in the 1980’s in favor of determinate sentences
and mandatory supervised release.  By 1989 eight
States had abolished discretionary parole.  In 20 States
the majority of prison releases were through expiration
of sentence or mandatory parole release.  As a percent-
age of all State prison releases, discretionary parole
releases decreased from 55% in 1980 to 38% in 1989,
while mandatory parole releases increased from 19% 
to 30%.

Continuing the shift away from release by a parole
board, an additional eight States abolished discretionary
parole in the 1990’s.  Most of the remaining States
further restricted parole by setting specific standards
offenders must meet to be eligible for release. 

aIn 1976 the Uniform Determinate Sentencing Act abolished 
discretionary parole for all offenses except some violent crimes 
with a long sentence or a sentence to life. 
bIn 1995 parole eligibility was abolished for offenses 
with a life sentence and a 25-year mandatory term.
cExcludes a few offenses, primarily 1st-degree murder 
and intentional 2nd-degree murder.
dExcludes murder and aggravated murder.

WisconsinMaine
WashingtonKansasc
VirginiaIndiana
OregonIllinois

TennesseeOhiodFloridab
New YorkNorth CarolinaDelaware
LouisianaMississippiCaliforniaa
AlaskaMinnesotaArizona

Certain violent offendersAll offenders

States that have abolished discretionary parole, 2000



By yearend 2000, 29 States and the
District of Columbia had adopted the
Federal truth-in-sentencing standard
that requires Part 1 violent offenders to
serve not less than 85% of their
sentence in prison before becoming
eligible for release (table 2).  Part 1
violent offenses, as defined by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation’s
Uniform Crime Reports, include
murder, nonnegligent manslaughter,
rape, robbery, and aggravated assault.
By adopting this standard, States could
receive truth-in-sentencing funds under
the Violent Offender Incarceration and
Truth-in-Sentencing (VOITIS) incentive
grant program as established by the
1994 Crime Act.   VOITIS grants can
be used by States to build or expand
prison capacity.

Five States (Delaware, Minnesota,
Tennessee, Utah, and Washington)
enacted truth-in-sentencing laws prior
to passage of the Crime Act.  The
remaining States passed truth-in-
sentencing laws after 1994.  (See 
Truth in Sentencing in State Prisons,
January 1999, NCJ 170032.)

At yearend 2000 nearly three-quarters
of the parole population was in the
District of Columbia and the 29 States
that met the Federal 85%-standard.
Nine of the ten States with the largest
parole populations in 2000 met the
Federal truth-in-sentencing standard
for violent offenders.  Texas, with the
second largest parole population,
required violent offenders to serve 
50% of their sentence. 

Overall, 11 States more than doubled
their parole populations from 1990 to
2000; 6 of the 11 were Federal truth-
in-sentencing States.  In absolute
numbers, 6 Federal truth-in-sentencing
States (California, Illinois, Louisiana,
New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania)
had an increase of 11,000 or more
parolees.  Thirteen States (9 of which
were Federal truth-in-sentencing
States) experienced a decline of at
least 10% during this period.
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aBased on the Annual Parole Survey.
bParolees per 100,000 adult U.S. residents based on State populations for April 1, 2000.  
cStates met Federal truth-in-sentencing standards under the Violent Offender Incarceration 
and Truth-in-Sentencing incentive grants program in fiscal year 2000. 
dSome States may have truth in sentencing but did not meet the Federal standard.  
See Truth in Sentencing in State Prisons, NCJ 170032.  
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Table 2.  Number of adults on parole, by State, yearend 1990, 1995, and 2000



Four States accounted for nearly
two-thirds of the growth in parole
during the 1990’s

Four States (California, New York,
Pennsylvania, and Texas) supervised
over half of all State parolees at
yearend 2000.  Together, these States
accounted for 64% of the growth 
in State parole from 1990 to 2000. 

Sixteen States experienced a decline
in their parole populations.  Washing-
ton State (down 98%), followed by
North Carolina (down 68%) and Missis-
sippi (down 52%), had the largest
declines, as the result of abolishing
discretionary parole.  

At yearend 2000 nearly 1 in every 320
adults were under State parole supervi-
sion.  Overall, there were 312 parolees
per 100,000 adult U.S. residents in
2000, up from 271 per 100,000
residents in 1990. 

Among States, Pennsylvania (with 876
parolees per 100,000 State residents),
Texas (with 747), and Louisiana (with
704) had the highest rates of parole
supervision.  Excluding Maine and
Washington, which abolished parole 
in 1975 and 1984, respectively, North
Dakota had the lowest rate of parole
supervision (24 per 100,000 State
residents), followed by Nebraska 
(with 38), Rhode Island (with 44), 
and Florida (with 49).

Since 1990 discretionary releases
have declined; mandatory parole
and expiration of sentence releases
have increased

Regardless of their method of release,
nearly all State prisoners (at least 95%)
will be released from prison at some
point; nearly 80% will be released to
parole supervision.  (See Prisoners in
1998, August 1999, NCJ 175687.)
As a percentage of all releases,
mandatory parole releases increased
from 29% in 1990 to 41% in 1999
(figure 1).  Discretionary parole
releases dropped from 39% to 24%,
while releases due to expiration of
sentence rose from 13% to 18%.

In the 1980’s discretionary parole was
the primary method of release from
State prison (table 3).  Between 1985
and 1990 discretionary parole releases
increased from 88,069 to 159,731.
The number released by State parole
boards peaked in 1992 (at 170,095)
and declined each year thereafter,
dropping to 128,708 in 1999.  

Consistent with the adoption of truth 
in sentencing and other mandatory
release statutes, mandatory parole
releases have steadily increased, 
from 26,735 in 1980 to 116,857 in
1990.  By 1995 the number of manda-
tory releases exceeded the number 
of discretionary releases.  In 1999,
223,342 State prisoners were released
by mandatory parole, a 91%-increase
from 1990. 

Growth in prison releases linked to
drug offenders

Overall, the number of prison releases
rose from 405,374 in 1990 to 542,950
in 1999.  Based on the most serious
offense for which prisoners had served
time, drug offenders comprised an
increasing percentage of prison
releases.  Nearly 33% of State prison
releases in 1999 were drug offenders
(up from 26% in 1990 and 11% in
1985) (figure 2).  The number of drug
offenders released rose from 23,000 in
1985 to 105,800 in 1990.  After 1990
the number of drug offenders contin-
ued to go up, reaching 177,000 in
1999.

As a percentage of all releases from
prison, violent offenders have
remained stable, while property  
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Note:  Based on prisoners with a sentence of more than 1 year who were released from
State prison.  Counts are for December 31 for each year.
*Includes releases to probation, commutations, and other unspecified releases and
excludes escapees, AWOL’s, and transfers.
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Expiration ofOtherMandatoryDiscretionaryAll

Table 3.  Method of release from State prison, for selected years, 1980-99
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offenders have dropped sharply.
Nearly 25% of releases were violent
offenders in 1999 (down from 26% in
1990), and 31% were property offend-
ers (down from 39%).

Between 1990 and 1999, annual
releases from State prison to parole
supervision grew by an estimated
78,900 inmates (table 4).  Drug offend-
ers accounted for 61% of the increase,
followed by violent offenders (23%),
and public-order offenders (15%).  The
number of property offenders released
to parole declined from 1990 to 1999.  

About 98,000 State prisoners were
released unconditionally through an
expiration of their sentence in 1999, up

from 48,971 released in 1990.  These
inmates were released without any
parole supervision.  Of those released
in 1999, 32% were violent offenders,
32% property offenders, 24% drug
offenders, and 12% public-order
offenders.

Prison releases have served more
time and a greater portion of their
sentence before release

Among all State inmates released from
prison for their first time on their
current offense (“first releases”), the
average time served in prison
increased from 22 months in 1990 to
29 months in 1999 (table 5).  Released
inmates had also served an average 

of 5 months in local jails prior to their
admission to prison.  Overall, released
inmates had served a total of 34
months in 1999 C 6 months longer
than released inmates in 1990.

Murderers released in 1999 served on
average 14 months longer than those
released in 1990 (106 months versus
92 months).  Rape offenders served 17
months longer (79 months compared
to 62 months).  Drug offenders served
27 months in 1999, compared to 20
months in 1990.

Reflecting statutory and policy changes
that required offenders to serve a
larger portion of their sentence before
release, all offenders released for the
first time in 1999 served on average
49% of their sentence, up from 38% 
in 1990.  

Of the four major offense categories,
violent offenders served the highest
percentage (55%) in 1999, followed by
public-order (51%), property (46%),
and drug offenders (43%).  Offenders
convicted of assault served the highest
percentage of their sentence (about
59%), followed by offenders convicted
of rape (58%).
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Note:  Based on prisoners with a sentence of more than 1 year who were released 
from State prison.  Counts are for December 31 for each year.
*Includes all releases to parole, probation, and other conditional supervision.

16.17,60015.313,000Public-order
31.714,90061.452,100Drug
19.39,100-1,100Property
33.015,50023.319,800Violent

100.0%46,900100.0%78,900   All offenses

of total1990-99of total1990-99offense
PercentChange,PercentChange,Most serious

Expiration of sentenceParole supervision*

Table 4.  Partitioning the growth in method of release from State prison, 
by offense, 1990-99

bTime served in jail and credited toward the current sentence.
cBased on time served in jail and in prison.  Detail may not add to total
because of rounding.
dBased on total sentence length (not shown) for all consecutive sentences.
eIncludes nonnegligent manslaughter.

Note:  Based on prisoners with a sentence of more than 1 year who were
released for the first time on the current sentence.  Excludes prisoners
released from prison by escape, death, transfer, appeal, or detainer.
aMaximum sentence length for the most serious offense.  Excludes
sentences of life, life without parole, life plus additional years, and death.

51.1%42.6%23 mo18 mo19 mo14 mo4 mo5 mo42 mo.40 moPublic-order offenses
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48.7%38.0%34 mo28 mo29 mo22 mo5 mo6 mo65 mo69 mo   All offenses

1999199019991990199919901999199019991990
sentence serveddTotal time servedcPrisonJailbsentence lengtha
Percent of Mean time served in CMean

Table 5. Sentence length and time served for first releases from State prison, 1990 and 1999
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/Not calculated.
aExcludes sentences of life or death.  
bBased on States that reported both mean maximum sentence
and mean time served.
cStates met the Federal 85% requirement for VOITIS grants 
in fiscal year 2000 based on 1999 data. Excludes the District 
of Columbia.
dRequirement for percent of sentence served may vary 
by State and by type of offender.

Note:  Data were obtained from the Violent Offender Incarcera-
tion and Truth-in-Sentencing  (VOITIS) Incentive Grant
Program.  Includes only offenders with a sentence of more than
1 year released for the first time on the current sentence.
Excludes persons released from prison by escape, death, 
transfer, appeal or detainer.  Part 1 violent crimes include
murder/nonnegligent manslaughter, rape, robbery, and
aggravated assault.
--Not reported.
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Table 6.  Time served, maximum sentence, and percent of sentence served 
for Part 1 violent offenders, by State, 1993, 1996, and 1999



Time served by released Part 1
violent offenders increased in 33
States between 1993 and 1999

Through the VOITIS program, 33
States reported an increase in average
time served by released Part 1 violent
prisoners between 1993 and 1999
(table 6).  Overall, time served by
released Part 1 violent offenders rose  
from 46 months to 53 months.  The
average time served for violent offend-
ers released in 1999 ranged from 29
months in North Dakota to 85 months
in Missouri.  

The percent of the total sentence
served increased from 46% in 1993 to
56% in 1999.  Part 1 violent offenders
in Missouri (86%), Arizona (81%), and
Connecticut (80%) served the highest
percent of their sentences before
release.  Violent offenders in Utah and
Arkansas served the lowest percent of
their sentences before release (36%).

On average, in 1999 released violent
offenders in Federal truth-in-sentencing
States served 50 months (or 58% of
the average maximum sentence), while
violent offenders in other States served
55 months (54% of the maximum
sentence).  Between 1993 and 1999,
the percent of sentence served by
released violent inmates rose in 21 of
the 25 truth-in-sentencing States that
reported data and in 12 of the 21
States not meeting the 85%-standard. 

Inmates released by parole boards
served longer than those released
by mandatory parole

In 1999 prisoners released by discre-
tionary parole for the first time on the
current sentence had served an
average of 35 months in prison and jail,
while those released through manda-
tory parole had served 33 months
(table 7).  Among discretionary

releases, time served rose for all types
of offenders during the 1990’s.  In 1999
violent offenders released by discre-
tionary parole served 10 months longer
than violent offenders released in
1990; property offenders served 6
months longer; drug offenders, 8
months; and public-order offenders,
3 months.

Among mandatory parole releases,
time served also increased for all types
of offenses C violent and public-order
offenders served 6 months longer in
1999 than in 1990, while property and
drug offenders served 7 months
longer.

Although the average time served by
discretionary releases exceeded the  
time served by mandatory parole
releases in both years, discretionary
releases served a smaller percentage
of their prison sentences before
release.  In 1999 discretionary releases
served 37% of their total prison
sentence (up from 34% in 1990);
mandatory releases served 61% 
of their sentence (up from 55%).

Prisoners released due to expiration 
of sentence had served longer in 1999
(36 months) than in 1990 (31 months).
Violent offenders released through
expiration of sentence had the largest
increase (8 months) in time served 
in prison.  In 1999 violent offenders
released through expiration of
sentence served, on average, 68% 
of their total maximum sentence, up
from 53% in 1990. 

Among discretionary and mandatory
parole releases, black offenders
served longer than whites
  
Time served by prisoners released for
the first time on their current sentence
in 1999 varied among white, black, and
Hispanic prisoners.  Overall, black
non-Hispanic offenders released by
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Note:  Based on prisoners with a sentence of more than 1 year.  Excludes persons 
released from prison by escape, death, transfer, appeal, or detainer.
aExcludes sentences of life without parole, life plus additional years, life and death.
bIncludes time served in prison and jail.
cBased on total sentence length (not shown) for all consecutive sentences.

662535622843Public-order
652941572135Drug
653041522750Property
685269534481Violent
67%36 mo49 mo53%31 mo56 moExpiration of sentence

612538611927Public-order
592740502033Drug
593043522338Property
634766594164Violent
61%33 mo48 mo55%27 mo42 moMandatory release

392149371844Public-order
332880292070Drug
343183312577Property
44591264049118Violent
37%35 mo89 mo34%29 mo82 moDiscretionary release

servedcservedblengthaservedcservedblengthaand offense
sentencetotal timesentencesentencetotal time sentenceType of release
Percent ofMeanMeanPercent ofMeanMean

19991990

Table 7.  Sentence length and time served for first releases from State prison, 
by method of release, 1990 and 1999



discretionary parole in 1999 served 37
months; white non-Hispanics served 34
months; and Hispanics 33 months
(table 8).  Black offenders released by
mandatory parole served 7 months
longer than whites (38 months
compared to 31 months).  Hispanics
served 30 months.

Among released violent offenders,  
blacks served 4 months longer than
whites before a discretionary parole
release (62 months compared to 58
months) and 6 months longer before 
a mandatory parole (53 months
compared to 47 months).  Hispanic
prisoners served the shortest amount
of time for violent offenses before
release (47 months before a discretion-
ary parole release and 41 months
before a mandatory release). 

In 1999 Hispanics served longer than
other groups for drug offenses before a
discretionary parole release (31
months versus 27 for whites and 28 for
blacks).  Black drug offenders served
more time before a mandatory release
(31 months), than whites (22 months)
and Hispanics (26 months). 

Women released in 1999 served less
time in State prison than men, regard-
less of the method of release.  On
average, women released by discre-
tionary parole served 26 months, and

men served 36 months.  Women
released by mandatory parole served
24 months and men served 34 months.

For violent offenses, women served 45
months prior to discretionary release
compared to 36 months among women
who received a mandatory parole.
Women in prison for drug offenses
served 24 months before a discretion-
ary release and 21 months before a
mandatory release.

Over half of prison releases had a
prior incarceration; more than a
quarter were parole violators

A majority of released State prisoners
had been in prison before and were
returned to prison for new offenses or
parole violations.  According to inmates
in State prison in 1997, 56% of those
who expected to be released to the
community by yearend 1999 had one
or more prior incarcerations, and 25%
had 3 or more prior incarcerations
(table 9).  Among those expecting to
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--Not calculated.
aExcludes persons of Hispanic origin. 
bIncludes nonnegligent manslaughter.

Note: Based on prisoners with a sentence of more than 1 year.  Excludes prisoners
released from prison by escape, death, transfer, appeal, or detainer.  Includes time
served in prison and jail.
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HispanicBlackaWhiteaFemaleMaleHispanicBlackaWhiteaFemaleMaleMost serious offense
Mandatory parole releasesDiscretionary parole releases

Table 8.  Mean time served in prison for first releases to State parole, by method of release, 1999

Note:  Based on data from the Survey of
Inmates in State Adult Correctional Facilities,
1997.  

0.7Escape
26.7On parole
26.2On probation
46.4%None

Criminal justice status at time of arrest

10.26 or more
15.33 to 5
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Number of prior incarcerations

0.2Other
13.3Public-order
26.7Drug
26.6Property
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Table 9.  Characteristics of State
prisoners expected to be released 
by yearend 1999

Note:  Based on data from the Survey of
Inmates in State Adult Correctional Facilities,
1997.  

11.6%Homeless at time of arrest

14.3%Mentally ill

20.9for drugs
Committed offense for money

24.8Intravenous use in the past
45.3At time of offense
58.8%In month before offense

Drug use

24.9Alcohol dependent
41.5%Alcohol use at time of offense

Alcohol abuse

83.9%at time of offense
Alcohol or drug involved

releases Characteristic
expected 
Percent of

Table 10.  Substance abuse, mental
illness, and homelessness among
State prisoners expected to be
released by yearend 1999



return to the community by 1999, 27%
had been on parole and 26% on proba-
tion at the time of arrest for their
current incarceration.  

These criminal records were
compounded by histories of drug and
alcohol abuse, mental illness, and
homelessness (table 10).  Among
prisoners expected to be released to
the community by yearend 1999, 84%
reported being involved in drugs or
alcohol at the time of the offense.
Nearly 25% were determined to be
alcohol dependent, and 21% had
committed the offense to obtain money
for drugs.  Fourteen percent were
determined to be mentally ill, and 12%
reported being homeless at the time 
of arrest. 

State parole entries and discharges
rose during the 1990’s

During 2000 there were 441,605
entries to State parole, a 27% increase
over the number that entered parole in
1990 (table 11).  The number of
discharges from State parole rose from
274,697 in 1990 to 432,183 in 2000, an
increase of 57%.  During the 1990’s,
State parole entries increased an
average of  2.4% per year, while parole
discharges increased an average of
4.6% per year.

Discharges include parolees who are
successful as well as those who are
unsuccessful (including revocations,
returns to prison or jail, and abscon-
ders).  Discharges also include parol-
ees transferred to other jurisdictions
and those who die while under
supervision.

Re-releases an increasing portion 
of State parole entries

Among parole entries, the percentage
who had been re-released rose
between 1990 and 1999.  Re-releases
are persons leaving prison after having
served time either for a violation of
parole or other conditional release or
for a new offense committed while
under parole supervision.  In 1990,
27% of entries to parole were
re-releases; in 1999, 45% were re-
releases (figure 3).  During 1999 an
estimated 192,400 re-releases entered
parole, an increase of 103% over the
94,900 re-releases in 1990. 

After having been returned to prison 
for a parole or conditional release
violation, re-releases served on
average 13 months in prison in 1999
(table 12).  From 1990 to 1999 their
average time served in prison follow-
ing re-admission increased by 2
months.  In both years about 7 in 10
re-releases had served less than 12
months in prison.
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Note:  Based on the Annual Parole Survey,
1980-2000.  Counts are for entries and
discharges between January 1 and December
31 of each year.

432,183441,6052000
410,613423,8501999
402,946409,9221998
389,074396,6511997
372,875390,5371996
368,746381,8781995

374,183382,9991994
366,038372,8231993
325,470362,4661992
300,084355,7481991
274,697349,0301990

105,215113,3831980
DischargesEntriesYear

Table 11.  State parole entries and
discharges, 1980 and 1990-2000

Figure 3

1985
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Percent of parole entries

First releases

Re-releases

1999

Entries to State parole,
by type of prison release, 1985-99

1990 1995

Note:  Based on prisoners with a sentence
of more than 1 year who were released
from State prison.  Data are from the
National Corrections Reporting Program.  

7.08.2 Some college or more
42.229.6 High school graduate
39.845.4 Some high school
11.0%16.8% 8th grade or less

Education

34 yrs 31 yrs Mean age

2.11.5 55 or older
10.24.9 45-54
13.57.3 40-44
19.213.9 35-39
19.722.2 30-34
19.026.6 25-29
16.323.4 18-24
0.1%0.2% 17 or younger

Age at prison release

1.20.7 Other
16.116.3 Hispanic
47.348.8 Black non-Hispanic
35.4%34.2% White non-Hispanic

Race/Hispanic origin

9.97.9 Female
90.1%92.1% Male

Gender

19991990Characteristic

Percent of entries

Table 13.  Demographic 
characteristics of State parole entries,
1990 and 1999

Note:  Based on prisoners with a sentence of
more than 1 year who were released from
State prison.  Data are from the National
Corrections Reporting Program. 

13 mo11 mo      Mean time served

3.71.9      60 or more
10.38.1      24-59
13.715.8      12-23
72.3%74.2%      Less than 12 mos.

   Re-releases

29 mo22 mo      Mean time served

12.37.5      60 or more
26.120.3      24-59
27.725.2      12-23
34.0%47.0%      Less than 12 mos.

      First releases
Time served in State prison

0.40.5   Other
45.427.2   Re-release
54.2%72.4%   First release

Type of release

58.340.2   Mandatory parole
41.7%59.8%   Discretionary parole

Method of release

0.52.0   Other
9.07.4   Public-order

35.327.2   Drug
30.838.7   Property
24.4%24.8%   Violent

Most serious offense

19991990Characteristic
Percent of entries

Table 12.  Criminal justice 
characteristics of State parole entries,
1990 and 1999



State parole entries older in 1999
than in 1990

The average age of prisoners released
to parole increased from 31 years in
1990 to 34 years in 1999 (table 13).  
In 1999 an estimated 109,300 State
prisoners age 40 or older were paroled,
C 26% of all entries to parole.  This
was more than double the 47,800
prisoners age 40 or older who entered
parole in 1990.

The number of parole entries among
inmates under age 35 declined over
the period.  In 1999, 233,500 State
prisoners under age 35 entered parole,
down from 252,700.  The largest
decline was among inmates age 25 
to 29.  In 1990 they represented 27%
of all parole entries; in 1999, 19%.

Female entries to parole increased
during the 1990’s

In 1999, 10% of entries to State parole
were female, up from 8% in 1990.  The
number of women who entered parole
increased from an estimated 27,600 in
1990 to 42,000 in 1999.  Although the
52% increase in the number of female
parole entries outpaced that of males
(up 19%), there were 381,900 male
entries in 1999. 

An increasing percentage of women
entering parole had served time for
drug offenses (table 14).  In 1990, 36%
of female parole entries were drug
offenders; by 1999, 42% were drug
offenders. Women first released to
parole were less likely to be property
offenders in 1999 (35%) than in 1990
(42%).  As a percentage of women
entering parole, violent offenders
remained unchanged (16%).

Among parole entries, the racial and
ethnic distributions remained nearly
stable during the 1990’s.  In 1999, 35%
of parole entries were white, 47% were
black, and 16% were Hispanic.  Violent
offenders accounted for approximately
a quarter of first releases among
whites, blacks, and Hispanics in both
1990 and 1999.

Drug offenders represented an
increasing percentage of parole
entries, among all groups.  In 1999
drug offenders comprised 39% of black
parole entries (up from 31% in 1990);
43% of Hispanic entries (up from 41%);
and 21% of white entries (up from
18%).

Parole success rates unchanged
since 1990

Of the 410,613 discharges from State
parole in 1999, 42% successfully
completed their term of supervision,
43% were returned to prison or jail, and
10% absconded.  In 1990, 45% of
State parole discharges were success-
ful.  Between 1990 and 1999 the
percent successful among State parole
discharges has ranged from 42% to
49%, without any distinct trend.

States differed in their rate of success
among parole discharges (table 15).
States with the highest rates of
success in 1999 were Massachusetts
and Mississippi (at 83% each),  
followed by North Carolina (80%) and
North Dakota (79%).  Utah (18%) and
California (21%) had the lowest rates
of success in 1999.

When comparing State success rates
for parole discharges, differences may
be due to variations in parole popula-
tions, such as age at prison release,
criminal history, and most serious
offense.  Success rates may also differ
based on the intensity of supervision
and the parole agency policies related
to revocation of technical violators.  
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Note:  Based on prisoners with a sentence of more than 1 year who were released for the first time 
on the current sentence.  Excludes prisoners released from prison by escape, death, transfer, appeal, 
or detainer.  Detail may not add to total because of rounding and exclusion of other/unspecified offenses.
aExcludes persons of Hispanic origin.
bIncludes nonnegligent manslaughter.

9.8%7.6%14.2%6.5%10.9%7.3%6.1%11.2%5.1%8.5%Public-order offenses

26.621.99.220.017.426.815.58.217.714.0   Trafficking
9.410.17.412.08.57.710.26.011.07.9   Possession

42.6%38.7%20.9%41.7%31.3%40.5%30.6%18.4%36.2%26.6%Drug offenses

1.33.56.312.43.31.64.26.714.83.9   Fraud
2.51.72.31.22.22.72.32.80.92.7   Motor vehicle theft
3.76.98.812.86.55.910.510.717.39.2   Larceny/theft

10.610.316.76.413.416.315.020.66.118.4   Burglary
20.4%24.9%38.6%35.3%28.7%28.3%35.3%44.9%41.5%37.6%Property offenses

9.69.38.16.29.45.46.35.54.36.1   Assault
8.012.25.54.99.59.914.06.86.411.1   Robbery
3.51.75.60.43.82.01.44.50.42.9   Other sexual assault
1.31.22.30.21.81.71.72.30.12.1   Rape
0.90.91.31.21.10.70.91.41.61.0   Manslaughter
1.61.61.01.31.41.92.01.72.21.8   Murderb

26.7%28.4%25.9%15.9%28.7%22.4%27.0%23.7%15.9%26.1%Violent offenses

100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%   All offenses

HispanicBlackaWhiteaFemaleMaleHispanicBlackaWhiteaFemaleMaleMost serious offense
First releases to State parole in 1999First releases to State parole in 1990

Table 14.  Most serious offense of first releases to State parole, 1990 and 1999



Success rates highest among first
releases and discretionary parole
releases

In every year during the 1990’s, first
releases to State parole were more
likely to have been successful than
re-releases.  Among State parole
discharges in 1990, 56% of first
releases successfully completed their
supervision, compared to 15% of
re-releases.  Of all those exiting parole
in 1999, 63% of first releases were
successful, compared to 21% of
re-releases (table 16). 

Success rates also varied by method of
release.  In every year between 1990
and 1999, State prisoners released by
a parole board had higher success
rates than those released through
mandatory parole.  Among parole

discharges in 1999, 54% of discretion-
ary parolees were successful
compared to 33% of those who had
received mandatory parole.  Between
1990 and 1999 the percent successful
among discretionary parolees varied
between 50% and 56%, while the
percent successful among mandatory
parolees varied between 24% and
33%.

Among parole discharges in 1999 who
had been released from prison for the
first time on their current offense,
mandatory parolees had a higher
success rate (79%) than discretionary
parolees (61%) (table 17).  Discretion-
ary parolees in 1999 who had been
re-released from prison were more
likely to be successful (37%) than
mandatory parolees (17%).
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Note:  Based on prisoners with a sentence of more than 1 year who were released
from State prison.  Data are from the National Corrections Reporting Program.  

16.636.778.661.41999
16.238.178.661.71998
13.539.278.960.91997
14.042.784.360.21996
12.740.481.557.81995

13.743.981.653.21994
17.441.888.858.81993
16.643.359.849.41992
13.733.551.958.51991
11.7%26.7%51.5%59.6%1990

 MandatoryDiscretionaryMandatory DiscretionaryYear
Re-releaseFirst release

Table 17.  Percent successful among State parole discharges, 
by type and method of release, 1990-99

Note: Based on the Annual Parole Survey.
Counts are for discharges between January 1
and December 31 of each year. 
--Not reported.
/Not calculated. 

59.648.566.1Wyoming
/ 29.447.9Washington

18.523.721.8Utah
50.639.627.9Oregon
28.528.937.8New Mexico
66.874.670.4Nevada
59.9--55.3Montana
46.426.061.5Idaho
32.440.513.1Hawaii
36.348.958.2Colorado
21.320.919.4California
61.948.962.3Arizona 
33.7%39.5%44.0%Alaska

West

65.246.048.2West Virginia
63.257.868.0Virginia
54.941.035.1Texas
42.325.835.9Tennessee
65.355.954.7South Carolina
75.467.069.2Oklahoma
79.868.478.8North Carolina
82.778.262.6Mississippi
47.064.667.2Maryland
46.947.861.5Louisiana
33.731.622.6Kentucky
63.460.262.2Georgia
56.540.961.2Florida

--48.840.1Dist. of Columbia
/--82.8Delaware

39.640.168.1Arkansas
72.1%/28.8%Alabama

South

63.459.172.6Wisconsin
62.670.666.8South Dakota
43.650.052.4Ohio
79.175.776.6North Dakota
62.957.368.2Nebraska
40.466.452.5Missouri
55.766.673.3Minnesota
51.960.052.7Michigan
32.337.411.5Kansas 
60.968.069.8Iowa
63.074.673.0Indiana
62.9%66.3%47.0%Illinois

Midwest

65.848.638.2Vermont
65.964.862.6Rhode Island 

/ 70.379.2Pennsylvania
54.951.948.9New York
55.143.161.3New Jersey

 --67.360.1New Hampshire
82.971.375.8Massachusetts

///Maine
57.7%55.3%55.0%Connecticut 

Northeast

41.9%44.3%44.6%    All States

199919951990jurisdiction
Region and

Percent successful of 
all parole discharges

Table 15.  Percent successful among
State parole discharges, by State,
1990, 1995, and 1999

aData are from the Annual Parole Survey.
bData are from the National Corrections Reporting Program. 

33.154.121.163.541.91999
32.255.320.562.943.81998
30.855.818.763.443.41997
30.255.919.467.445.21996
28.054.318.063.444.31995

30.452.219.156.744.31994
33.554.823.065.446.91993
29.850.722.557.448.61992
24.952.617.160.746.81991
23.8%51.6%14.6%56.4%44.6%1990

paroleparoleRe-releasereleaseAll dischargesaYear
MandatoryDiscretionaryFirst

Method of releasebType of releaseb

Table 16.  Percent successful among State parole discharges, 
by method of release from prison, 1990-99



Among parole discharges, success
rates rose for blacks and Hispanics;
dropped for whites 

Between 1990 and 1999 the success
rates among State parole discharges
increased from 33% to 39% among
blacks and increased from 31% to 51%
among Hispanics, but dropped from
44% to 41% among whites (table 18).  
The 11 percentage-point difference in
success rates between white and black
parole discharges in 1990 narrowed to
less than 2 percentage points in 1999.

Hispanic parolees, who had the lowest
rate of success in 1990, had the
highest rate in 1999.

For female parole discharges, the rate
of success rose over 10 percentage
points (from 37% in 1990 to 48% in
1999).  The success rate among male
parole discharges increased from 36%
to 39%.

Older parole discharges had the
highest rates of success in both years.
Accounting for 2.1% of discharges in
1999, parolees age 55 or older had the
highest rate of successful completion
(55%).  Among parole discharges in
other age groups, success rates fluctu-
ated between 36% and 43%.

Success rates highest among first
releases serving less than 12
months in prison

Among parole discharges, 74% of first
releases who had served less than 12
months in prison successfully
completed parole, the highest success
rate among paroled first releases.  As
the length of time served in prison
increased for first releases, the
success rate declined, with offenders
with the longest time served (5 years or
more) having the lowest success rate
(62%).  The rate of success for this
group still exceeded the overall
success rate of 42% for all parolees. 

In 1999 parole discharges served 
an average of 26 months under
supervision, up from 23 months 
in 1990

Among first releases from prison,
successful parole board releases
served, on average, 34 months in
1999; while successful mandatory
parole releases served 21 months.   
Unsuccessful parole discharges
released by a parole board served an
average 26 months, while those
released by mandatory parole served
19 months.  Overall, successful parole
discharges in 1999 served an average
of 27 months under parole supervision
and unsuccessful discharges served
24 months.

Regardless of outcome, State parole
discharges who had been released by
a parole board served longer under
supervision in 1999 than in 1990.  
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Note:  Based on prisoners with a sentence 
of more than 1 year who were released 
from State prison.
*First releases only.

1922  Mandatory
2619  Discretionary
24 mo21 moUnsuccessful releases

2121  Mandatory
3427  Discretionary
27 mo25 moSuccessful releases

26 mo23 mo     All releases
19991990

Average time served
 on parole*Method of

release

Note:  Based on prisoners with a sentence of
more than 1 year who were released from
State prison.  Data are from the National
Corrections Reporting Program.
*First releases only.

62.049.5   60 months or more
62.759.1   24-59 months
68.767.7   12-23 months
74.0%74.6%   Less than 12 months

Time served in prison*

47.146.1   Public-order
40.933.7   Drug
36.533.8   Property
41.0%39.1%   Violent

Most serious offense

21.114.6   Re-release
63.5%56.4%   First release

Type of release

33.123.8   Mandatory parole
54.1%51.6%   Discretionary parole

Method of release

54.556.6   55 or older
43.146.2   45-54
39.538.4   40-44
38.336.8   35-39
39.034.1   30-34
42.634.8   25-29
36.333.4   18-24
42.9%26.2%   17 or younger

Age at parole discharge

42.233.6   Other
50.631.0   Hispanic
39.033.2   Black non-Hispanic
40.9%44.1%   White non-Hispanic

Race/Hispanic origin

47.737.1   Female
39.3%35.9%   Male

Gender

19991990Characteristic
Percent successful

Table 18.  Percent successful among
State parole discharges, by selected
characteristics, 1990 and 1999

The size and make-up of California’s
parole population, combined with the
low percent of successful termina-
tions (25% in 1999), affect the
national rate of success for parole
discharges.  If data from California
are removed from the analysis, the
comparative rates of success for
discretionary and mandatory parole
change dramatically. 

Overall, California accounted 
for nearly 30% of all State parole
discharges during 1999.  Discret-
ionary parole, though available as a
method of release, is rarely used in
California.  In 1999 more than 99% 
of California’s parole discharges 
had received mandatory parole.  

When California data are excluded,
the success rate for all parole
discharges rises to 53% (from 42%),
and the rate for mandatory parolees
increases to 64% (from 33%) in 1999.

Rates of successful termination higher when California is excluded

Note:  Based on prisoners with a sentence 
of more than 1 year who were released 
from State prison.  

53.963.953.325.21999
55.265.754.524.31998
55.867.255.922.81997
55.871.656.623.81996
54.2%64.0%52.8%22.7%1995

tionarytoryAllparoleYear
Discre-Manda-All

Parole in all other StatesCalifornia

Percent successful among parole discharges
in California and all other States, 1995-99



Number of parole violators returned
to prison continued to rise during
the 1990’s

In 1999, 197,606 parole violators were
returned to State prison, up from
27,177 in 1980 and 131,502 in 1990.
As a percentage of all admissions to
State prison, parole violators more than
doubled from 17% in 1980 to 35% in
1999 (figure 4). 

Between 1990 and 1999 the number of
parole violators rose 50%, while the
number of new court commitments
rose 7%.  On average, the number of
parole violators grew 4% per year,
while the number of new court commit-
ments rose 0.8% per year. 

In 1999 parole violators accounted for
more than 50% of State prison admis-
sion in California (67%), Utah (55%),
and Louisiana (53%) (table 19).  In five
States C Florida (7%), Alabama (9%),
Indiana (10%), Mississippi (10%) and
West Virginia (10%) C  parole violators
comprised 10% or less of all
admissions.

In 35 States parole violators increased
as a percentage of admissions
between 1990 and 1999.  As a
percentage of all admissions, parole
violators rose the most in Louisiana
(from 15% in 1990 to 53% in 1999). 

Nearly a quarter of State prisoners
in 1997 were parole violators

Based on personal interviews of State
inmates, an estimated 24% of  prison-
ers in 1997 said they were on parole at
the time of the offense for which they
were serving time in prison (up from
22% in 1991).  Of the 1,129,180
inmates under the jurisdiction of State
prison authorities at yearend 1997,
approximately 271,000 were parole
violators. 

Parole violators in prison in 1997 were
older and more likely to have commit-
ted a public order or drug offense than
parole violators in 1991 (table 20).  In
1997 about 25% of parole violators in
prison were age 40 or older, compared
to 17% in 1991.  In 1997 an estimated

34% were serving time for a violent
offense and 23% for a drug offense. In
1991, 36% of parole violators were in
prison for a violent offense; 19% for a
drug offense.  In both years, more than
42% of parole violators reported having
been incarcerated 3 or more times in
the past.
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Note: Based on data from the National 
Prisoners Statistics (NPS-1 ) series.  
--Not reported.
aExcludes the District of Columbia.
bParole violators comprised 9.5% of admis-
sions in 1999; however, data on other persons
returned after post-custody supervision were
not available.

34.56.4Wyoming
10.513.0Washington
55.351.0Utah
25.148.0Oregon
35.728.4New Mexico
17.718.6Nevada

--19.9Montanab
32.220.4Idaho
49.127.7Hawaii
37.120.9Colorado
67.258.1California
23.014.0Arizona 
44.2%14.0%Alaska

West
9.713.0West Virginia

11.110.2Virginia
21.037.1Texas
36.232.9Tennessee
24.122.8South Carolina
14.13.4Oklahoma
12.813.0North Carolina
9.713.9Mississippi

32.613.8Maryland
53.114.7Louisiana
31.927.5Kentucky
20.521.1Georgia
6.95.3Florida

25.36.2Delaware
25.322.4Arkansas
9.3%25.9%Alabama

South
31.219.2Wisconsin
20.717.7South Dakota
17.612.9Ohio
18.713.8North Dakota
16.116.3Nebraska
38.826.2Missouri
32.123.1Minnesota
36.823.2Michigan
38.235.0Kansas 
19.326.7Iowa
9.65.3Indiana

27.3%25.4%Illinois
Midwest

17.014.5Vermont
19.024.9Rhode Island 
36.126.1Pennsylvania
31.518.1New York
35.520.8New Jersey
31.619.3New Hampshire
22.731.4Massachusetts
40.921.3Maine
17.4%43.4%Connecticut 

Northeast
34.8%28.8%    All Statesa

19991990jurisdiction
Region and

Percent of admissions
that were parole violators

Table 19.  Percent parole violators
among admissions to State prison,
1990 and 1999

Figure 4
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Note: Data are from the Survey of Inmates 
in State Adult Correctional Facilities, 1991 
and 1997.  

17.316.06 or more
26.326.83 to 5
14.019.42
42.3%37.8%1

Number of prior incarcerations
0.20.3  Other

12.98.7  Public-order
23.119.3  Drug
30.135.8  Property
33.7%35.9%  Violent

Most serious offense
2.01.9  55 or older
9.35.9  45-54

13.99.0  40-44
20.316.0  35-39
24.125.9  30-34
20.826.1  25-29
9.415.1  18-24
0.1%0.2%  17 or younger

Age at prison release
2.42.5  Other

18.317.9  Hispanic
51.848.4  Black non-Hispanic
27.5%31.2%  White non-Hispanic

Race/Hispanic origin
4.74.0  Female

95.3%96.0%  Male
Gender

19971991Characteristic
parole violators
Percent of

Table 20.  Characteristics of parole
violators in State prison, 
1991 and 1997



70% of parole violators in prison in
1997 returned for a new offense

Among parole violators in State prison
in 1997, 215,964 (85%) reported that
their parole had been revoked or taken
away for violating the conditions of their
release.  Of that number, 70% said that
their parole had been revoked because

of an arrest or conviction for a new
offense; 22% said they had absconded
or otherwise failed to report to a parole
officer; 16% said they had a drug-
related violation; and 18% reported
other reasons such as possession of a
gun, maintaining contact with known
felons, or failure to maintain employ-
ment (table 21).

Half of parole violators incarcerated
in 3 States 

The three largest State prison systems
(California, Texas, and New York) held
over half of all parole violators in prison
in 1997.  California held 22% of all
parole violators in prison, Texas, 21%,
and New York, 8%.  Within each of
these States, the percentage of prison-
ers who were parole violators was
higher than the national level:  39% 
in Texas, 38% in California, and 28% 
in New York, compared to 24%
nationally.

Among parole violators returned to
prison, those held in California (60%)
were the least likely to have been
arrested or convicted for a new 
offense and the most likely to have
been returned for a drug violation
(23%).  About 11% of parole violators
in New York and Texas reported a 
drug violation as a reason for their
return to prison.

Characteristics of parole violators
varied among the 3 largest States
   
A higher percentage of parole violators
in California  (7.1%)  were women than
in Texas (5.4%) and New York (3.3%)
(table 22).  Nationally, 4.7% of parole
violators in State prison in 1997 were
women.

New York had the highest percentage
of parole violators in prison who were
black (54%), followed by Texas (50%)
and California (33%).  In New York,
11% of parole violators were white; 
in Texas, 23%; in California, 31%.  
The percent Hispanic among parole
violators ranged from 26% to 33% 
in the three States.

New York had the highest percentage
of parole violators convicted of a
violent offense (41%), compared to
33% in Texas and 24% in California.
New York also had the highest
percentage of parole violators returned
for a drug offense (34%), compared to
27% in California and 21% in Texas.
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Note:  Data are from the Survey of Inmates in State Adult Correctional Facilities, 1997.  
Excludes 37,440 parole violators who reported that their parole had not been revoked.  Detail
adds to more than 100% because some inmates may have had more than 1 violation of parole.  

2.31.93.83.5   Possession of gun(s)
0.80.41.61.2   Maintained contact with known offenders 
2.70.00.22.3   Failure to meet financial obligations
0.90.60.71.2   Failure to maintain employment
1.92.01.22.4   Failure to report for counseling

13.8%10.6%20.7%17.8%Other reasons

4.02.53.95.6   Left jurisdiction without permission
17.217.224.718.6   Failure to report/absconded
19.7%18.4%26.6%22.3%Absconders

1.21.91.11.7   Failure to report for alcohol or drug treatment
1.31.34.62.3   Failure to report for drug testing
5.65.68.96.6   Possession of drug(s)
4.35.612.27.9   Positive test for drug use

10.7%11.4%23.1%16.1%Drug related violations

78.8%87.1%60.3%69.9%Arrest/conviction for new offense

TexasNew YorkCaliforniaAll StatesReason for revocation

Table 21.  Reasons for revocation among parole violators in State prison, 
for all States, California, New York, and Texas, 1997

Note:  Data are from the Survey of Inmates in State Adult Correctional Facilities, 1997.  
*Excludes other/unspecified offenses.

13.57.830.717.3   6 or more
28.426.727.726.3   3 to 5
14.112.612.614.02
44.1%52.9%28.9%42.3%1

Number of prior  incarcerations

8.69.422.912.9   Public-order
21.333.627.123.1   Drug
36.815.625.330.1   Property
33.3%40.9%24.4%33.7%   Violent

Most serious offense*

2.51.82.02.0   55 or older
12.310.28.09.3   45-54
15.513.312.813.9   40-44
21.120.322.920.3   35-39
23.326.025.524.1   30-34
19.119.819.820.8   25-29
6.18.68.89.4   18-24
0.0%0.0%0.2%0.1%   17 or younger 

Age at prison release

0.61.63.92.4   Other
26.033.131.918.3   Hispanic
50.354.233.451.8   Black non-Hispanic
23.1%11.1%30.8%27.5%   White non-Hispanic

Race/Hispanic origin

5.43.37.14.7   Female
94.6%96.7%92.9% 95.3%   Male

Gender

TexasNew YorkCaliforniaAll StatesCharacteristic

Table 22.  Characteristics of parole violators in State prison for all States,
California, New York, and Texas, 1997



Among the three largest States, parole
violators in California had the longest
criminal histories.  More than 58% of
parole violators in California had been
incarcerated at least 3 times in the
past, compared to 42% in Texas and
35% in New York.  Nationwide, 44% 
of parole violators reported three or
more prior incarcerations.

Methodology

National Corrections Reporting
Program (NCRP)

The National Corrections Reporting
Program collects individual level data
for persons admitted to and released
from State prisons and offenders
exiting parole supervision, in each
year.  NCRP is the only national collec-
tion that provides data on offense,
sentence length, and time served for
State prisoners and parole discharges.
While NCRP collects data on all
offenders, this report includes data on
prisoners with a total sentence of more
than a year.

In 1999 release data were reported by
37 States and the California Youth
Authority:  Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas,
California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia,
Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisi-
ana, Maine, Maryland, Michigan,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri,
Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New York, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina,
South Dakota,  Tennessee, Texas,
Virginia, Washington, West Virginia,
and Wisconsin.   

These 37 States reported a total of
499,886 releases from prison in the
National Prisoner Statistics series,
which represented 91% of all releases
in 1999.  Between 35 and 39 States
provided data on releases from 1990 to
1999.  Data were reported on
maximum sentence length for 93% of
227,100 first releases reported to the
NCRP in 1990 and 93% of the 243,055
first releases reported in 1999.  Data
were reported on time served in jail for
77% in 1990 and 85% in 1999 and time
served in prison for 95% in 1990 and
99% in 1999.  

In 1999, 27 States and the California
Youth Authority reported data on parole
discharges:   Alabama, Arkansas,
California, Colorado, Illinois, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri,
Nebraska, New Jersey, New York,
North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina,
South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas,
Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.

These 27 States reported 335,646
parole discharges in the 1999 Annual
Parole Survey, which represented 86%
of all State parole discharges in that
year.  From 1990 to 1999, 27 to 31
States submitted data on parole
discharges.  States that reported only
successful discharges or only unsuc-
cessful discharges were excluded from
calculations of success rates.  

Annual Parole Survey

The Annual Parole Survey provides a
count of the total number of persons
supervised in the community on
January 1 and December 31, and a
count of the number entering and
leaving supervision during the collec-
tion year.  The survey covered all 50
States, the District of Columbia, and
the Federal System, for all years from
1980-2000.  

The 2000 parole survey was sent to 54
respondents, including 52 central
reporters, the California Youth Author-
ity, and one municipal agency.  States
with multiple reporters were Alabama
(2) and California (2).  The 2000 survey
had a 100% response rate.  

National Prisoners Statistics  (NPS-1)

The National Prisoners Statistics
(NPS-1) series obtains yearend and
midyear counts of prisoners from
departments of correction in each of
the 50 States, the District of Columbia,
and the Federal Bureau of Prisons.
Excluded from NPS-1 counts are
persons confined in locally adminis-
tered confinement facilities who are
under the jurisdiction of local 
authorities.  

NPS-1 also collects comparable data
on prison admissions and releases with
a sentence of more than 1 year.
Admission counts include data on new
court commitments, parole violators
returned to prison, and other types of
admission.  Data on method of release
from State prison include counts for
mandatory parole, discretionary parole,
other conditional releases, and uncon-
ditional releases from prison.  Trans-
fers, AWOL’s and escapees are
excluded from the release data in this
report.

Surveys of Inmates in State and
Federal Correctional Facilities, 1991
and 1997

The Surveys of Inmates in State and
Federal Correctional Facilities,
conducted every 5 to 6 years, provide
detailed data on individual characteris-
tics of prison inmates.  Based on scien-
tifically selected samples of facilities
and of inmates held in them, these
surveys provide detailed information
unavailable from any other source.  

To determine characteristics of
inmates to be released by yearend
1999 C including gender, age,
race/Hispanic origin, offense, criminal
history, substance abuse, mental
illness and homelessness C informa-
tion was drawn for this report from the
1997 survey.  Comparisons of parole
violators and reasons for revocation in
California, New York, and Texas (self-
representing States in the sample)
were also based on data from the 1997
survey.  

For descriptions of the 1991 and 1997
surveys and information on the sample
designs and accuracy of the estimates,
see Comparing Federal and State
Prison Inmates, 1991, September
1994, NCJ 145864, and Substance
Abuse and Treatment of State and
Federal Prisoners, 1997, January
1999, NCJ 172871.   
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